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EVALUATION OF THE MEDICINAL HERB
GRAPTOPETALUM PARAGUAYENSE AS A
TREATMENT FOR LIVER CANCER
Wei-Hsiang Hsu, Chi-Ying Huang
Institute of Biopharmaceutical Sciences, National Yang Ming University, Taiwan

Abstract
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the fifth most common malignancy and the third most common
cause of cancer-related death worldwide. Sorafenib is the only drug for patients with advanced-stage
hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) that has been shown to confer a survival benefit to patients with HCC;
however, it has many side effects. Thus, alternate therapeutic strategies with improved safety and
therapeutic efficacy for the management of HCC should be developed.We demonstrate that an
extracts of Graptopetalum paraguayense (GP) down-regulated the expression levels of several oncoproteins, including AURKA, AURKB and FLJ10540, in HCC cells. To isolate the active components in the
GP extracts, we prepared extracts fractions and assessed their effects on the expression of oncoproteins in HCC cells. The fraction designated HH-F3 was enriched in active ingredients, exhibited
cytotoxic effects and suppressed the expression of the onco-proteins in HCC cells. The structure of the
main active compound in HH-F3 was found to be similar to that of the proanthocyanidin compounds
derived from Rhodiola rosea. In addition, a distinct new compound rich in 3, 4, 5-trihydroxy benzylic
moieties was identified in the HH-F3 preparations. Mechanistic studies indicated that HH-F3 induced
apoptosis in HCC cells by promoting the loss of mitochondrial membrane potential and the production
of reactive oxygen species. HH-F3 also enhanced PTEN expression and decreased AKT phosphorylation
at Ser473 in a concentration-dependent manner in HCC cells. Moreover combination of GP or HH-F3
and sorafenib synergistically inhibits the proliferation of Huh7 cells. The treatment of a rat model with
diethylnitrosamine (DEN)-induced liver cancer with extracts of GP and HH-F3 decreased hepatic
collagen contents and inhibited tumor growth. These results indicate that GP extracts and HH-F3 can
protect the liver by suppressing tumor growth; consequently, these compounds could be considered
for the treatment of HCC.
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METHOD VALIDATION OF ALUMINIUM CONTENT
DETERMINATION IN SUCRALFATE SUSPENSION
AND TABLET DOSAGE FORMBY FLAME ATOMIC
ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY
Sophi Damayanti
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Abstract
Sucralfate is hydrous basic aluminium salt of sucrose octasulfate. Excess of aluminium in body tends
to accumulate in various tissues and organs including liver, brain and muscle thus may lead to many
complication on the normal tissues or organ function. Therefore, analysis of aluminium in sucralfate
with validated method is necessary. The objective of this study was to validate a method that can be
use to analyze aluminium content in sucralfate raw material and pharmaceutical dosage forms by
using Flame Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy (FAAS). Method: Destruction was carried out by
dissolving sucralfate in 0.5 M HNO3. Then, method validation on determination of aluminium in
sucralfate raw material, suspension and tablet simulation were carried out. Validated method was then
applied to determine the aluminium content in sample. Result and Discussion: The method validation
by using aluminium standard solution showed good linearity with r2 = 0.9998, limit of detection was
2.70 μg/mL, limit of quatification was 8.20 μg/mL. Accuracy of percentage recovery within the range
of 99.10 – 101.25 %, coefficient variance for precision test for intraday and interdays were 1.56 and
1.58 %, respectively. Method of sample destruction in this study showed gained of aluminium from
sucralfate raw material, suspension and tablet simulation were within the range of 15.6 – 16.6 % in
one gram sucralfate. Percentage recovery of accuracy test for aluminium in sucralfate raw material
was 99.39 – 101.20 %, precision for intraday and interdays with coefficient variance of 1.54 and
1.42% respectively. Percentage recovery for suspension simulation was within 98.60 – 101.48 %, and
coefficient variance for intraday and interdays precision were 1.34 % and 1.41 %, respectively. For
aluminium determination in sucralfate tablet simulation, percentage recovery was within 98.22 –
101.26 %, while coefficient variance for intraday and interdays precision were 1.13 % and 1.10 %,
respectively. Conclusion: Determination of aluminium content using validated method in suspension
sample A, B and C are 16.25 %, 16.92 %, and 16.46 %, respectively whereas aluminium content in
tablet sample A, B, and C are 16.10 %, 15.48 %, 15.17 %, respectively.
Keywords: Aluminium, Sucralfate, Suspension, Tablet, FAAS
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Abstract
Dipeptidyl peptidase 4 (DPP-4) inhibitors have emerged as a new therapeutic strategy for the
treatment of type 2 diabetes. DPP-4 inhibitors increase the level of active GLP-1 in the circulation
which in turn enhances insulin secretion and improves the glucose tolerance.Based on constructions of
the commercial drugs, we developed one-potcascade multicomponent procedure to synthesize a series
of glycolamide esters with different functional groups as the potent DPP-4 inhibitors.
Scheme1. The new
glycolamide esters.
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wereinvolvedVilsmeierformyloxylation reaction, decarbonylation, and esterification three steps.Initially,
1a were preliminarily treated with Vilsmeier reagent (HC(O)NH2 + PBr3) to convert the formyloxy
intermediate by following our published procedure.While formyloxy intermediate was worked-up in
aqueous solution, 2a can be conceived as the hydrolysis equivalent product. Subsequently, we
attempted to probe the feasibility ofsequential synthesis of N,O-disubstituted glycolamide ester2a
without the isolation offormyloxy and α-formyloxy N-phenylacetamide intermediates. The yields of
N,O-disubstituted glycolamide esters 2a–f are from 66 to 74 %. Most of target compounds 2a–
fshowed the improved DPP-4 inhibition activity. In particular, compounds 2c–ewith m-, p-F-Ph, pOMe-Ph, and p-CF3-Phgroups in N-1 position possessed the significant inhibitory activity against DDP4 (94.4–100 %). The order of activity into the series of the N,O-disubstituted glycolamide esters was
2c (100%) >2e (99.7%) >2d (94.4%) >2b (84.3%) >>2f (44.1%) > 2a (100%).A new onepotcascade multicomponent method was developed for preparation of N,O-disubstituted glycolamide
esters from α-chloroN-arylacetamides via Vilsmeierformyloxylation reaction, decarbonylation, and
esterification three steps. All of synthesized glycolamide ester derivatives were also evaluated the
DPP-4 inhibitory activity. Based on results of the structure–activity relationship and inhibitory
activitystudy, the synthesized glycolamide ester derivatives2c–fwould be able to conceive as potential
DPP-4 inhibitors for therapeutic type 2 diabetes mellitus. For the further IC50 screeningin vitro,
compounds 2c possessed the best inhibitory activity and quinoline-8-sulfonyl group was regarded as
the best active O-substitutedbioisostere for construction of the potent lead compounds.
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SUBCHRONIC EFFECT OF ETHANOL EXTRACT OF
CURCUMA LONGA LINN.ON HISTOPATHOLOGY OF
RATS KIDNEY AND LIVER
Moch. Saiful Bachri, Sapto Yuliani, Azmi Rahmadani
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Abstract
Nowadays, treatment a disease use medicinal plants in Indonesia growing rapidly.The plant that is
widely used as a traditional medicine is Curcuma longa Linn. Based on the above conditions, needs to
be seen the toxicity of Curcuma longa Linn if it’sgiven in the long term (subchronic). The ethanol
extract of Curcuma longa Linn obtained by maceration method. This study uses 32 Wistar ratand
divided into 4 groups. Group I was control (only given CMC-Na), group II, III, and IV were given the
ethanol extract of Curcuma longa Linn with a dose 50 mg / kg, 100 mg / kg, and 200 mg / kg
respectivelly. After 31th days, ratskidney and liver were taken. Organ weight ratio and
histopathological morphology of these organs were analyzed. The use of ethanol extract of Curcuma
longa Linn for 31 days led to toxicity, it makes animal test suffers of kidney hydropic degeneration of
tubular epithelium at a dose of 50 mg / kg, interstitial nephritis in a dose of 100 mg / kg, and necrosis
of epithelial tubules at doses of 50 mg / kg and 100 mg / kg . While the liver organ, 20% of animal
test experienced foki necrotic parenchyma in dose of 50 mg / kg and 100 mg / kg. From these
research it can be concluded that the use of ethanol extract of Curcuma longa Linn for 31 days affects
kidney and liver histopathology.
Keywords:Curcuma longa Linn., subchronic, kidney, liver, histopathology
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Abstract
Taiwanofungus camphoratus (TC), an endemic Taiwanese medicinal mushroom, has been used to
treat food poisoning, inflammatory disease and hepatic disease. Ergostane triterpenoids are
pharmacologically active compounds present in TC. Some ergostane triterpenoids have been shown to
exhibit anti-inflammatory activity in vitro. However, the effect of ergostane triterpenoids on the
immune response remains unclear and their effect on dendritic cells (DCs), which have a critical role in
innate and adaptive immunity, remains unknown. To investigate the effect of seven ergostane
triterpenoids on DC activation and maturation and explore the immunosuppressive effect in vivo. We
found that the ergostane triterpenoids decreased significantly the production of pro-inflammatory
factor TNFtokines IL-6 and IL-12, and the chemokine RANTES in LPS-induced DCs and that,
in the case of ZAC, the decrease was dose-dependent. ZAC also inhibited LPS-induced DC maturation
based on the fact that expression on LPS-induced DCs of MHC class II molecules and their costimulatory molecules CD80 and CD40 were decreased. In vivo, ZAC inhibited the contact
hypersensitivity response when mice were co-sensitized with 2,4-dinitrofluorobenzene (DNFB) and
ZAC. Also, T cell proliferation was found to be inhibited by ZAC in tissue from the ears of DNFBstimulated mice. Our findings suggest that ZAC can potentially be useful when treating chronic
inflammation and autoimmune diseases.
KeyWords: Taiwanofungus camphoratus, zhankuic acid C, dendritic cell, immunosuppressive, contact
hypersensitivity response
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Abstract

Neolitsea species are small evergreen trees belonging to the family Lauraceae and are demonstrated
to have antibacterial, anti-inflammatory and immunomodulatoy effects. Until now, it is still unclear
how Taiwanese Neolitsea hiiranensis modulate the functionality of immune cells, especially T cells. T
cells play a pivotal role in the acquired immunity that participates in a wide range of immune
responses through a complicated cytokine network. T helper 1 (Th1) cells producing interferon gamma
(IFN-γ) and interleukin-2 (IL-2) to help against intracellular infection caused by bacteria, viruses and
parasites; however up-regulation of Th1 immunity is associated with several immune disorders, such
as autoimmunity and delayed type hypersensitivity (DTH), in which antigen-acitved Th1 cells and
macrophage are involved. To discover the effective immunomodulatory natural products may help to
modulate Th1-mediated immune disorders. In this study, we will evaluate the immunomodulatory
effects of MeOH extract of the Neolitsea hiiranensis on T cell-mediated responses in a delay-type
hypersensitivity murine model. 5-week-old male BALB/c mice were separated into the following
groups (four mice per group): (1) nonsensitized group; (2) vehicle-treated (saline) plus ovalbumin
(OVA)-sensitized and challenged group; and (3) leaf of Neolitsea hiiranensis (5 and 20 mg/kg). Mice
were administered with extracts of Neolitsea hiiranensis before OVA sensitization and challenge by
intraperitoneal injection. To induce DTH reactions, the hind footpads of all mice were challenged
subcutaneously with OVA. Footpad swelling was measured and for further pathological
investigation.Neolitsea hirranensis inhibited antigen-specific IL-2 and IFN-γ production in vivo. The
extracts of N. hiiranensis leaves suppressed DTH reactions and attenuated the infiltration of CD3+,
and IFN-γ+ cells in the local footpads compared to the NS group. As IFN-γ is the key cytokine secred
by T helper-1 (Th1) cells, our results demonstrated the leaves of Neolitsea hiiranesis inhibited IFN-γ
production by antigen-specific T cells and attenuated DTH reactions by suppressing the infiltration and
functional activity of T helper 1 cells in response to antigen challenge in vivo. Neolitsea hiiranesis may
possess potential immunomodulatory effects on Th1-meidated immunity.
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ANTICANCER CYCLIC BISDESMOSIDES
FROM ACTINOSTEMMA LOBATUM
Jiaqing Cao and Yuqing Zhao*
School of Traditional Chinese Materia MedicaShenyang Pharmaceutical University, China

Abstract
Actinostemma lobatum MAXIM.,which is distributed abundantly in Southeast Asian countries, have
exhibited a variety of biological activities, especially anticancereffect. By means of many different
chromatographic methods such as silica gel, sephadex LH-20, reversed phase ODS column and PHPLC chromatography, More than 40 compounds were isolated from the 75% ethanol extract of the
herbs of A. lobatum, including 11cyclic bisdesmoside compounds. Moreover, the in vitro cytotoxicities
against HCT-116, HT-29, MCF-7 and A549cancer cell lines of all compounds isolated were assayed.
The cyclic bisdesmosides showed strong activities.It is concluded that the compositions of cyclic
bisdesmosides should be predominantly responsible for the anticancer active of Actinostemma
lobatum.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF ASTRAGALUS-BASED
CHINESE HERBAL FORMULAE IN NON-SMALL-CELL
LUNG CANCER
Hsuan-Min Hsu and Chi-Ying Huang
National Yang-Ming University, Taiwan

Abstract
Lung cancer is the leading cause of mortality and morbidity in the world. Over 85% of patients were of
advanced and inoperable stage at diagnosis. Their median survival was around six to nine months.
New generations of chemotherapy or newly developed target therapy can only prolong the median
survival to 11 ~ 23 months, suggesting a limitation to current modalities of treatment. Chinese herbal
medicines are of a long history and have shown effectiveness in benefiting the maintenance of health
and the recovery from diseases. Among them, Astragalus-based formula has shown to increase
effectiveness of platinum-based chemotherapy when combined with chemotherapy in advanced stage
non-small cell lung cancer. Despite the fact that many Chinese herbal medicines have shown a proapoptotic effect on tumor cells in vitro, none of them have been demonstrated a tumoricidal effect in
clinical practice when used alone. Using L1000 microarray, Connectivity Map, Library of Integrated
Network-based Cellular Signatures (LINCS) and ConsensusPathDB (CPDB)
analysis, the gene
expression signatures of an Astragalus-based formula (referred to as YQ) may link tocancer stem cells
(Hedgehog Signaling and Wnt signaling), EGFR signaling (ErbB signaling and MAPK signaling) and
immune response. Our hypothesis is the effect of YQ may be via reducing cancer stem cell population.
Here, various bioinformatics techniques were used to predict the mechanism of YQ. Biochemical
characterization of YQ-mediated reducing lung cancer stem cell properties and overcoming drug
resistance is summarized. Combination of YQ and cisplatin significantly suppresses NSCLC
tumorigenesis in mice. Finally, in a phase 2 clinical trial, the efficacy of YQ on NSCLC patients with 1st
line platinum-based chemotherapy has significantly survival benefit than NSCLC patients with
chemotherapy alone. Additional characterizations will provide detailed insights on batch consistency
and effective fractions.
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Abstract
Nelumbo nucifera Gaertn. (Nymphaeaceae) is widely distributed throughout Asia and Oceania. The
flower buds of this plant have been used to treat blood vomiting, and as a sedative and an antiinflammatory. The leaves of this plant have been used to treat hematemesis, epistaxis,
hyperlipidemia, and obesity. In previous studies, it is already known that the stamen part of the flower
buds of N. nucifera has many flavonol glycosides, while the leaves are rich to number of alkaloids
together with flavonol glycosides. However, detailed chemical studies on the bioactive constituents of
flower buds and leaves of N.nucifera have yet to be reported.
In this study, we found that the methanolic (MeOH) extract from the flower buds and leaves of N.
nucifera showed inhibitory effects on melanogenesis. Therefore, we investigated the constituents with
melanogenesis inhibitory effects.
We describe the isolation of aporphine- and benzylisoquinoline-type alkaloids with melanogenesis
inhibitory activity as well as structural elucidation of the new constituent.
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From the MeOH extract, a new alkaloid, N-methylasimilobine N-oxide (1) was isolated together with
eleven benzylisoquinoline alkaloids. The absolute stereostructure of the new alkaloid was determined
from chemical and physicochemical evidence. Moreover, nuciferine (2), N-methylasimilobine (3), (-)lirinidine (4), and 2-hydroxy-1-methoxy-6a,7-dehydroaporphine (5) showed potent inhibition on
melanogenesis and some structure-activity relationships of aporphine- and benzylisoquinoline-type
alkaloids were suggested.
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Abstract
Lawsonia inermis L. (Family Lythraceae) is well known as a hair dye. Generally called “henna,” L.
inermis is traditionally used for the treatment of headache, migraine, albinism, skin abrasion, ulcer,
burn, smallpox, leprosy boil, wound, and certain mycotic infections, in the same manner as ayurvedic
and Chinese traditional medicine. However, there is no detailed report on the therapeutic use of L.
inermis flower.In this report, we describe the isolation of melanogenesis inhibitors from L. inermis
flower bud, and characterize some structure-activity relationships. We examined the effects of the
active constituents on tyrosinase and the mRNA levels of its related proteins to clarify the mechanism
of action. We also examined anti-plasmin activity to confirm the multiple anti-melanogenic activities of
the constituents of L. inermis flower bud.
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Among the constituents (1―10) isolated from the methanolic extract, luteolin, quercetin, and (±)eriodictyol showed stronger inhibitory activity in melanogenesis, than the reference compound,
arbutin. Several structure-activity relationships of the flavonoids were suggested, and OGlc < H = OH
at the 3-position, OGlc < OH at the 4’-position, and the double bond between the 2- and 3-positions
were important. The active constituents suppressed tyrosinase, tyrosinase related protein (TRP)-1,
and TRP-2 mRNA expression. The suppression was considered as one of the mechanisms of action.
Anti-plasmin activity is considered to play a key role in UV-stimulated melanogenesis in human skin.
Comparison with the positive control, tranexamic acid, revealed that the methanolic extract [inhibition
(%) at 100 µg/mL: 91.4%] and flavonoids 1–4, 6–8, and 10 have strong anti-plasmin activities. [1]L.
inermis and its constituents may be a promising seed for the development of an anti-melanogenic
agent for cosmetics with multiple (dual) mechanisms. The mechanism of action of the active
constituents including their target molecules should be studied further.
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Abstract
In this study, the antioxidant activities of four Sophora medical plants including S. tomentosa, S.
flavescens, S. tonkinensis and S. japonica were evaluated by various in vitro assays such as DPPH,
ABTS and reactive oxygen species scavenging assays, and the antioxidant constituents of these above
four Sophora medical plants were measured by 96-well microtiter method and HPLC-DAD. According
to the experimental results demonstrated that S. tomentosa and S. japonica have enriched antioxidant
components including total phenol and flavonoid, and also possessed the better free radical
scavenging and antioxidant activity. Sophora tomentosa is used in folk medicine in Taiwan. This study
were further investigated the effects of Sophora tomentosa on scopolamine-induced spatial memory
deficits in balb/c mice in plus maze test and Morris water maze. The results showed that scopolaminetreated mice express poor retention of memory in both behavior tests. However, mice administered
with the extract of S. tomentosa reversed the deficits in these paradigms. In the brain, S. tomentosa
increased GSH, GPx, SOD activities, while decreased the level of MDA. This experiment indicated that
Sophora tomentosa L. may be useful for memory improvement in mice treated with scopolamine, and
the mechanism may be related to the reduction of oxidative stress in the mice brain.
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PLASMA CONCENTRATIONS OF BIOFUNCTIONAL
AMIDE CONSTITUENTS FROM FRUIT OF PIPER
CHABA
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Abstract
Piper chaba (syn.P. retrofractum, Piperaceae) is widely distributed in Southeast Asia. The fruit of this
plant is commonly called “Dee Plee” in Thailand and has been used as an antiflatulent, expectorant,
antitussive, antifungal, uterus-contracting agent, sedative-hypnotic, appetizer, and counterirritant. We
have been conducting studies to characterize this natural medicine and previously reported that 47
constituents could be isolated from the 80% aqueous acetone extract of the fruit of P. chaba [1–4].
The aqueous acetone extract and the isolates were found to show a range of protective effects: they
decreased the rate of ethanol- or
Table 1. Pharmacokinetic parameters of piperine (1), piperlonguminine
indomethacin-induced gastric lesions
(2), and retrofractamide A (3) after oral administration of each compound
in rats; they inhibited an increase in
serum AST and serum ALT levels
Dose
Cmax
Tmax
AUC0—24 h
induced by D-galactosamine (DGalN)/lipopolysaccharide
(LPS)(mg/kg, p.o.) (g/mL)
(h)
(g・h/mL)
induced liver injury in mice; and they
reduced the rate of cell death in
Piperine (1)
5
0.192
0.8
0.527
primary cultured mouse hepatocytes
induced by D-GalN/tumor necrosis
10
0.377
0.8
1.620
factor (TNF). In a previous study, we
identified
several
amide
20
0.770
1.0
3.310
constituents,
for
example,
piperlonguminine
(2)
and
Piperlonguminine (2)
5
0.316
0.9
0.914
retrofractamides A (3) and B that
10the present
0.708
1.2
2.510
showed PPAR agonist-like activity in 3T3-L1 cells [5, 6]. In
study, plasma
levels
of
2 and 3 after oral administration in mice were compared with those of piperine (1) to obtain
20
1.970
1.0 theprincipal
9.060
information on doses for in vivo study.We performed an LC-MS/MS
analysis
to estimate
amide constituents and plasma concentrations of compounds 1–3. As a result, the plasma
Retrofractamide
A (3) 1). 5Previously,0.090
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In our previous studies, theeffective concentrations of 2and 3 for PPAR agonist-like effects in 3T3-L1
cells were 1–30 µM, and the respective Cmax at 20 mg/kg of these compounds were 1.97 µg/mL (7.2
µM) and 0.43 µg/mL (1.3 µM). With regard to effective doses in vivo, anadministration regimenof
several times per day of more than 20 mg/kg would benecessary in light of their Cmax and half-lives.
Furthermore, when the extract, which contains approximately 20% piperine (1), was administered at
doses of 50 and 100 mg/kg (p.o.), theAUC of 1 was apparently greaterthan when 1 was administered
aloneat the equivalent doses of10 or20 mg/kg (p.o.). These findings suggest that theother
constituents of the extracts caninhibit metabolism of 1. The AUCs of other amide constituents also
appeared to increase more than theincrement of doses of the extract. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first report that the AUC of piperine (1) is increased by other amide constituents in
theextract [6]. The differences in Cmax and AUCs of the amide constituents merits further study.
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DIURETIC EFFECT OF WATER OF GENJAH SALAH
COCONUT (Cocos nucifera L. var. nana) ON
EXPERIMENTAL ANIMAL
Afifah Bambang Sutjiatmo1, Elin Yulinah Sukandar2, Sarah Meisa Sugianto1, Suci
Nar Vikasari1
1 Faculty of Pharmacy, General Achmad Yani University, Cimahi, Indonesia
2 School of Pharmacy, Institut Teknologi Bandung, Bandung, Indonesia

Abstract
Water of coconut (Cocos nucifera L) in Indonesia is used traditionally as diuretic. This study was to
evaluate diuretic effect of water of Cocos nucifera L. var. nana. Diuretic assay was done using
modification of Lipschitz methode. Dose of water of Cocos nucifera L. var. nana.were1.25ml/kg bw,
2.5 ml/kg bwand 5ml/kg bw, and furosemide 14.4 mg/kg bw was used as comparator. Parameter of
diuretic effect was cumulative urine volume during 6 and 24 hour. Potassium and sodium ion content
were determined using Atomic Absorption Spectrometry. Analysis was done using Student–t test.
The result showed that urine volume cumulative of water of coconut at 1.25ml/kg bw hence 330
minutes, urine volume cumulative of water of coconut at 2.5ml/kg bw hence 300 minutes, and urine
volume cumulative of water of coconut at 5ml/kg bw hence 30 minutes was significantly different
compared to control group (p<0.05). The result also showed that water of coconut had saluretic effect
based on potassium and sodium ion content and similar with furosemid 14.4 mg/kg bw (p>0.05).
Key words: Diuretic, water, Cocos nucifera L. var. nana
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B220, A SYNTHETIC 7-ARYLINDOLINE-1BENZENESULFONAMIDES, INDUCES APOPTOSIS IN
COLORECTAL CANCER HCT116 CELLS
Tung-Yun Wu1, Jing-Ping Liou2, Mei-Chuan Chen1, 3,*
1

Graduate Institute of Pharmacognosy, 2School of Pharmacy, 3Ph.D. Program of the Clinical drug
discovery from Botanical Herbs, College of Pharmacy, Taipei Medical University, TAIWAN

Abstract
Colorectal cancer ranks as the third cause of cancer deaths in Taiwan and the incidence rate of
colorectal cancer is gradually increasing in recent years. In our study, we found that B220, a synthetic
7-aryloline-1-benzenesulfonamides compound, induces cell apoptotic cell death in colorectal cancer
HCT116 cells.We examined B220-inducedcell growth inhibition in human colorectal carcinoma HCT116
cells by using sulphorodamine B (SRB) assay. Cell cycle distribution of B220-treated cells was
evaluated by Flow cytometry. Protein markers of cell cycle regulatory factors and apoptotic cell death
were examined by Western blotting.Compound B220can inhibit cell growth in human colorectal
carcinoma HCT116 cells with submicromolar GI50
mine B (SRB)
assay. In addition, our results showed that B220 induced arrest of cell cycle at G2/M phase followed
by an increase the proportion of sub-G1 cells by flow cytometric analysis with propidium iodide (IP)
staining. Furthermore, B220 upregulated the mitotic makers phosphorylated MPM2 and cyclin B1 in
parallel with increased phospho-cdc2 (Thr 161) and decreased phospho-cdc2 (Tyr 15). Moreover,
apoptotic pathways were activated by the found of catalytic cleavage of caspase -3,-9,-8 and poly
(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP). Our findings show that compound B220, a synthetic 7-arylindoline1-benzenesulfonamides, can induce G2/M phase arrest and apoptotic cell death in colorectal cancer
HCT116 cells. Taken together, B220 is a potential anticancer agent for colorectal cancer treatment and
further development in the future.
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CHARACTERIZATION AND QUANTITATIVE
DETERMINATION OF DOPAMINE FROM THE PEELS
OF PHILIPPINE VARIETIES OF BANANA
Mary Joy Kasilag1, Krestelle J. Lorilla1, Katryn Dane C. Punsalang1, Faith Danica R.
Ramos1, Sigfredo Mata2
2
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Philippine Women's University, School of Pharmacy, Phillipines
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Abstract
In the Philippines, banana is one of the most important fruit crops and is the second most productive
source of agricultural income. Banana peel, which can be a good source of natural dopamine, is an
underused by-product of the banana processing industry. This research was conducted to determine
the dopamine content of the different Philippine varieties of banana (lakatan, latundan, and saba)
using high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), and ultraviolet (UV) and Fourier-transform
infrared (FTIR) spectrophotometry in order to promote organic sourcing of drugs and medicines in the
market. Fresh peels of lakatan, latundan, and saba were chilled in dry ice, pulverized, and heated in a
mixture of 17.5% hydrochloric acid and 0.6 M perchloric acid. The mixture was filtered and the
filtrates were diluted using 0.6 M perchloric acid. The UV absorbance spectra of acid extracts (1:4 v/v)
were determined from 200 to 480 nm. Dopamine HCl was precipitated from ethanol for the IR
spectroscopic analysis. HPLC determination was performed by isocratic elution using a mobile phase of
50 mM acetate pH 4.3 buffer, 4% methanol, and 0.125 mM disodium edetate on C18-bonded phase
silica. Samples were diluted 1:5 v/v using the mobile phase. The UV-Vis spectrophotometry analysis
showed that the maximum absorbance of the standard dopamine and acid extracts was at 280 nm.
The presence of dopamine in the acid extracts was also confirmed by FTIR spectroscopic analysis of
the precipitates from ethanol. Functional groups present in the IR spectrum of dopamine HCl reference
standard were also found in the samples. In the HPLC analysis of the acid extracts, the average
retention time of the extracts (2.90 ± 0.01 min.) was near to that of the standard (2.87 ± 0.01 min.).
Peak areas were measured and the concentrations were determined based on the dopamine standard:
lakatan showed the highest mean concentration (0.53 ± 0.27 mg/g), followed by latundan (0.41 ±
0.17 mg/g) and saba having the least amount (0.25 ± 0.03 mg/g). There were no statistically
significant differences between the means of the three different varieties as determined by one-way
ANOVA. Extracting banana peels with 17.5% hydrochloric acid and 0.6 M perchloric acid was efficient
and produced extracts with high dopamine concentrations as determined by HPLC. UV and FTIR
spectrometric analyses confirmed the presence of dopamine in the extracts.
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ALKALOIDS WITH MELANOGENESIS INHIBITORY
EFFECTS FROM THE LEAVES OF MURRAYA KOENIGII
Masashi Fukaya1, Seikou Nakamura1, Souichi Nakashima1,2,
Yoshimi Oda1,2,Masayuki Yoshikawa1, Hisashi Matsuda1, *
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Abstract
Murraya koenigii (Rutaceae) is a medicinal plant used in traditional Indian medicine. The leaves, bark,
and root of M. koenigii have been used as a tonic and stomachic and for the treatment of dyspepsia,
diarrhea, and nausea. In addition, the leaves of M. koenigii, commonly known as “curry leaf”, are used
as a spice. On the other hand, we have been searching for inhibitors of melanin production from
medicinal foodstuffs and medicinal flowers in order to develop components for cosmetic products and
depigmenting agents. In this study, a methanolic extract from the leaves of Sri Lankan M. koenigii was
found to show an inhibitory effect on melanogenesis in theophylline-stimulated murine B16 melanoma
4A5 cells. Therefore, we examined the constituents of the leaves of M. koenigii. As a result, two new
carbazole alkaloids, karapinchamines A (1) and B (2), were isolated together with twelve known
carbazole alkaloids 3−14 (Fig.1). The chemical structures of 1 and 2 were elucidated on the basis of
chemical and physicochemical evidence.

Next, the effects of the isolated carbazole alkaloids 3−14 and commercial samples 15 and 16 on
melanogenesis were examined. Principal alkaloid constituents (5–8, 10–13) inhibited melanogenesis in
B16 melanoma 4A5 cells. In addition, the structural requirements of the carbazole alkaloids for
melanogenesis inhibitory effect were discussed. Furthermore, we examined their effects of the
principal alkaloids on the mRNA expression of tyrosinase and TRP-1 and -2 in B16 melanoma 4A5 cells
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IN-VIVO PHAGOCYTIC ACTIVITY EFFECT OF
EXTRACT AND TWO COMPOUNDS ISOLATED FROM
RED BETEL (PIPER CROCATUM RUIZ & PAV.)
LEAVES
Y.S. Hartini*1 and Laurentius H. Nugroho2,
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Abstract
Red betel (Piper crocatumRuiz&Pav) leaves have been usedtraditionally in Indonesia to maintain
people health. Our previous studies, two principal immunostimulant substances were isolated from the
red betel MeOH extract. The substances were identified as neolignan (Pc-1) and its deacetyl derivates
(Pc-2). There was no histopathological effect on kidneys observed caused by both compounds.
However histopathological effects on liver is observed due to Pc-2 treatment, not for Pc-1. The plant
extractsmayhave ahigher phagocytic activitycompared toisolated compound. This recent study, in vivo
phagocytic activity of red betel leaf MeOH extract and those of isolated compounds were compared.
Red betle leaves MeOH extract and isolated Pc-1 and Pc-2 (Hartini et al., 2014) were used as
materials. The phagocytic activity assessment were carried out by macrophage phagocytosis and nitric
oxide assay. After 14 days of Red betel leaves MeOH extract (150,300, and 450 mg/kgBW) and the
Pc-1 and Pc-2 isolated compounds (5 mg/kgBW each) treatment, the BALB/c mice were infected with
Listeria monocytogenes. Macrophage phagocytosis activity and nitric oxide production were measured
twice, before and 21th day after L. monocytogenes infection. A day after 14th days treatment there
was no significant different in macrophage phagocytosis activity (Phagocytosis Percentage,
Phagocytosis Index, and Phagocytosis Efficiency) and nitric oxide production among the groups of
treatment. The same results were also found when it was compared to negative control. The following
experiment, the treated mice were infected with L. monocytogenes. After21th day of infection, the
Phagocytosis Percentage (PP) and Phagocytosis Index (PI) showed significantly different between
those of treated group and negative control. The PP and PI of groups treated with the isolates (5
mg/kgBW Pc-1 and Pc-2) were equal to 450 mg/kgBW Red betel leaves MeOH extract.Nitric oxide
assayalso showed the same results. In our previous research reported that at the treatment
of5mg/kgBWPc-1 on BALB/c mice showednormalhistopathologiceffectson the kidneysandliver, whereas
at the same dose of Pc-2 treatment showednormalhistopathologiceffectson the kidneys, but caused
liver damages. The structure difference between Pc-1 and Pc-1 is one of their functional groups. Pc-1
had acetyl groupwhichreplaces thehydroxyl groupon thePc-2 (Hartini et al., 2014). The ongoing
research, the histophatological effect of the extract and isolated compounds treatment on infected
BALB/c mice liver and kidneys will be carried out. The damaged on liver will also be analysed by
measuring SGOT/SGPT. The 450 mg/kgBW Red betel leaves MeOH extract had equal phagocytic
activity compared to 5 mg/kgBW Pc-1 and Pc-2.
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THE IN VITRO XANTHINE OXIDASE INHIBITORY
ACTIVITY OF THE CRUDE ETHANOLIC EXTRACT
FROM RED ONION (ALLIUM CEPA LINN.,
LILIACEAE) BULB
Alyssa Salut, Roselyn Dennese S. Gan, A. Christine, Kathryn R. Suarez
Manila Central University, Philippines

Abstract
Xanthine oxidase is the rate limiting factor in uric acid production. High levels of uric acid in the blood
(hyperuricemia) may be a risk factor to other diseases such as gout, kidney failure and cardiovascular
disease (Durante, et al., 2009). The study determined the in vitro xanthine oxidase inhibitory activity
of the crude ethanolic extract from red onion (Allium cepa Linn., Liliaceae) bulb through fluorometry.
Red onion’s hydroalcoholic extract yields flavonoids known for their enzyme inhibitory activities
(Delazar, et al., 2004). Bulbs were subjected to ethanol extraction, physicochemical and
pharmacological tests. They contained flavonoids among other constituents. The extract and the
reference drug, Allopurinol’s inhibitory activities (in three replicates) were measured in terms of
percent (%) inhibition using Xanthine Oxidase Assay Kit (ab102522). The groups have different levels
of log concentration before they were able to reach 100% inhibition. The extract required 300μg/mL to
reach 98.99% inhibition while Allopurinol entailed 200μg/mL. Moreover, t-test indicated that they
significantly differ from each other with P value of 0.015 (α=0.05). The interpolated % inhibition
showed however, that they converged at the same values with 150-200μg/mL log concentration.
Therefore, the red onion bulb extract may be developed as a potential uricosuric agent.
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AN EXPLORATORY SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC STUDY
ON THE COMPLEXATION OF ALUMINUM WITH
INDICATOR DYES
Karla Keith Abana, Raphaelle Anyssa Apigo, Rua Marie Balanay, Ma. Ysabelle Lyra
Brual, Sharinah Carreon, Sarah Hermosura, Lara Alyssa Liban, Brian Jay Loria,
Regina Beatriz Luz, Jonash Mallari, Menelli Aimeren Mendoza, Martin Rey Edrick
Santos, Shaine Marie Sarmiento, Kristel Abby Silva, Sigfredo B. Mata, Francheska
Areza
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Abstract
A simple spectrophotometric method was developed to determine aluminum using indicator dyes of
the azo, thiazine, and triphenylmethane types: methyl orange, methyl red, methylene blue, toluidine
blue, basic fuchsin, and para-naphtholbenzein. Standard solutions containing 1.0 x 10-3 M aluminum
(III) were mixed with equimolar amounts of each indicator dye at different pH conditions: pH 1.0, pH
2.0, pH 10.0, and pH 12.0. Absorbances of indicator dyes solutions with aluminum (III) and without
aluminum (III) were measured from 200 nm to 780 nm. Complexation was exhibited when
hyperchromic shift was observed in solutions that contained both aluminum (III) and the indicator
dye. Significant hyperchromic shift at 243 nm was observed in solutions containing aluminum (III) and
the following indicator dyes: basic fuchsin at pH 10, and methyl red and para-naphtholbenzein, both
at pH 12. The thiazine dyes, methylene blue and toluidine blue, which are redox indicator dyes, did
not exhibit a significant hyperchromic shift in any wavelength, thereby demonstrating that these dyes
did not complex with aluminum (III). Methyl orange did not show hyperchromic shift, but it showed
hypochromic shift at pH 1.0 and pH 10.0, possibly indicating an alternative pathway of complexation.
We also determined the metal-ligand ratio of aluminum (III) with basic fuchsin and methyl red using
Job’s method of continuous variation. Demonstrating high absorbances of the metal-dye complexes,
this method can be a sensitive method in determining aluminum in various pharmaceuticals. We
recommend further optimization of the aluminum (III) concentration and the determination of the
stability of the complexes for the application of the method in pharmaceutical analysis.
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IDENTIFICATION AND BIOASSAY OF PRENYLATED
INDOLE DERIVATIVES FROM NEOSARTORYA
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Abstract
Fungal secondary metabolism is very important in fungal growth and development. Filamentous fungi
produce various secondary metabolites as bioactive compounds. These metabolites are shown
versatile biological activities, such as antibacterial, antifungal, and antitumor activity and used in
different fields. Neosartorya fischeri is a heat-resistant mold frequently reported to cause spoilage in
fruit products. It is related to Aspergillus fumigatus. Unlike the extensively investigated Aspergillus
genus, there are only few reports on the secondary metabolites of Neosartorya species. In our study,
we found a prenylated indole derivative acetylaszonalenin is the major secondary metabolite after
optimized 14-day mycelial liquid culture. The analyses showed that the growth conditions affected the
chemical profile of crude extracts. The dominant peak of interest, acetylaszonalenin, appeared in HPLC
chromatogram at Tr 22.5 min, and the structure was elucidated by comprehensive spectroscopic
analyses, especially LC-MS and NMR experimentsand by comparing the spectroscopic data with those
reported in the literature. No report on bioactivities of acetylaszonalenin has been found in the
literature till now. MTT assay was performed in various concentrations of crude extracts of mycelial
liquid culture. The results shown that there are around 60% cell viability after 24 and 48 hours
treatments when mouse 3T3 fibroblasts were tested with 1.0%, 2.5%, and 5.0% of mycelial liquid
culture. Cytotoxicity was found when 3T3 cells were treated with 10% of mycelial liquid culture after
24- and 48-hour treatments. In addition, the bioassay of the extract from mycelial liquid culture were
carried out. Acetylaszonalenin was isolated and analyzed by reverse transcriptase inhibitory activity
assay. The results showed that the title compound with reverse transcriptase inhibitory activity was
found at 0.125 mM. These results may have a potential for applications in the fields, such as the novel
ingredients for cosmetics or drug development for the RNA virus inhibitors. The optimized growth
condition and the results for bioassay, such as anti-bacterial, anti-hyaluronidase, and anti-MMPs will
also be presented.
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RIVAROXABAN USE FOR THE PROPHYLAXIS OF
DEEP VEIN THROMBOSIS AFTER TOTAL HIP OR
KNEE REPLACEMENT
Wang Chun Chen, Jih His Yeh, Yi Ping Hsiang, Pei Yi Lin, Hsiu Ling Chang
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Abstract
Due to a high risk of the deep vein thrombosis (DVT) rate in patients after total hip replacement (THR)
and total knee replacement surgery (TKR). The prophylactic use of new oral anticoagulants (NOACs) –
rivaroxaban has been recommended in 2008 American College of Chest Physicians (ACCP).
Rivaroxaban was introduced into this hospital on January 2013. The aim of this study was to evaluate
the appropriateness of rivaroxaban indication, durations and safety in a teaching hospital in southern
Taiwan region. An observatory study was conducted between January 2013 and January 2014.
Patients older than 18 years after THR or TKR were recruited. Eligibility criteria included patients
receiving other orthopedic surgeries or experiencing bone fracture, severe trauma, and spinal cord
injury. Efficacy outcome follow-up was conducted the DVT incidence rate from the first prescription of
rivaroxaban to 35 days after termination of drug use. Safety outcome follow-up, adverse drug reaction
from the first prescription to 2 days after drug use termination was examined. A total of 218 patients
were analyzed and 198 satisfied the inclusion criteria with mean age of 60.0± 9.4 years and male to
female ratio 1:3. The average hospitalization duration was 6.9±2.6 days. The indication rationality
was 100%. A total of 195 patients received the prescription under National Health Insurance (NHI),
yielding a 97% rationality of NHI regulations. The reasons for 4 patients not conforming to the NHI
regulations were further analyzed. Two of the patients did not receive D-dimer tests and the other two
used therapeutic processes in a period exceeding the regulated days by the NHI. Regarding the
therapeutic effect and safety, the incidence rates of DVT and adverse drug reaction were both 0%.
New-generation oral anticoagulants initiates a new era of deep vein thrombosis prevention. Overall
evaluation of the new drug revealed that it is effective and safe as a therapy. However, the future
medical order system should control and manage the therapeutic process of such drug use within a
regulated period. In addition, new indications appeared in 2014, pharmacists should continue to
monitor the use of the new-generation oral anticoagulants.
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EVALUATIONS OF SCLAREOL FOR ADJUVANT
THERAPY IN CISPLATIN-RESISTANT NON-SMALL
CELL LUNG CANCER
Shih-Yin Chen, Chun-Hsu Pan, and Chieh-Hsi Wu*
Department of Pharmacy, Taipei Medical University, Taiwan

Abstract
Non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) is the most common type of lung cancer and hardly cured. To
date, the platinum-based chemotherapy has become a common clinical regimen for first-line use in
NSCLC. However, these drugs possessed some clinical side effects and toxicity as well as potential
problem in drug resistance. Developing an adjuvant drugs targeting on cancer stem cells or drugresistant cells will augment clinical effectiveness of primary chemotherapeutic agent (e.g. cisplatin)
and thus to reduce its dosage and then to decrease side effects and toxicity. Sclareol, a plant-derived
compound, can be a potential cisplatin-based adjuvant medicine for clinical therapy against NSCLC.
A549 and lung cancer stem-like cell were treated with sclareol, cisplatin or both for 24 h. The half
maximal inhibitory concentration was calculated by MTT assays. The effect on the migration was
analyzed using the wound healing and transwell chamber migration assays. The effect on the invasion
was analyzed using matrigel invasion assays. Western blot and RT-PCR were performed to detect the
expressions of ERCC1, Snail and MAPK pathways. Cobalt chloride was used to treat A549 cells for 48
hours to induce overexpression of cancer stem cell markers (CD90/CD133). Our results showed that
cisplatin-induced cytotoxicity against lung cancer stem-like cells is less than that against A549 cells
(approximately 20%). Yet the combination use of cisplatin and sclareol demonstrated a significant
suppression on the survival rate of A549 cells and lung cancer stem-like cells. In addition, the
combination use of cisplatin and sclareol can significantly inhibit cell migration by more than 20% as
compared to cisplatin use alone. We further analyzed the differential expression levels of cisplatinresistance related molecules (ERCC1 and Snail) by the combined drug treatment. Our results showed
that such combined treatment can reduce the expression levels of ERCC1 and Snail by approximately
30%. Our data demonstrated that sclareol can significantly down-regulate drug-resistance associated
proteins (ERCC1, Snail), and thus enhanced the cytotoxic effects of cisplatin on A549 cells and lung
cancer stem-like cells. Thereby, sclareol can be potentially applied as the cisplatin-based adjuvant for
clinical therapy for NSCLC.
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Abstract
Tea flowers, which are used as foods or drinks, were divided into two main species: the flower buds of
Camellia sinensis var. sinensis and C. sinensis var. assamica. Previously, we have isolated acylated
saponins, floratheasaponins A–J and chakasaponins I–VI, with several biological effects such as antiobesity, anti-hyperlipidemic, and anti-hyperglycemic effects from the flower buds of C. sinensis
cultivated in Japan and in China (Anhui, Fujian and Sichuan Province).
However, the chemical constituents and biological activities of the flower buds of C. sinensis var.
assamica, which were cultivated widely in South and Southeast Asia such as India, Sri Lanka, and
Indonesia, have not been determined. In the course of our studies on the bioactive constituents of
medicinal flowers, we examined the constituents from the flower buds of C. sinensis var. assamica
cultivated in India.

Fig.1. Structures of new saponins isolated from C. sinensis var. assamica
In this study, we isolated eight new acylated oleanane-type triterpene oligoglycosides,
floraassamsaponins I–VIII (1–8) together with three known constituents (Fig. 1). The chemical
structures of saponins were characterized on the basis of chemical and physicochemical evidence.
Floraassamsaponins I (1) and II (2) with a glucose at the 28-position were obtained as major
compounds from the flower buds of C. sinensis var. assamica. This is the first report that acylated
triterpene oligoglycosides with sugars at the 28-position have been isolated from Camellia plants
including the flower buds of C. sinensis var. sinensis, and this finding is interesting from the
perspective of chemotaxonomy of Camellia plants.
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INDUCTION APOPTOSIS AND CELL CYCLE
MODULATION OF THE EXTRACTS ETHANOLIC AND
EACH FRACTION OF BROTOWALI (Tinospora crispa)
ON CULTUR CELL WIDR
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Abstract
The phenomenon of a shift in lifestyle, including dietary changes with menus low in fiber and high in
cholesterol, will continue to increase the incidence of colon cancer.Cancer treatment with surgery
followed by chemotherapy has not given satisfactory results and may cause side effects.The
anticancer search for new compounds and natural materials continue to be encouraged. One plant
which has been used empirically for cancer is Brotawali (Tinospora crispa). The purpose of this study
is to perform the extraction and fractionation to obtain the active compounds, and their cytotoxic
effect and mechanism including apoptotic induction and modulation of cell cycle. Ethanol extract of
brotowali do preparatis thin layer chromatography using a stationary phase silica gel GF 254 with
mobile phase solvent mixture of n-hexane: chloroform (4: 6), then spots scraped and dissolved again
in ethanol, then evaporated. Cytotoxic fractions were then tested with MTT method, induction of
apoptosis and the cell cycle detection using flowcytometric analysis. The results showed that the
fraction F3 having a cytotoxic effect with IC50 of 18.6 ug / ml. The fraction was able to induce
apoptosis of 29.8%, compared to 17.90% of control and doxorubicin of 68.12%. The inhibition of the
growth at the G2-M phase was 14.41% for F3, 14.91% for control and 10.74% for doxorubicin.F3 also
induced a moderate increase of hyperploid phase (17.27%compared to control of 11.92%).
Keywords: Apoptosis, Cell WIDR, cytotoxic, cell cycle and Tinospora crispa
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Abstract
Curcuma longa Linn. (Fam. Zingiberaceae) is a rhizomatous herbaceous perennial plant widely
distributed in the Philippines. It has diverse traditional uses in which the curcuminoids present in the
rhizomes can act as antifertility agent.This exploratory study aimed to evaluate the antifertility activity
of Curcuma longa Linn. rhizome ethanolic extracts on female mice. C. longa rhizomes were subjected
to extraction using ethanol as solvent. The extract obtained was then qualitatively characterized
through phytochemical screening and thin layer chromatography. The extract was further divided for
the three treatment groups with doses 250, 500 and 1000 mg/kg BW/day and was compared to the
negative (10% Tween 20) and positive (Ethinyl estradiol-Levonorgestrel) control groups. The doses
were administered for 10 days after which the female mice were allowed to mate and undergo
gestation period. Relative organ weights and pregnancy ratios were determined to assess the success
in preventing pregnancy of the extracts. Basis for pregnancy ratio included macroscopic and histologic
examination of the reproductive organs of female mice. Qualitative analyses revealed the possible
presence of curcuminoids detected through the presence of characteristic three yellow spots in all
visualization techniques done – daylight inspection, UV light (254 and 365 nm) and through its
antioxidant property using DPPH spray. Assessment for success in preventing mice pregnancy also
revealed the antifertility effect of the extracts through the following findings: (1) 1000 mg/kg dose has
a significantly lower relative organ weight than the negative control group and (2) all three doses used
- 250, 500 and 1000 mg/kg have 0% pregnancy ratio as compared with 67% and 0% pregnancy ratio
of the negative and positive control groups, respectively. Signs of toxicity were also observed on the
500 and 1000 mg/kg doses used. The crude rhizome ethanolic extract of C. longa exhibited
antifertility effects in all three treatment doses used. However, beginning at 500 mg/kg dose, signs of
toxicity were already observed. Further studies are needed to establish toxicity profile and minimum
effective dose of Curcuma longa Linn.
Key words: Antifertility, Curcuma longaLinn., Phytochemical Screening, Thin Layer Chromatography,
Relative Organ Weight, Pregnancy Ratio
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Abstract
Previous screening suggested the ethanolic extract of Paeoniae Rubra Radix (PRR) ameliorates,
hyperglycemia, insulin resistance effects and β-cell functionin diabetic mouse models. The polyphenolenriched fraction (PEF), which is abundant in PRR, demonstrates inhibitory activities on PEPCK gene
expression in vivo. To develop PRRas a novel anti-diabetic drug candidate, separation, chemical
characterization and degradation of the macromolecular paeonia polyphenols (MPPs) from PRR for
clarification of chemical composition were accomplished. In respect of PEF isolation, the previous
isolation method was to collect the suspended insoluble matter between two layers after a liquid-liquid
partition between water and n-BuOH. After purchased more batches of the herbal materials and
followed the original methods, most of the polyphenols were dissolved in the EtOAc layer, and no
suspended insoluble was observed. The modified method is to do another liquid-liquid partition of the
EtOAc layer by n-BuOH, and the partial-purified fraction was obtained with 4.6 to 5.7 times of the
original yields. In respect of bioassay-guided fractionation, the PEF sample extracted by the modified
method demonstrated a higher activity in inhibition of the PEPCK gene expression in H4IIE cells than
that in previous batches. In respect of fingerprinting of the PEF, similar complicated aromatic signals
were observed in the 1H NMR spectra, however, with minor difference compared to that of the
previous batches. In respect of degradation of the PEF, previous studies revealed that PEF contained
sugar moieties, and 23.6% of it is condensed tannin. The 1H NMR spectrum of the water soluble
fraction showed the glucose signals, while that of the EtOAc fraction showed two groups of multiplets
in the two regions of δH 8.0-8.2 and δH 7.4-7.7, and with sugar signals. From these evidences we
speculated that parts of the sugars were imbedded in the phenolic groups and therefore not be
hydrolyzed. Previous chemical colorimetric tests results showed the presence of both hydrolysable and
condensed tannins in the PEF, and the EtOAc soluble fraction of the PEF lysate matched the criteria for
the condensed tannin partially. The EtOAc layer was considered to contain the phenolic compounds in
major, and the water layer contained glucose. Studies on the structure and character of the phenolic
compounds in the EtOAc layer are still in progress. In conclusion, the partial-purified fraction was
obtained with 4.6 to 5.7 times of the original yields, and with better bioactivities. The EtOAc layer of
the PEF hydrolysate was proved to be a sugar-cored condensed tannin after colorimetric tests and 1H
NMR spectral analysis.
Keywords:Paeoniae Rubra Radix, anti-diabetes, polymeric polyphenols
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Abstract
The lack of effective modern medications for preventing acute and chronic liver injuries has led to
researches of the hepatoprotective activity of numerous medicinal plants using various experimental
models. One of these medicinal plants is the Chrysanthemum indicum Linne (Family Asteraceae)
which contains substances that can promote hepatoprotective activity. This study aims to evaluate the
hepatoprotective property of C. indicum Linne flower extract on carbon tetrachloride-induced liver
injury in rats.The C. indicum flowers were obtained at Bahon, Benguet. The flowers were subjected to
drying for 2 weeks and extracted with 70% ethanol using Soxhlet apparatus. Acute liver damage in
rats was induced by carbon tetrachloride/CCl4 (1 mL/kg i.p.). Silymarin (LiveraidTM) was used as a
standard drug to compare hepatoprotective effects of the extract. Histopathological examinations of
liver and liver enzyme levels, which include Aspartate aminotransferase (AST), Alanine
aminotransferase (ALT), alkaline phosphatase (ALP), and Total Bilirubin, are the parameters used in
evaluating the hepatoprotective activity of the extract. The rats were treated with C. indicum Linne
flower extract at doses 250 mg/kg, 500 mg/kg, and 1000 mg/kg orally for 14 days before CCl4
intoxication. Treatment with C. indicum Linne flower extract showed significant hepatoprotection (p<
0.05) at a dose of 500 mg/kg by reducing the AST, ALT, ALP, and Total Bilirubin levels which had been
raised by CCl4 administration. The histopathological examination of rat liver sections treated with
extract confirms the serum biochemical observations. Steatosis and necrosis of the liver serves as a
parameter to determine changes in the liver tissue. The positive control Silymarin (LiveraidTM) and
the C. indicum flower extracts (250, 500 and 1000mg/kg) decreased the severity of steatosis and
necrosis as compared to the negative control (CCl 4-induced alone). Among the pre-treatment groups
of C. indicum Linne flower extract, the dose of 500mg/kg is suggested in preventing steatosis and
necrosis against CCl4-induced acute hepatotoxicity in rats. The results of the histopathological
examination and liver function tests demonstrate the hepatoprotective effects of C. indicum Linne
flower extract used against CCl4-induced acute hepatotoxicity in rats. Among the treatment groups
with C. indicum Linne flower extract, the dose of 500mg/kg produce a significant hepatoprotection by
reducing the levels of AST, ALT, ALP, and Total Bilirubin which had been elevated by CCl 4 intoxication.
Histopathological studies confirmed the hepatoprotective activity of the flower extract as evidenced by
mild steatosis when compared to the negative control.
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Abstract
An endemic plant from the Philippines, Clerodendrum quadriloculare decoction of leaves is used for
inflammatory conditions in folklore. The aim of the study is to provide a scientific basis on the use of
Clerodendrum quadriloculare. COX Colorimetric Inhibitor Screening Assay Kit by Cayman Chemical
USA was used to evaluate the activity of the plant. Procedures done for the assay were based on the
provided by the manufacturer. Five concentrations of each semi-crude extract were tested for their
ability to inhibit COX-1 and COX-2. Standard drugs SC-560 and DuP-697 were utilized and compared
to the inhibitory activity of the extract. IC50 was computed using Graph Pad Prism version 6. All
extracts (Crude, Hexane, DCM, Butanol and Water) exhibited negative inhibition of COX-1 compared
to the standard drug SC-560. Meanwhile, all extracts (Crude, Hexane, DCM, Butanol and Water)
showed inhibition of the COX-2 enzyme. ANOVA confirmed that the inhibition brought by the Butanol
fraction is comparable to the inhibition of the standard drug, DuP-697 at 1 g/mL concentration.
Results showed that Clerodendrum quadriloculare selectively inhibits COX-2, an enzyme responsible
producing inflammatory mediators like prostaglandins. The study affirmed that Clerodendrum
quadriloculare leaf decoction can be an alternative treatment for inflammation. Moreover, the selective
inhibition of COX-2 can contribute to the antispasmodic effect of Clerodendrum quadriloculare as
previously published by the author. Since there is a preservation of the COX-1 pathway,
prostaglandins produced by COX-1 provides gastroprotection. This is an advantage seen with the use
of Clerodendrum quadriloculare.
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Abstract
Amyloid-β (Aβ) peptide and its metal-mediated oligomerized states have been proposed to play an
important role of the pathogenesis of Alzheimer’s disease. Interruption of these metal-mediated
amyloid peptides using metal-chelating functionalities implied considerable promise of a strategy for
the treatment of the disease. Presented here are stilbene analogs that contain amyloid-binding and
metal-chelating molecular motifs, which exhibited effective modulation on Aβ aggregation in this
study.
Two metal-mediated Aβ aggregation studies were carried out in a buffer solution at pH 7.4. We
investigated their abilities for the inhibition of forming metal-induced amyloid aggregation and the
effects for the disruption of metal-induced aggregated fibrils. The degree of Aβ aggregation in the
presence of these stilbene analogs was also investigated by transmission electron microscopy. The
resulting metal-chelating abilities and the images arepresented.
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Abstract
Hedychium coronarium Koenig (Zingiberaceae) is a perennial herb distributed in India, Southeast
Asian countries, southern China, Japan, and Taiwan. It is used as a folk medicine for treatment of
stomach disorders, insomnia, headache, and contusion in China. Farnesane- type sesquiterpenes,
labdane-type diterpenes, and their derivatives were isolated from this plant in previous studies. Many
of these compounds were found to exhibit antiallergic, cytotoxic, hepatoprotective, and antiinflammatory activities. In a preliminary screening, the methanolic extract of the aerial part of this
species showed cytotoxic activities in vitro.Extensive fractionation of the n-hexane-soluble portion of a
MeOH extract of aerial part of Hedychium coronarium using silica gel column chromatography (CC)
and preparative TLC afforded compounds 1–6. The current phytochemical investigation of the aerial
part of this plant has led to the isolation of a new labdane-type diterpenoid, hedychiumin (1), along
with 5 known compounds. The structural elucidation of 1 and the cytotoxic activities of all isolates are
described herein. The assignments of the 1H-NMR and 13C-NMR resonances of new compound 1 were
confirmed by the NOESY, DEPT, COSY, HSQC, and HMBC experiments. The structure of new
compound 1 was determined through spectroscopic and MS analyses. Among the isolates,
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Abstract
Curcumin diethyl disuccinate (CDD) is an ester prodrug of curcumin (CUR) that was synthesized to
improve the chemical instability of curcumin. A simple, rapid and specific LC-MS/MS method was
developed and validated for simultaneous determination of CDD and CUR in rat plasma in a preclinical
pharmacokinetic study. Extraction of CDD and CUR including an internal standard, dimethylcurcumin
(DMC), from plasma samples was achieved by the protein precipitation technique. Chromatographic
separation was performed on a Halo C8 column (4.6 x 50 mm, 2.7 µm) using an isocratic mobile
phase mode containing 73% (v/v) acetonitrile and 27% (v/v) 0.2% formic acid. Ionization and
detection of analytes were performed on an AB SCIEX QTRAP® 6500 mass spectrometer operating in
positive ion electrospray mode. The method was validated based on specificity, linearity, accuracy,
precision, recovery and matrix effects. The method was found to be specific. Linearity determined over
the concentration range of 1-500 ng/mL for CDD and CUR had a correlation coefficient (r) > 0.99. The
intra- and inter-day accuracy and precision for CDD ranged from -2.4 to 3.1% with a %CV of 7.012.9%, and -4.1 to 0.1% with a %CV of 8.5-14.9%, respectively. The intra- and inter-day accuracy
and precision for CUR ranged from -5.4 to 8.5% with a %CV of 3.1-12.6%, and -3.3 to 1.5% with a
%CV of 8.8-10.7%, respectively. The extraction recoveries were 92.4-111.7% for CDD and 81.486.7% for CUR. The matrix effect showed a %CV of < 11.8. The amount of plasma used in this assay
is only 50 μL. This small sample volume is beneficial when the animal under investigation is relatively
small and repeated analysis or blood collection is required. The validated method was successfully
applied to study the pharmacokinetics of CDD and CUR in rats after intravenous administration. The
results suggest that CDD is converted rapidly to CUR in vivo and can increase the bioavailability of
CUR.
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Abstract
Drug repositioning is a potential strategy in drug development. Recently, sildenafil has been reported
to potentiate doxorubicin-induced killing of hormone-refractory prostate cancer (HRPC) in both in vitro
and in vivo studies. However the anticancer mechanism of the combination treatment has not been
well identified. Apoptosis was determined by propidium iodide (PI) staining and analyzed by FACScan
flow cytometry. Protein expression was detected by Western blotting. Assessment of DNA end-binding
activity of Ku proteins was carried out by using a Ku70/ Ku80 DNA Repair kit (Active Motif). Formation
of Rad 51 foci was examined by immunofluorescence staining. Sildenafil synergistically enhanced cell
apoptosis induced by doxorubicin in HRPC PC3 cells after a 48-h treatment. Microscopic examination
confirmed the apoptosis with apoptotic morphology of cell shrinkage. Western blot analysis also
showed an increase of protein expression of cleaved caspase-3, 8, 9 and PARP (a caspase-3
substrate). Further detection of Bcl-2 family of proteins showed that the combination treatment
induced down-regulation of two anti-apoptotic relatives, Mcl-1 (L-form) and Bcl-xL. Of note, the levels
of DNA damage marker -H2AX was increased; whereas, hyper-phosphorylated RPA32 and p-DNAPKcs (Thr2609) which were responsible for homologous recombination (HR) and non-homologous DNA
end joining (NHEJ) DNA repair pathways were decreased, suggesting the impairment of DNA repair
system. It was further substantiated that the combination treatment led to a decrease of DNA endbinding activity of Ku80 and also a reduced formation of RAD51 in DNA repair system. The data
suggest that sildenafil synergistically improves doxorubicin-induced apoptosis in HRPC cells through
the impairment of cellular DNA repair system.
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Abstract
Chemical hepatocarcinogenesis is one of the most serious side effects associated with new drug
development. The current gold standard for evaluation of the nongenotoxic hepatocarcinogens
(NGHCs) relies on the 2-year rodent bioassays that are labor-intensive, time-consuming and
expensive. Recently, toxicogenomics has emerged as a powerful approach for elucidation of
mechanisms underlying toxicological endpoints and early detection of NGHCs. Several studies have
identified distinct markers for NGHCs using different set of chemicals and expression data. However,
previous studies based on only a small number of chemicals with different definition of NGHCs could
result in biased analysis.In this study, the largest consensus set of NGHCs and non-hepatocarcinogens
(NHCs) were collected from literatures. There are 43 NGHCs, 190 NHCs and 24 chemicals with
inconsistent definitions. The chemicals with consistent definitions were firstly evaluated on 4
microarray datasets of DrugMatrix (Codelink platform), DrugMatrix (Affymetrix platform), GSE8858
and TG-GATEs for the identification of consensus biomarkers for NGHCs. Eight differentially expressed
genes (p<0.0001) were identified as consensus biomarkers. In addition, an independent test dataset
JNJ was applied to further evaluate the prediction performance of the 8 biomarkers. The accuracy,
sensitivity and specificity of the independent test performance are 90.74%, 66.67% and 95.56%,
respectively. Among the 8 genes, Ednra and Gnmt are related to the inhibition of oxidative stress and
peroxisome proliferation which are the major mechanisms of non-genotoxic hepatocarcinogenesis.In
conclusion, the 8 genes are expected to be useful biomarkers for detecting NGHCs. Future works
include the reclassification of chemicals with controversial definitions and development of predictive
models using advanced machine learning methods to improve the prediction performance.
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Abstract
A Umbelliferae plant Cnidium officinale Makino has been used in Asia as a natural medicine for a long
time. In the Japanese Pharmacopoeia XVI, the rhizoma has been used for treatment of women's
disorders, dermatosis, and ischemia. This plant contains a variety of volatile phthalide derivatives
which have been shown to have diverse pharmacological activities, including sedative, anti-anaemia,
anti-fungal, smooth muscle relaxing, and anti-complementary properties. Fatty liver is recognized as a
significant risk factor for serious liver disease. There is a strong causal linkage between fatty liver
disease and hyperinsulinemic insulin resistance. Thus, fatty liver is considered to be highly associated
with obesity and type 2 diabetes. As a part of our characterization studies for antidiabetic constituents
from natural medicines, we found that 3 days administration of MeOH extract of rhizomes of C.
officinale improved glucose tolerance in mice through reduction of liver TG content. In this report,
several constituents in the rhizomes were isolated and examined the effects on Tg content in high
glucose-pretreated hepatocyte. Human hepatoblastoma, HepG2, was used in this experiment. The
cells were seeded in 48 well plate and cultured 6 days with high glucose-contained DMEM.
Subsequently, the cells were treated with DMEM (glucose 1000 mg/L) contained a test sample. After
20 h cultures, the cells were homogenized and determined TG and protein concentration in the
homogenate. In results of bioassay-guided separation, several phtalide constituents such as
senkyunolides G and H showed significant TG reduction in high glucose-pretreated HepG2 cells.
Moreover, these compounds showed inhibitory activity of TG accumulation induced by oleic acidalbumin in the cells. The data demonstrated that MeOH extract from rhizomes of C. officinale
improved glucose tolerance in mice with reduction of TG contents in the liver. Among the isolates,
senkyunolides G and H were suggested that exerted glucose tolerant effects through the reduction of
TG contents in liver.
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Abstract
An Umbelliferae plant, Bupleurum falcatum L., is cultivated in Asia, and it root part, Bupleuri Radix
(“Saiko" in Japanese), is one of the most important natural medicines in Japan. In the Japanese
Pharmacopoeia XVI, the root has been used for antiinflammatory, anti-pyretic, and anti-hepatotoxic
effects in the treatments of common cold, fever, and hepatitis. In the course of our characterization
studies on bioactive principle from natural medicines, we have found that MeOH extract of the roots of
B. falcatum showed D-galactisamine (D-GalN)-induced cytoprotective activity in primary cultured mice
hepatocytes. Through bioassay-guided separation, several triterpene saponins were identified as the
bioactive constituents. Furthermore, hepatoprotective effects of major active saponins against DGalN/lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-induced liver injury in mice were also examined. [Extraction and
isolation] From the MeOH extract of the roots of B. falcatum cultivated in Sichuan province, Chaina, a
new and 17 known saponins were isolated. [Effects on cytotoxicity induced by D-GalN in primary
cultured rat hepatocytes]Hepatocytes were isolated from Wister rat by a collagenase perfusion
4
cells in 100 L William's E medium (containing 10% FBS)
was inoculated in a 96-well microplate and pre-incubated for 4 h at 37°C under 5% CO2 atmosphere.
After pre-incubation, 100
L of fresh medium containing D-GalN (1 mM) with or without the test
sample was added to the medium. After 44 h incubation, cell viability was assessed by MTT
colorimetric assay. The structure of a new saponin was determined on the basis of spectroscopic
properties and chemical evidence. Among the isolates, saikosaponins b 3 and b4, and bupleuroside IX
significantly inhibited at 1.0—3.0 g/mL. In addition, major saikosaponins, such as saikosaponins a,
c, and d, were found to significantly inhibit increase in both sAST and sALT levels induced by DGalN/LPS in mice at a dose of 10 mg/kg, i.p.The data demonstrated that saponin constituents form B.
falcatum roots could protect against D-GalN and D-GalN/LPS-induced liver injury. The detailed
mechanisms of action should be studied further.
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Abstract
While acute inflammation initiates defensive mechanism to combat foreign substances and infections,
prolonged chronic inflammation may lead to complicated and desstructive consequences to the body.
Clinically used anti-inflammatory drugs such as NSAIDs and glucocorticoids were reported to inflict
serious adverse effects to the patients in prolonged usage. Natural source of potential antiinflammatory substances, which are belived with have fewer or no adverse effects are of research
interest. The present study evaluated the potential anti-inflammatory effect of Momordica charantia L.
seed oil (MCSO) in mice model of carrageenan-induced peritonitis. MCSO was extracted from air-dried
Momordica charantia L. seeds through hexane extraction. The oil extract were tested with ATR FT-IR
for preliminary chemical group screening. On the other hand, MCSO was administered to adult male
ICR mice increasing doses (3, 10, 30 and 100 mg/kg, p.o.), with saline (10 ml/kg) and aspirin (100
mg/kg, p.o.) as negative and positive controls respectively. 1 hour after treatment, the mice were
challenged with 0.25 ml of 1% carrageenan injection at the peritoneal cavity to induce peritonitis. The
mice were sacrificed 4 hours later, and the peritoneal cavity was washed with 3ml of ice-cold PBS to
collect the peritoneal fluid. The peritoneal fluid collected was dyed with tryphan blue solution and view
under light microscope and hematocytometer to count the number of leukocyte present in the
peritoneal fluid. ATR FTIR testing of the MCSO showed the presence of C-O stretch, C=O stretch and
C-H stretch but absence of O-H and N-H characteristic bands. Thus only non-polar compounds were
extracted. In the induced-peritonitis test, significant leukocyte migration inhibition were observed in
dose-dependent manner. The present study demonstrated preliminary anti-inflammatory effect of
MCSO, further studies are underway to discern the mechanism of actions of MCSO as well as its
bioactive constituents.
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Abstract
A new method is applied to synthesize hispidulin, a natural flavone with a broad spectrum of biological
activities. Hispidulin exhibits inhibitory activity against the oncogenic protein kinase Pim-1.
Crystallographic analysis of Pim-1 bound to hispidulin reveals a binding mode distinct from that of
quercetin, suggesting that the binding potency of flavonoids is determined by their hydrogen-bonding
interactions with the hinge region of the kinase. Overall, this work may facilitate construction of a
library of hispidulin-derived compounds for investigating the structure-activity relationship (SAR) of
flavone-based Pim-1 inhibitors.
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Abstract
Targeting at the cancer preventive signaling pathway introduces a new trend to fight against cancers.
Accumulation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and toxic electrophiles plays a critical role in the
initiation and progression of cancers and chronic degenerative diseases. Nuclear factor erythroid-2related factor-2 (Nrf2), a transcription factor which activates the Nrf2–antioxidant response element
(ARE) pathway, serves as a master regulator to mediate cellular response against oxidative and
electrophilic stress. For instance, sulforaphane (SFN) from crucifers, widely recognized as an Nrf2
activator, can recruit cytoprotective mechanism against cancers. Some substances such as
Licochalcone E isolated from Licoricewere also reported to be a potential activator of the Nrf2-ARE
pathway. In this study, we investigated the efficacy of Nrf2-ARE activation by luteone and 3-methoxy9-hydroxy-pterocarpan, two types of flavonoids extracted from traditional Chinese medicine
Glycyrrhiza uralensis (also known as Licorice), and SFN was used as a positive control. We
hypothesized luteone and 3-methoxy-9-hydroxy-pterocarpan would induce Nrf2 and its downstream
genes, thereby enhancing Nrf2-ARE cytoprotective machinery against carcinogenesis. MTS cell
proliferation assay was performed first using HepG2-C8 cells to evaluate the cell toxicity and dose
relationship. ARE-luciferase assay was done using HepG2-C8 cells to investigate the ARE promoter
activation. The cells were treated with vehicle, luteone, 3-methoxy-9-hydroxy-pterocarpan or positive
control SFN to examine Nrf2 induction. Western blot was conducted to confirm the induction of the
Nrf2 downstream gene expressions at the protein level. The data showed Glycyrrhiza uralensis
flavonoid extract, luteone and 3-methoxy-9-hydroxy-pterocarpan, induced Nrf2-ARE pathway and
increased the downstream proteins expression compared to the control cells. Some reports have
shown the anti-cancer properties of extract of Glycyrrhiza uralensis at the molecular level. In this
study, we investigated the molecular signaling pathway of anti-oxidative and anti-cancer properties of
Glycyrrhiza uralensis through investigation on the Nrf2-induction effect. The results demonstrate that
luteone and 3-methoxy-9-hydroxy-pterocarpan are promising candidates for cancer chemoprevention.
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Abstract
Medicinal plants are potential sources of drugs for diabetes mellitus and nowadays, there are many of
herbal preparations marketed as supplements with the intention to lower blood glucose level.
However, there is still insufficient amount of data that would guarantee the effectiveness of such
preparations. The aim of this study is to evaluate α-glucosidase inhibition and to determine the
phytochemicals responsible for the activity of four medicinal plants with reported antidiabetic property.
Spectophotometric method in a 96-well format was employed to determine inhibition of α-glucosidase
inhibition by the different plant extracts. IC50 was extrapolated from the concentration- % inhibition
graphs generated. Phytochemical screening was done using the standard methods available in
literature for determination of reducing substances, tannins or polyphenols, flavonoids, glycosides,
steroids and triterpenoids and alkaloids. Out of the different crude extracts prepared, ethanolic
extracts of Lagerstroemia speciosa and Syzygium samarangense showed concentration-dependent
increase in % inhibition, however the activity observed with L. speciosa is quite low. Hence, only S.
samarangense was subjected to modified Kupchan fractionation, which eventually revealed the
possible inhibitors as polyphenolics or tannins and flavonoids, the phytochemicals detected in the ethyl
acetate and aqueous fractions of the ethanolic crude extract.Among the four medicinal plants with
reported antidiabetic property, only S. samarangense showed the highest inhibitory action against αglucosidase. Tannins or polyphenols, and flavonoids are the most likely constituents responsible for
the activity. Further characterization through isolation and elucidation of the α-glucosidase inhibitor/s
present in the crude ethanolic extract is needed to know the exact chemical composition of the
enzyme inhibitor.
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Abstract
We have reported previously that an antimicrotubule hemiasterlin derivative BF65 is a potent
anticancer agent that can inhibit microtubule assembly. Here we demonstrate that BF65 can synergize
with an allosteric Akt inhibitor MK-2206 to suppress the growth of SKOV3 ovarian cancer cells. Cell
viability was measured by the MTT assay and potential underlying mechanisms were investigated by
flow cytometry, Western blot analysis, immunofluorescence microscopy and wound healing assay.
BF65 induced mitotic arrest and MK-2206 caused G0/G1 arrest in SKOV3 cells, while the combination
of BF65 and MK-2206 induced simultaneous G0/G1 and G2/M cell cycle arrest. BF65 induced
phosphorylation and inactivation of Bcl-2, downregulated Mcl-1 and caused PARP cleavage, leading to
apoptosis. Furthermore, BF65 inhibited mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs) ERK and p38,
which may stimulate cell proliferation upon activation. BF65 also induced DNA damage in SKOV3 cells
after long-term treatment. MK-2206 has been shown to inhibit phosphorylation and activation of Akt,
downregulate protein synthesis and suppress cancer cell growth. Interestingly, MK-2206 upregulated
Bcl-2 in SKOV3 cells. The combination of BF65 and MK-2206 also inhibited phosphorylation of Akt and
its downstream effectors p70S6K and 4EBP1, thereby may downregulate protein synthesis.
Furthermore, BF65 caused phosphorylation and inactivation of the anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 protein induced
by MK-2206. The BF65/MK-2206 combination more significantly decreased Mcl-1 protein, increased
PARP cleavage, and induced H2AX, a DNA damage marker. BF65 inhibited p38 and ERK
phosphorylation, which in turn blocked activation of the MAPK pathway resulting from the feedback of
Akt inhibition by MK-2206. Remarkably, MK-2206 enhanced the microtubule depolymerization effect of
BF65. The combination of BF65 and MK-2206 also more significantly inhibited cell migration. These
molecular changes may explain why BF65 can synergize with MK-2206 to inhibit ovarian cancer cell
growth and enhance cytotoxicity, and suggest that the combination can also suppress cancer cell
invasion.
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Abstract
In 2011 Coronary Heart Disease (CHD) caused 57,864 or 13.73% of total deaths in the Philippines
according to WHO. The age adjusted death rate of 121.63/100,000 population ranks Philippines at
number 79 in the world. Projected deaths by CHD may reach 11.1 million globally by 2020.
Hyperlipidemia is a significant risk factor in the development of CHD. Any significant reduction in
mortality and/or disability from this disease will come from prevention and not cure. Therefore,
increased awareness and reduction of risk factors maybe the best lines of defense. Guyabano (Annona
muricata Linn.) has been found to contain sterols and triterpenoids, constituents which have been
attributed lipid lowering properties. The fruit pulp extract is lyophilized and the hypolipidemic
property is explored through comparison with atorvastatin (Lipitor).In this study the phytochemical
constituents of the Guyabano fruit-pulp extract was determined using standard tests. The
hypolipidemic effect was evaluated against atorvastatin (Lipitor) as standard drug using albino rats as
test animals. Hyperlipidemia was induced using an atherogenic diet of cholesterol. Three
concentrations of the fruit-pulp extract were used based on mg/kg body weight; 500, 1000 and 2,000.
Results were obtained by comparison of total cholesterol (TC), triglycerides (TG), Low density
lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-c), high density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-c) and atherogenic index of
plasma (AIP). After the tests the test animals were sacrificed and histopathological evaluation of the
liver, heart and blood vessels of the atherogenic-diet fed albino rats were conducted.Bioassay findings
show that the Guyabano fruit pulp can control in a dose dependent manner the increase in TC, TG,
LDL-c and AIP. It can also decrease HDL-c caused by high fat and high cholesterol diet. Although
results were remarkable Guyabano fruit pulp did not prove to be superior to the hypolipidemic effect
produced by Atorvastatin. Histopathological analysis of the liver, heart and blood vessels also revealed
that the fruit pulp is effective in curtailing the deposition of fats in the liver, heart and blood vessels
which indicates potential ability to prevent the recurrence of hyperlipidemia. Phytochemical screening
confirmed the presence of diverse constituents such as alkaloids, condensed tannin, polyphenols,
reducing sugars, fixed oils, unsaturated steroids, deoxy-sugars and flavonoids which potentially might
be responsible for the hypolipidemic effects.Although atorvastatin proved to be superior in lowering
TC, TG, LDL-c and AIP and decreasing HDL-c the lyophilized fruit pulp of Guyabano showed a
significant lipid-lowering activity which increased as the dose is increased. It is recommended that
higher doses be used as the lyophilized fruit pulp extract is relatively safe. The use of Guyabano
however is suggested to be taken as a supplement to the diet as the fruit is easily available in the
Philippines. Guyabano to some extent is effective in preventing the deposition of fats in the liver, heart
and blood vessels. A follow up study should be done wherein the induction of hyperlipidemia is
prolonged to thoroughly establish the hypolipidemic property of the fruit. Further studies to
investigate the possible mechanisms of action of the hypolipidemic property are hereby recommended.
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Abstract
Oleanolic acid (OA) and its derivates were reported to have great anticancer activity, especial those
with glucosamine bearing derivatives. In an attempt to get higher cytotoxic derivates, a series of
different carbon chain of amide modifications, carbamate modifications, and other functional groups
modifications were synthesized and evaluated for their cytotoxicity. MTT assay of these compounds in
leukemia cell line HL-60 and prostate cancer cell line PC3 revealed that cytotoxicity of amide
modifications increased with the increasing of the carbon chain,. Compound with pentyl carbamate or
hexyl carbamate moiety showed higher cytotoxicity (IC50 =1.4μM). Cell cycle experiments showed
DNA fragmentation of the HL-60 cells, indicating that these compounds caused cell death rather than
by arresting cell growth.
To visualize the distribution of drug within cells, fluorogenic azido-coumarin was applied to the
alkyne-containing pretreated cells and through the Cu [I]-catalyzed [3+2] cycloaddition. Nacetylglucosamine –bearing OA compound was found to specifically localize on the nucleus. This
observation was consistent with the results of cell cycle experiment. The method developed in this
study provided a straightforward detection of intact drug within cells and can be used to elucidate the
mechanism of drug uptake in cells.
Key words: saponins; oleanolic acid; glucosamine; anti-cancer
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Abstract
More than 50% of elder people suffer from osteoarthritis (OA). Even though so populated this disease
is, the pathophysiologic progression of this disease remains unclear. It is believed that a better
understanding for the pathway of disease progression would shed light on curative treatment. Due to
the reason that progressive speed of OA varies in every phase, we investigated the chemical force and
enzymatic activity in OA and identified the major enzyme that caused glycosaminoglycan (GAG)
degradation. A pair comparison of the GAG composition between OA cartilage and normal cartilage
was analyzed firstly by HPLC. Total GAG quantity in OA group was lower than in the normal group.
Chondroitin sulfate possessed the major content among the GAG subtypes. Interestingly, only
chondroitin-4-sulfate showed significantly decrease in the di-saccharide analysis of chondroitin sulfate
by HPLC, thus it is anticipated that enzymes which cause chondroitin-4-sulfate degradation might be
critical for OA progression.
Key Words: glycosaminoglycan; chondroitin-4-sulfate; sulfotransferase; sulfatase
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Abstract
Peptidoglycan (PG) is a polysaccharide matrix that protects bacteria from osmotic lysis and it was
commonly found on bacteria such as Escherichia coli. Lipid II is a precursor for peptidoglycan
construction. After synthesis of Lipid II in periplasm, it is ﬂipped across the membrane by a fllipase,
namely MurJ in E. coli. In order to understand the function and substrate specificity of MurJ, artificial
liposomes as a platform to mimic membrane conditions was established and Lipid II translocation was
traced by a fluorescent-based assay, where the synthetic fluorescent tagged Lipid II served as a
fluorescent probe.
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Abstract
Garcinia multiflora Champ.is a small evergreen tree, distributed in South China, Hong Kong, and
Taiwan. Benzophenones, phloroglucinols, terpenoids, xanthones, bioflavonoids, and their derivatives
are widely distributed in plants of the genus Garcinia (Guttiferae). Many of these isolates exhibit
diversified biological activities, including antitubercular, trypanocidal, antioxidant, cytotoxic, antiinflammatory, and anti-HIV activities. Chromatographic purification of the EtOAc-soluble fraction of
the MeOH extract of stem of G. multiflora by silica-gel column chromatography, MPLC, and preparative
TLC afforded a new benzoylphloroglucinol derivative, garcimultiflorone K. The assignments of the 1HNMR and 13C-NMR resonances of new compound 1 were confirmed by the NOESY, DEPT, COSY,
HSQC, and HMBC experiments. The effect on neutrophil pro-inflammatory responses of compound 1
was evaluated by suppressing fMet-Leu-Phe/cytochalasin B (fMLP/CB)-induced superoxide anion (O2•–
) generation and elastase release by human neutrophils. Compound 1 exhibited inhibitory activities
with IC50 values of 7.32 ± 1.20 and 9.53 ± 1.42 μg/mL respectively, against fMLP/CB-induced
superoxide anion generation and elastase release.
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Abstract
Hernanadia nymphaeifolia (Presl) Kubitzki (Hernandiaceae) is an evergreen tree, distributed in
the tropical island shores of theIndian and western Pacific Oceans. In our studies on the antiinflammatory constituents of Formosan plants, many species have been screened for in vitro antiinflammatory activity, and H. nymphaeifolia was found to be one of the active species.
Chromatographic purification of the EtOAc-soluble fraction of a MeOH extract of root bark of H.
nymphaeifolia on a silica gel column and preparative thin-layer chromatography (TLC) afforded a
new and ten known compounds. The assignments of the 1H-NMR and 13C-NMR resonances of new
compound were confirmed by the NOESY, DEPT, COSY, HSQC, and HMBC experiments. The effects on
neutrophil pro-inflammatory responses of compounds isolated from the root bark of H. nymphaeifolia
were evaluated by suppressing fMet-Leu-Phe/cytochalasin B (fMLP/CB)-induced superoxide anion (O2•–
) generation and elastase release by human neutrophils. Oxohernangerine and oxohernagine exhibited
potent inhibition (with IC50 values ≤ 5.7 g/mL) of O2•– generation and elastase releaseby human
neutrophils in response to fMLP/CB.Our study suggests H. nymphaeifolia and its isolates
(especiallyoxohernangerine and oxohernagine)could be further developed as potential candidates for
the treatment or prevention of various inflammatory diseases.
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Abstract
Aquilaria sinensis (Lour.) Gilg.(Thymelaeaceae)is an evergreen tree, distributed in southern China.
Various flavonoids, benzenoids, 2-(2-phenylethyl)-4H-chromen-4-ones, sesquiterpe- noids, and their
derivatives are widely distributed in plants of the genus Aquilaria.The methanolic extract of the seeds
of this species showed anti-inflammatory activity in vitro.Extensive fractionation of the CH2Cl2-soluble
portion of a MeOH extract of seeds of Aquilaria sinensisusing silica gel column chromatography (CC)
and preparative TLC afforded compounds. The current phytochemical investigation of the seeds of this
plant has led to the isolation of a new 2-(2-phenylethyl)-4H-chromen-4-one, aquilasinensin (1), along
with 7 known compounds. The structural elucidation of 1 and the anti-inflammatory activities of all
isolates are described herein. The assignments of the 1H-NMR and 13C-NMR resonances of new
compound 1 were confirmed by the NOESY, DEPT, COSY, HSQC, and HMBC experiments.Among the
isolated compounds, pilloin exhibited potent inhibition against fMLP-induced superoxide (O2•–)
production with IC50 value of 20.82 ± 0.35M.
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Abstract
Eriobotrya japonica (Thunb.)Lindl.(Rosaceae) is a small tree, distributed in Japan and China. Plants of
the Eriobotryagenus contain a variety of secondary metabolites including triterpenes, sesquiterpenes,
flavonoids, megastigmane glycosides, tannins, and their derivatives. Many of these compounds exhibit
anti-inflammatory,
anti-tumor,
antioxidant,
antifungal,
anti-HIV,
or
hypoglycemic
activities.Chromatographic purification of the EtOAc-soluble fraction of the MeOH extract of the leaves
of E. japonica by silica-gel column chromatography, MPLC, and preparative TLC afforded two new
triterpenoids, eriobojaponin A(1) and eriobojaponin B(2).The assignments of the 1H-NMR and 13C-NMR
resonances of new compounds1and 2were confirmed by the NOESY, DEPT, COSY, HSQC, and HMBC
experiments. The effects on neutrophil pro-inflammatory responses of compounds 1and 2were
evaluated by suppressing fMet-Leu-Phe/cytochalasin B (fMLP/CB)-induced superoxide anion (O2•–)
generation and elastase release by human neutrophils.Compounds 1 and 2 exhibited inhibitory
activities with IC50 values ≤5.36 µg/mL, respectively, against fMLP/CB-induced superoxide anion
generation and elastase release. Our study suggests eriobojaponin A(1) and eriobojaponin B(2)could
be further developed as potential candidates for the treatment or prevention of various inflammatory
diseases.
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Abstract
A selective liquid chromatographic-mass spectrometric method has been developed and validated
fordetermination of senkyunolide H (SEH) from Chuanxiong Rhizomain rat plasma.Plasmasamples
were extracted by liquid-liquid extraction withethyl acetate and separated on a Kromasil C18
column(250 mm×4.6 mm, 5 μm), with methanol-water (55:45, v/v) as mobile phase.The linear range
was 0.01–5.0 μg/mL for SEH with lower limits of quantitation (LLOQ) of 0.01 μg/mL. Intra-day
andinter-day precision were within 9.8%, and the accuracy (relative error, RE%) was less than 5.9%,
with the mean extraction recovery of 80.5–85.0% for the anaylte, respectively. The validated method
was successfully applied to a comparative pharmacokinetic study of SEHin normal and migrainous
ratsafter oral administration ofChuanxiong Rhizoma extract.The results indicated that there were
obvious differences between normal and migrainous rats in the pharmacokinetic behavior after
oraladministration of Chuanxiong Rhizoma extract. The absorption SEHwas significantly increased in
migrainous rats than that in normal rats.
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Abstract
Variable bioavailability of antitubercular drugs (ATDs) especially rifampicin (RIF) creates several
crucial limitation. In tuberculosis (TB) infected patients, RIF shows poor gastro-intestinal absorption.
RIFalso displays a strong pH-dependent solubility due to its low aqueous solubility and poor stomach
absorption. Thus, RIF was re-classified as Biopharmaceutical classification system (BCS) class IV drug.
Similarly, RIFabsorption at gastric medium is significantly compromisedfrom a fixed dose combination
(FDC) with Isoniazid (INH), due to its interaction with INH, to form its insoluble hydrazine derivative.
In in vitro study conditions, RIF undergo faster and greater decomposition at gastric acidic pH in the
presence of INHas compared to when present alone. Such decomposition of RIF under these
conditions varies from 8.5-50% in the time range corresponding to the gastric residence time in
humans. Moreover, in vivo study condition, 30% fall in bioavailability of RIF was observed in
maximum cases. These observations in terms of both in vitro and in vivo suggests that there is an
unmet need to design and develop a suitable lipid nanostructured drug delivery system that can
prevent degradation as well as varied bioavailability of RIF in presence of INH in single FDC. Based on
these aforementioned obstacles, we have projected our research proposal to design, develop and
evaluate lipid nanoparticle formulations (LNFs) to achieve the following objectives:
 To design and develop RIF-INH loaded LNFs based suitable lipid-drug carrier system.
 To develop and validate simultaneous analytical method for the rapid quantification of these
two drugs for assay procedure.
 To evaluate the LNFs based on their in vitro physico-chemical parameters such as total drug
content, drug encapsulation efficiency, pH dependent stability, in vitro drug release study,
mechanism of drug release kinetics and statistical evaluation of the obtained data.
 To perform cytotoxicity assay for safety assessment of the best optimized LNFs.
 To evaluate the efficacy assessment of the best optimized LNFs via performing in vivo
pharmacokinetic study.
 To finally establish the in vitro-in vivo correlationship (IVIVC).
By implementing the aforesaid methodology, it will be help to develop LNFs that increases the
therapeutic efficacy of such first-line oral ATDs against MDR-TB and potentially beneficial to patient
community in following respects, such as:
 Enhanced RIF solubility via nanoencapsulation technology.
 Impart chemical stability of RIF in presence of INH
 Elimination of ATDs associated untoward effects and toxicity due to reduced dose
 Enhanced therapeutic efficacy via improving oral bioavailability of RIF
 Enhanced absorption of RIF at gastric pH conditions in presence of INH
 Improved patient compliance
 Minimization of RIF-INH interactions.
Lipid nanostructured ATDs delivery system composed of RIF-INH might be considered in near future
as a potential translational clinical therapeutics for managing both pulmonary and extrapulmonary/cerebral TB.
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Abstract
Studies on the effect of everolimus on tacrolimus pharmacokinetics are limited and the results are
inconsistent. In contrast, studies showed that the pharmacokinetics of tacrolimus were unchanged in
the presence of mycophenolate mofetil (MMF). This study investigated the influence of everolimus on
tacrolimus pharmacokinetics, using MMF-tacrolimus combination as a control.This is a prospective,
randomized, open-label study. De novo renal transplant recipients aged 20-65 years were included.
Exclusion criteria were pregnancy, retransplantation or multiorgan transplantation, positive for human
immunodeficiency virus, hepatitis B or C virus, aminotransferase level
2 times the upper limit of
normal, and history of rheumatoid arthritis. Patients were randomized to receive either everolimus (1
mg bid) or MMF (10-15 mg/kg bid) in combination with tacrolimus and corticosteroids. Dose of
tacrolimus were adjusted to maintain trough level in the range of 8-12 ng/mL. Steady-state
pharmacokinetic profiles of tacrolimus and everolimus using whole blood sample taken just before and
1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 12 hours after administration of the drugs.Ten patients were included, and five in each
group. Tacrolimus dose normalized area under the curve (AUC) and dose normalized peak
concentration (Cmax) are significant lower in the everolimus-treated patients than in those treated with
MMF. Tacrolimus dose required to maintain target trough level (Cmin) are significant higher in
everolimus group.Everolimus significantly reduced tacrolimus exposure in de novo renal transplant
recipients. Higher dose of tacrolimus was needed when combined with everolimus than when
combined with MMF.
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Abstract
Critically ill patients often suffer from kidney injury and require continuous renal-replacement therapy
(CRRT). Vancomycin is used in intensive care unit (ICU) for multi-drug resistant gram positive
pathogen. According to published data, vancomycin trough level is often subtherapeutic during CRRT if
dosing based on current dosing recommendation. In our institution, we adopted a new vancomycin
dosing regimen for patients using CRRT. The purpose of this study was to determine the success rate
of this regimen to achieve target trough level in patients on CRRT.This retrospective cohort study
examined adult ICU patients (≧18 years) receiving CRRT and vancomycin simultaneously from
January 2014 to May 2015. CRRT consisted of continuous veno-venous hemofiltration (CVVH) and
continuous arterio-venous hemofiltration (CAVH) if patient also received veno-arterial extracorporeal
membrane oxygenation (ECMO) support. The vancomycin dosing regimen for patients under CRRT
support was 15-20 mg/kg (actual body weight) as loading dose and 7.5mg/kg q12h as maintenance
dose. The hemofilter was Gambro HF-1400 with polyarylethersulphone hollow fiber or Fresenius DF140
with polysulfone hollow fiber. The blood flow rate of CVVH and CAVH was 150 and 400 mL/min
respectively.The attending physician decided the individualized hemofiltration rate and the percentage
of replacement fluid trough pre-filter and post-filter for each patient. The exclusion criteria were CRRT
on hold for more than 8 hours or urine output > 400 mL/day. The primary endpoint was the rate of
vancomycin trough level achieving 10-20 mg/L. Subgroup analysis was performed according to
hemofiltration rate (≧35 mL/min/kg or < 35 mL/min/kg) and ECMO use. Descriptive data was
expressed by mean with standard deviation and percentages. The Fisher exact test and independent
student t test was used for categorical and continuous variables respectively. The spearman rank
correlation coefficient was applied for association.A total of 21 patients (mean age of 53.2 years, 76%
male) were included. 11 (52.4%) and 10 (47.6%) patients were using CVVH and ECMO-CAVH
respectively. The mean actual body weight was 67.8 kg (range 40.0-123.7 kg) and the mean APACHE
II score was 26.8 (range, 11-36). The mean hemo-filtration rate was 29.6±5.1 and 32.7±4.0 for
ECMO-CAVH and CVVH.Patients received a 17.5 ± 3.1 mg/kg loading dose of vancomycin followed by
a 7.7 ± 1.1 mg/kg q12h maintenance dose. Fifteen (71.4%) patient’s serum vancomycin trough levels
were within 10 to 20 mg/L, and of whom, 7 (33.3%) were within 10 to 15 mg/L, and 8 (38.1%) were
within 15 to 20 mg/L. Two patients had a level of 20-25 mg/L, and 4 patients had levels of 5-10 mg/L.
The mean plasma vancomycin concentration was 14.7± 4.7 mg/L. There was no significant difference
of target level achieving rate by hemofiltration rate. However, it seems if patient received CAVH-ECMO
support, target level achieving rate was lower than those receiving CVVH (60% vs. 82%, P=0.66).
70% patients using CVVH or ECMO-CAVH support could achieve target vancomycin trough level by
this institutional dosing regimen. Higher dose may be needed for patients receiving CAVH-ECMO.
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Abstract
Sunitinib has been approved for the treatment of advanced and/or metastatic renal cell carcinoma
(RCC). However, the benefit of pharmacokinetic assessment of sunitinib remains unknown. The aim of
the current study was thus to evaluate the association of sunitinib-induced toxicities and clinical
outcomes with the pharmacokinetics (PK) in patients with RCC. A retrospective, observational clinical
study of 21 Japanese patients with renal cell carcinoma was performed. Sunitinib was administered at
a dose of 50 mg, 37.5 mg, or 25 mg daily based on the treating physicians’ recommendation for 4
weeks of a 6-week cycle for the first cycle. Blood samples were collected before administration in a
steady state (days 10-28) during the first cycle. Sunitinib and SU12662, its major active metabolite,
were retrospectively evaluated by high-performance liquid chromatography. Side effects were
evaluated using the Common Toxicity Criteria for Adverse Effects v4.0. The best tumor response was
assessed using the Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors.Patients were started on sunitinib at
doses of 50 mg (n=13), 37.5 mg (n=5), and 25 mg (n=3) daily for the first cycle. The median total
sunitinib concentration was 91.8 ng/mL (range 49.8-205 ng/mL). In the first cycle of sunitinib, a clear
inverse correlation was found between the total sunitinib concentration (sunitinib+SU12662) and the
blood platelet count at nadir (r=-0.53, P<0.05), but not hemoglobin level at nadir (r=0.04, P=0.86) or
leukocyte count at nadir (r=0.14, P=0.55). There was an association between total sunitinib
concentration and the occurrence of anorexia and fatigue. Patients with >100 ng/mL total sunitinib
(n=8) showed a tendency for more severe toxicities the patients with ≤100 ng/mL (n=13). Patients
with ≤100 ng/mL total sunitinib had longer median time to treatment failure (TTF), median
progression-free survival time (PFS), and median overall survival (OS) than patients with >100 ng/mL
(TTF 462 vs. 71 days, P<0.05; PFS 781 vs. 243 days, P<0.05; OS 944 vs. 570 days, P=0.07).This
study suggests that therapeutic drug monitoring of sunitinib could be helpful for avoiding severe
sunitinib-induced side effects. Total sunitinib of ≥100 ng/mL leads to increased discontinuation due to
severe toxicity, resulting in shortened TTF and PFS. Dose reduction may be needed, especially when
the total steady-state sunitinib concentration is above 100 ng/mL, in order to avoid unnecessary early
discontinuation of treatment.
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Abstract
Plasma is an ionized gas which is consisted of positively charged ions and negatively charged
electrons. With the progress and development in the scientific technology, an atmospheric-pressure
low-temperature plasma has been developed and applied for new fieldsincluding wound-healing
promotion, virus inactivation and tumor suppression. Especially, plasma jet is expected as a plasmaproducing device for the plasma-based therapy.In the present study, we investigated theeffectiveness
of plasma jet on the transdermal drug absorption as one of new possibilities in the plasma
application.Plasma jet was applied for3 min to the abdomen of male Wistar rat (8-week) after
removing abdominal hair under anesthesia. After the application of plasma jet, 300μl CF solution (1.2
mg/ml) was added to the site. At predetermined time intervals, blood was collected from the jugular
vein in rats, andthe plasma concentrations of CF were measured. Plasma jet was applied for3min to
the abdomen of male Wistar rat (8-week) after removing abdominal hair under anesthesia. The skin
sample was embedded in OCT compound and frozen in liquid nitrogen. The frozen samples were then
sectioned into 10-m-thick slices using a cryomicrotome. The skin sections were stained with
hematoxylin and eosin and were observed using a digital microscope. All animal experiments were
conducted in accordance with the principles and procedures outlined in the National Institutes of
Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. The Animal Experimentation Committee of
the Kyoto Pharmaceutical University approved all protocols for animal experiments.The bioavailability
(BA) of CF was 40.9 after plasma jet application for 3 min, and the value was about 17-fold higher
than that of control group. To elucidate the mechanism for improving transdermal drug absorption, rat
skin section was observed after plasma jet application. The thickness of stratum corneum in skin was
decreased by plasma jet application. These results show the plasma jet application can reduce the skin
barrier and improve the transdermal absorption of drugs.The atmospheric-pressure low-temperature
plasma jet might be useful as a new transdermal drug delivery system.
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Abstract
UDP-Glucuronosyltransferase (UGT) is a phase II drug-metabolizing enzyme that catalyzes
glucuronidation of endogenous and exogenous substrates. Since most of clinically used drugs are
glucuronidated by UGTs, induction or inhibition of the enzymes by co-administered drugs can cause
drug interactions. A recent study showed that isothiocyanates had a potency to induce UGT1A1;
however, its molecular mechanisms are largely unknown.In this study, phenethyl isothiocyanate
(PEITC) was orally administered to humanized UGT1 (hUGT1) mice (20 and 200 mg/kg/day for four
days). Twenty-four hours after the last administration, liver and small intestine were isolated and the
RNA was prepared from those tissues. We conducted quantitative reverse transcription PCR (Q-RTPCR) to determine the expression level of human UGT1A1. We further examined the expression of
liver-specific transcription factors. Similar study was carried out using HepG2 cells and Caco-2
cells.The PEITC-treated hUGT1 mice (200 mg/kg) showed a significantly induced UGT1A1 mRNA level
compared to the level in the control mice. In contrast, the expression levels were still similar in the
small intestine between PEITC-treated and control mice. Induction of UGT1A1 was also observed in
human hepatic HepG2 cells, but not in intestinal Caco-2 cells. These findings indicated that the
induction of UGT1A1 by PEITC is specific to livers. To identify the transcription factors that were
responsible for the induction, we investigated the expression pattern of liver-specific transcription
factors, such as hepatocyte nuclear factors (HNFs), in livers from PEITC-treated and control mice.
While the mRNA levels of HNFs were the same between mice, we found that D site albumin promoter
binding protein (DBP) was significantly induced by PEITC in the liver. It was further demonstrated that
UGT1A1 was highly expressed in the human DBP-overexpressed HepG2 cells. Our in vitro and in vivo
studies demonstrated that UGT1A1 was liver-specifically induced by PEITC. While multiple
transcription factors are functional in the liver, DBP can be the main factor that controls the induction
of hepatic UGT1A1 by PEITC.
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Abstract
Vancomycin is the first choice for methicillin-resistance Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) infections.
Because of its narrow therapeutic index, therapeutic drug monitoring (TDM) of vancomycin is
necessary for reducing adverse effects (ex. nephrotoxicity) and confirming clinical effectiveness. Thus,
the aim of this study was to evaluate the appropriateness and quality of vancomycin TDM. The study
was conducted by retrospective evaluation of the usage of vancomycin on 46 patients (69±20 yr.)
with main diagnosis of sepsis (52%) during 2013. We collected the data including vancomycin dosage,
duration, time of sampling, trough concentration and serum creatinine to assess vancomycin TDM
appropriateness and quality according to the 2009 ASHP/IDSA guideline.The ratio of vancomycin
therapy with TDM approximately is 65% (30/46). 70% (21/30) of them the timing of monitoring were
at steady-state and 83% (25/30) patients’ sampling time of trough concentration were corrected as
the guideline described. Only eighteen patients were appropriate fortiming of sampling at steady-state
and ten patients were out of 10-20μg/ml therapeutic trough concentration range. There are eight
patients’ frequencies of monitoring been tallied with the guideline. The vancomycin-induced
nephrotoxicity is dependent on serum creatinine increase of 0.5mg/dL. We found 17%(8/46) patients
had possibility of vancomycin-induced nephrotoxicity, but only two patients’ vancomycin trough
concentrations were over 20μg/ml. The serum concentration of vancomycin was tested
byaninappropriate sampling timing can’t be used as the basis for clinical dose adjustment. After a
series of evaluations of vancomycin TDM that we need to improve the quality of vancomycin TDM
according to the guidelines and intervention by pharmacists. Appropriate and well quality TDM of
vancomycin had been able to ensure successful therapeutic outcomes and minimize the risk of
nephrotoxicity for patient safety.
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Abstract
Cationic antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) demonstrate activities against diverse pathogens, including
bacteria, viruses, fungi, mycoplasma, and parasites. In this study, we evaluated the effects of Hep, a
potential antimicrobial peptide from Tilapia, and epirubicin (Epi), an antineoplastic agent, on the
production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and correlated the ROS levels to the reversal
mechanisms of multidrug resistance (MDR) by epirubicin and Hep in human squamous cell carcinoma
SCC15 cells. The cells, pretreated with Hep, epirubicin, or a combination of these compounds in
PEGylated liposomes, were used to validate the molecular mechanisms involved in inhibiting efflux
transporters and inducing apoptosis as evaluated by cytotoxicity, intracellular accumulation, mRNA
levels, cell cycle distribution, and caspase activity of this combination. We found that Hep significantly
enhanced cytotoxicity of epirubicin in liposomes. The co-incubation of epirubicin with Hep in liposomes
increased the ROS levels, including hydrogen peroxide andsuperoxide free radicals. Hep significantly
intensified epirubicin intracellular accumulation in SCC15 cells. Hep and/or epirubicin in liposomes
induced apoptosis, as indicated by the reduced mitochondrial membrane potential, increased sub-G1
phase, and chromatin condensation. In conclusion, Hep in PEGylated liposomes may function as an
adjuvant to anticancer drugs through ROS-mediated apoptosis induction, thus demonstrating a novel
strategy for reversing MDR.
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Abstract
Wheezing is a high-pitched whistling sound made during breathing. It is the main symptom of
respiratory disease, such as asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), bronchitis and
bronchiolitis. Wheezing is mainly treated with bronchodilators, antihistaminics, expectorants,
antibiotics and other agents. Aminophylline, bromhexine hydrochloride and chlorpheniramine maleate
has been demonstrated in numerous clinical trials to be highly effective in wheezing relief of asthma,
COPD, bronchitis and other respiratory disease. Several methods including high performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC), liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC/MS) methods have
been previously described for the determination of theophylline, bromhexine or chlorpheniramine
individually or with other drugs in biological samples. To date, no method has been reported for
simultaneous determination of theophylline, bromhexine and chlorpheniramine in human plasma. In
present study, a liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC–MS/MS) method was
developed and validated for simultaneous determination of theophylline, bromhexine and
chlorpheniramine in human plasma. The developed method has been successfully applied to a
pharmacokinetic study of three ingredients after oral administration of aminophylline bromhexine and
chlorpheniramine tablets.Plasma samples were extracted by ethyl acetate and using diphenhydramine
as internal standard (I.S.).The analytes were separated on a Diamonsil C 18 column (150 mm × 4.6
mm, 5 μm) with an isocratic mobile phase consisting of methanol–waterformic acid (80:20:0.2,
v/v/v). Mass spectrometric detection was performed by selected reaction monitoring (SRM) mode via
atmospheric pressure chemical ionization source operating in positive ionization mode. The Selected
Reaction Monitoring (SRM) transitions were monitored atm/z 181→96, m/z 377→144, m/z 275→230
and m/z 256→167 for theophylline,bromhexine, chlorpheniramine and IS, respectively.Linear
calibration curves were obtained over the plasma concentration range of 100.0-8000 ng/mL, 1.0-80.0
ng/mL and 0.10-8.00 ng/mL for theophylline, bromhexine and chlorpheniramine, respectively. All
calibration curves showed good linearity with correlation coefficients (r) greater than 0.9952. The
intra- and inter-day precisions were less than 14.6% and the RE was within ±6.5%. The extraction
recoveries of the analytes and IS from human plasma were over 61.5%. The IS normalized MFs for
the analytes at three QC levels were within 90110%. The analytes and IS in human plasma were
stable after three freeze-thaw cycles, for 20 days under 20°C, and for 24 h at room temperature in
the autosampler. After an oral administration of aminophylline bromhexine and chlorpheniramine
tablets (aminophylline 150 mg, bromhexine hydrochloride 30 mg and chlorpheniramine maleate 3.0
mg) to 19 healthy male subjects, AUC0–48h of theophylline, bromhexine and chlorpheniramine were
found to be 31547±12465, 81.1±29.8, and 95.7±32.8 ng·h/mL; Cmax were 2946.5±762.1, 21.9±7.5,
and 4.43±2.0 ng/mL; t1/2 were 8.7±2.6, 7.2±4.4, and 8.9±6.3 h, respectively. An LC–MS/MS method
for simultaneous determination of theophylline, bromhexine and chlorpheniramine in human plasma
was developed and validated for the first time. The method was rapid and sensitive, and has been
successfully applied to study pharmacokinetic behaviors of theophylline, bromhexine and
chlorpheniramine in humans following oral administration of aminophylline bromhexine and
chlorpheniramine tablets.
Key Words: LC–MS/MS; Aminophylline; Bromhexine; Chlorpheniramine; human; Pharmacokinetics
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Abstract
Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) are generally used in rheumatoid arthritis (RA)
patients. Diclofenac is an NSAID with higher risk of acute hepatic toxicity. The aim of this study was to
investigate the effects of interleukin-1 beta (IL-1β) and interleukin-6 (IL-6), the cytokines that were
elevated in RA, on the expression CYP450 enzymes and transporters that are responsible for the
metabolism and transport of diclofenac in the liver. Rat hepatocytes were isolated by two-step
collagenase perfusion and cultured as sandwich-cultured hepatocytes (SCH). Real time qPCR was used
to determine the mRNA levels of metabolic enzymes (CYP1A2, 2C11, 3A1, and UGT2B1) and
transporters (MRP2 and BCRP) in SCH with and without the treatment of cytokines. Concentrations of
diclofenac in SCH collected at 30, 60, and 120 minutes after incubation were measured by a HPLC-UV
method. Levels of ALT and AST were measured to investigate the liver toxicity of diclofenac. In IL-1βtreated SCH, mRNA levels of CYP1A2, CYP2C11, and MRP2 were significantly down-regulated, whereas
mRNAs of CYP3A1, UGT2B1, and BCRP were not changed. On the other hand, in IL-6-treated SCH,
mRNA level of CYP3A1 but not that of CYP1A2, CYP2C11, UGT2B1, MRP2, and BCRP was significantly
reduced. Compared with SCH without cytokine treatment, the concentrations of diclofenac were
significantly higher in SCH pretreated with IL-6, whereas IL-1 treatment did not affect diclofenac
concentration in SCH. AST and ALT levels were not significantly increased in SCH treated with IL-1β or
IL-6. IL-1 and IL-6 changed the expression of CYP450 enzymes/transporters in SCH in a different
manner, resulting in a different effect on the concentrations of diclofenac in SCH.
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Abstract
Plasma membrane monoamine transporter (PMAT) is a polyspecific organic cation transporter that is
highly expressed at the central nervous system; however, its distribution and function at the bloodbrain barrier (BBB) remain unclear. This study aimed to investigate the effect of lipopolysaccharide
(LPS)-induced inflammation on PMAT expression at the BBB and brain distribution of a cationic
neurotoxin, 1-benzyl-1, 2, 3, 4-tetrahydroisoquinoline (1-benzyl-TIQ).The PMAT mRNA in the isolated
brain microvessels (BMVs) was determined by RT-qPCR; the protein expression of PMAT in BMVs and
brain sections was determined by immunofluorescence. Membrane fractions of BMECs were separated
by discontinuous Ficoll gradient centrifugation, and cellular localization of PMAT was demonstrated by
Western blotting. For in-vivo assay, LPS (3 mg/kg) was given by intraperitoneal injection and PMAT
expression was examined by RT-qPCR, Western blotting and immunofluorescence. The levels of 1benzyl-TIQ in the brain and plasma were analyzed by HPLC-UV. PMAT mRNA was slightly enriched
(compared with cerebral cortex) in BMVs of C57BL/6 mice. The immunofluorescence staining showed
that PMAT was co-localized with endothelial marker, collagen IV, in BMVs and striatum of C57BL/6
mice. The localization of PMAT was further demonstrated at both luminal and abluminal membranes of
BMECs by western blotting. In C57BL/6 mice, systemic administration of LPS significantly increased
PMAT expression in cerebral cortex, striatum, and BMVs in a time-dependent manner. In addition,
although the administration of organic cation transporter 1/2 inhibitor, progesterone, reduced brainto-plasma ratio of 1-benzyl-TIQ, LPS treatment significantly increased BBB transport of 1-benzyl-TIQ
regardless of progesterone treatment.These findings suggest that inflammation can change PMAT
expression at the BBB, which may affect PMAT-mediated transport of 1-benzyl-TIQ.
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Abstract
Recombinant human erythropoietin (rhEPO), a 34 kDa biological pharmaceutical agent, has shown its
neuronal protective activity in a range of human nervous system diseases and stroke in previous
studies. rhEPO requires higher dose to achieve effective concentration and might result in some
unwanted adverse effects. To avoid the hematopoietic adverse effects of EPO, some EPO-mimetic
peptides have protective effect without hematopoietic adverse effects are promising alternatives to EPO
for treatment of CNS diseases. There are some EPO-mimetic peptides for neuroprotection in previous
studies, including, helix B peptide, pyroglutamate helix B surface peptide (pHBSP), Epopeptide AB and
Epotris. Therefore, we proposed to evaluate the efficacy of EPO-mimetic peptides, and then constructed
a brain targeting drug delivery system for these peptides. In this study, we used EPO as a positive
control to build up a Neuro 2A cell model system for evaluating the neuroprotective activity under
staurosporine-induced apoptosis and hydrogen peroxide-induced oxidative stress damage. Wide range
concentrations (10-10000 nM) of EPO-mimetic peptides (pHBSP, Epopeptide AB and Epotris) were cotreated with staurosporine (1000 nM) and hydrogen peroxide (250 and 500 μM), respectively. Cell
viability and toxicity were assessed with MTT assay and LDH assay, respectively, performed on Neuro 2A
cell culture system. We successfully conducted a neuronal cell culture model for evaluating
neuroprotective activity of EPO. The results indicate that EPO elicited the significant efficacy in Neuro 2A
cell culture model. However, pHBSP, Epopeptide AB and Epotris did not show a does-dependent
neuroprotective effect in both staurosporine-induced apoptosis and hydrogen peroxide-induced oxidative
stress damage Neuro 2A cell culture system. A heterodimer that consists of EPO receptor and the β
common-receptor (CD131) participates in eliciting the neuroprotective efficacy. In our Neuro 2A cell
model, EPO showed the neuroprotective efficacy but the EPO mimetic peptides did not. Because of
lacking the β common-receptor on the cell membrane of Neuro 2A, this cell line would not be a suitable
model for evaluating the efficacy of EPO mimetic peptides.The results obtained from the Neuro 2A cell
culture system show that these EPO mimetic peptides did not elicit the neuroprotective effect to against
staurosporine and hydrogen peroxide induced cell death we expected. The neuronal primary cell would
be a more suitable in vitro model for evaluating the efficacy of these EPO mimetic peptides in the future.
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Abstract
Using mammalian cells to produce recombinant protein drugs has become the global mainstream of
current biopharmaceutical markets. However, an accurate and high-throughput method for the
effective selection of highest protein-yielding cell still awaits development. Here, we developed a novel
transiently protein-anchored system coupled with fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) for the
efficient selection of highest protein-yielding clone. A furin cleavage peptide (RAKR) was used to join a
human anti-epithelial growth factor antibody (EGFR Ab) and the extracellular-transmembrane
domains of the mouse B7-1 antigen. The Furin inhibitor can transiently mediate switch of secreted and
anchored EGFR Ab expression. After cell sorting, the level of membrane EGFR Abis proportional to
the amount of secreted EGFR Ab in medium. We further selected and calculated 23 HEK-293T/EGFR
Ab cell clones, demonstrating a high correlation (R2=0.91) between secretion level and surface
expression level of EGFR Ab.The novel transiently protein-anchored system can easily and efficiently
to select the highest protein-producing cells, reducing the cost for the production of
biopharmaceuticals
Key Words: transiently protein-anchored system, fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS), highproducing cell, recombinant protein
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Abstract
Polymyxin B (Poly B) is the last choice for treatment of gram-negative resistant infections, but its
clinical benefits have been limited by its severe nephrotoxicity. The objective of this study is to
prepare the nephrotoxicity-absently liposomal formulation for Poly B delivery. The liposomal Poly B
was prepared by using the reverse-phase evaporation methods. The Poly B was encapsulated in the
liposome with ultrahigh encapsulation efficiency of 95.6% with mean particle size of 115nm and zeta
potential of -30.2mV, and liposomal Poly B had a unilamellar structure observed by transmission
electron microscopy (TEM). The liposomal Poly B showed nearly undetectable release for 48 hours.
The continuous administrations of liposomal Poly B (8mg/kg, 7day) did not cause any nephrotoxicity
as compared to free Poly B through histopathology and measurement of the plasma urea nitrogen and
creatinine. The pharmacokinetic results showed 2.1-fold area under concentration time curve (AUC)
for liposomal Poly B in comparison with Poly B solution. Our study suggests that the liposomal Poly B
may be a more superior formulation for the treatment of gram-negative resistant infections in virtue
of absence of nephrotoxicity.
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Abstract
The objective of this study was to study the application of superporous hydrogels as superdisintegrant
in fast dissolving tablets of domperidone. Poly(methacrylic acid) superporous hydrogel was
synthesized using poly ethylene glycol diacrylate as a crosslinker by gas blowing method. The
synthesized superporous hydrogels were milled to form microparticles, which were used as
superdisintegrant. The microparticles were evaluated for their swelling and moisture absorption
properties. The microparticles were visualized by scanning electron microscopy.Poly(methacrylic acid)
superporous hydrogel microparticles swelled to approximately 60-times of their dried state in distilled
water, which was higher compared to Ac-Di-Sol (20) and sodium starch glycolate (10). They also
showed high water absorption capacity at different humidities. The compressibility index was found to
be 27.12±1.36. The microparticles had good flow and compressibility. Ac-Di-sol and sodium starch
glycolate were the other superdisintegrants used in the preparation of fast dissolving properties. SEM
images of microparticle have shown the presence of pores and it clearly shows that the microparticles
are irregular in shape and the size of the microparticles was <150 µm. Results showed that the
superporous hydrogel microparticles had high swelling and water absorption properties compared to
other superdisintegrants. Fast dissolving tablets were prepared by direct compression method
employing different concentrations of SPH microparticles, Ac-Di-sol and sodium starch glycolate. The
tablets disintegrated rapidly and had acceptable hardness (3.7 - 4.1 kg/cm2) and friability (<1%). The
disintegration time for all formulations was found to be 15-45 seconds and wetting time was 22-58
seconds. Formulations employing superporous hydrogel microparticle showed the fastest
disintegration times, followed by Ac-Di-sol and sodium starch glycolate. Higher amount of sodium
starch glycolate increased the disintegration times due to formation of gel. Almost the entire drug was
released within 30 min for all the formulations. The mechanism of drug release was found to be fickian
diffusion. The tablets prepared with superporous hydrogel microparticles showed fastest disintegration
times and fastest drug release. Hence it could be concluded that the SPH microparticle based fast
dissolving tablets of domperidone would provide quick onset of action without need of water for
swallowing or administration. The results indicated that poly(methacrylic acid) SPH microparticles can
be a promising super-disintegrant for making fast dissolving tablets.
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Abstract
Interest in the tableting of multiple-unit pellet systems (MUPS) has grown over traditional capsule
filling methods as it offers several advantages such as higher production efficiency and greater dosing
flexibility. However, the compression of coated pellets is challenging due to the ease of coat damage
and inability of compacted pellets to disintegrate rapidly into individual pellets, both resulting in
adverse implications on drug release profiles. Hence, cushioning agents are essential for retaining the
pellet coat integrity during tableting of MUPS. Till date, most investigations on cushioning agents for
MUPS tablets either resulted in inadequate cushioning effect or poor disintegration of the tablet,
leading to increased or decreased drug release rates respectively. Freeze-drying has been employed
as a co-processing step in a bid to enhance the mechanical properties of cushioning agents. Hence,
this study aimed to produce freeze-dried polymer-based cushioning agents that could adequately
protect the coated drug pellets during compaction. Aqueous dispersions containing 20 %, w/w
hydroxypropyl methylcellulose (HPMC), partially pregelatinised starch (PGS) or polyvinylpyrrolidone
(PVP) alone, and with lactose (Lac) in 1:1 ratio, were freeze-dried and milled to obtain granulates. The
corresponding granulates were designated as FD-X or FD-X-Lac, where X refers to HPMC, PGS or PVP.
The granulates were characterised for their physicomechanical properties. The cushioning effect
exhibited by the granulates was evaluated by the extent of pellet coat damage determined from the
dissolution profiles of the coated pellets before and after compaction. A similarity factor (f2) was then
calculated, where f2 < 50 indicates significant coat damage. Compared to the unprocessed
counterparts, the corresponding freeze-dried products were found to be distinctly different with
layered sheet-like structures with crevices in between as a result of sublimation of ice crystals during
the drying phase. FD-PGS had a distinct network-like structure, with relatively more pronounced
pores. Generally, the granulates were more amenable to breakage under compression, and formed
stronger compacts compared to the unprocessed excipients. With the exception of granulates
comprising HPMC, the following trend in drug release rates was observed: uncompacted pellets <
pellets compacted with granulates < pellets compacted with unprocessed excipients. HPMC resulted in
slower drug release rates, which could be attributed to its formation of hydrogel barrier. Incorporation
of lactose in the freeze-dried PGS and PVP formulations increased the deformability but decreased the
compact tensile strength. The incorporation of lactose did not result in appreciable differences in the
drug release profiles for PGS formulations. However, it impeded drug release for PVP formulation to a
certain extent. Overall, drug release profiles between the uncompacted pellets and pellets compacted
with FD-HPMC-Lac showed the greatest similarity (f2= 53.0). Freeze-drying may potentially be
employed as a co-processing step to enhance the mechanical properties of polymers to form more
effective cushioning agents. In addition, HPMC could form a hydrogel barrier that might further modify
drug release.
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Abstract
Inhaled corticosteroids (ICS) represent the most important treatment for chronic asthma. However,
some local side effects such as oral candidiasis, and hoarseness have been reported. In those side
effects, hoarseness is the most difficult to manage because it is not prevented by gargling after using
an inhaler. In addition, hoarseness is a strong subjective symptom, and may sometimes cause the
self-interruption of inhalation therapy. We here focused on the oral environment when using ICS. The
relationship between dry mouth and hoarseness was investigated using a questionnaire and by
measuring salivary secretion in the oral cavity.The volume of saliva secreted without stimulation was
measured in patients with asthma or COPD (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease) who also
answered a questionnaire on subjective ratings for hoarseness. The relationship between salivary
secretion and hoarseness was analyzed by the Pearson correlation and multiple linear regression. The
prediction accuracy of salivary secretion for the grade of hoarseness was evaluated using a receiveroperating characteristic (ROC) analysis. A total of 232 patients participated in this study. The
subjective rating score of hoarseness was negatively correlated with the volume of saliva secreted (r =
-0.273, p < 0.001). A stepwise multiple linear regression analysis revealed that salivary secretion (p <
0.001) and the dose of fluticasone administered (p < 0.05) were significant variables for predicting
hoarseness.
The ROC analysis for predicting severe hoarseness by salivary secretion showed
significant prediction accuracy (AUC = 0.690, 95%CI: 0.614 - 0.766, p < 0.001), and was higher in
patients administered fluticasone (AUC = 0.732, 95%CI: 0.644 - 0.821, p < 0.001). Hyposalivation is
a significant prediction factor of hoarseness induced by inhaled corticosteroids. The prediction
accuracy was higher in patients administered fluticasone than in those administered another inhalation
drug. Although the pharmaceutical efficacy of fluticasone is high, patients with hyposalivation should
be prescribed other inhalation drugs.
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Abstract
Perinatal depression is an increasingly common psychiatric disease for those women who are in
pregnancy and postpartum, and antidepressants are often used during these periods (Gaynes et al.,
2005; Dietz et al., 2007; Patil et al., 2011). Therefore, the administration of antidepressant drugs
while breastfeeding is of great concern to both mothers and physicians, because this requires the
knowledge of the extent to which drugs are excreted into breast milk. The objectives of these studies
were designing chitosan-nanoparticles loaded with sertraline, and investigating the pharmacokinetics
of these nanoparticles in rabbit plasma and milk.
The chitosan nanoparticles were prepared by ion-revulsion method. The concentrations of sertraline in
plasma and milk were detected by a modified HPLC-UV method after injection the drug via marginal
ear vein of rabbits. It was found that the diameter and entrapment efﬁciency of the sertraline-loaded
nanoparticles were influenced by the mass ratio of chitosan / tripolyphosphate had an . When the ratio
was 10, the nanoparticles demonstrated the best size and entrapment efﬁciency that is 198±29 nm
and 15.60%. In vivo results demonstrated that the chitosan nanoparticles carrier could prolong the
time of sertraline in plasma and enhance AUC(0-∞) when compared with sertraline solution. However,
the sertraline in milk was still detectable in the first 3 h after injection of sertraline-loaded
nanoparticles.It still needs caution for the breastfed infants when these nanoparticles were
administrated by lactating women.
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Abstract
New therapeutics for the treatment of drug-resistant bacteria are urgently needed, and investigation
to further the successful search for these therapeutics is critically important. Here we evaluated the
antibacterial efficacy of soyaethyl morpholinium ethosulfate (SME) micelles as an inherent bactericide
against Staphylococcus aureus and methicillin-resistant S. aureus (MRSA). The antimicrobial activity
was examined in the treatment of both an in vitro culture model and a murine model of skin MRSA
infection. Two cationic micelles formed by benzalkonium chloride (BKC) and cetylpyridinium chloride
(CPC) were used for comparison.SME micelles showed a size of 178±16 nm with a zeta potential of
34±6 mV. The minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) and minimum bactericidal concentration (MBC)
against S. aureus and MRSA were 1.71~3.42 and 1.71~6.84 μg/ml, respectively. SME revealed lower
toxicity against neutrophils and keratinocytes compared to BKC and CPC. Topical administration of
SME micelles significantly decreased the cutaneous infection, MRSA load, and inflammation in mice.
SME did not exhibit any skin irritation after topical application for 7 days. The killing of bacteria was
caused by direct cell wall/membrane rupture. SME micelles also penetrated into the bacteria to elicit a
Fenton/Haber-Weiss reaction and oxidative stress.The data collectively suggested the potential of SME
micelles to serve as a new antimicrobial for the treatment of skin infections and wounds.
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Abstract
Mitomycin C is one of the most effective and potent anticancer drug which used as first line
chemotherapy against a wide range of cancers. The purpose of this study was to prepare the pHsensitive liposome for cancer therapy. The pH-sensitive phospholipids including DOPE, CHEMS and a
targeting ligand phospholipid, DSPE-PEG2000-folate were used as materials to prepare pH-sensitive
liposome formulation, and evaluated their physicochemical characteristics. The particle size, zeta
potential and polydispersity index of pH-sensitive liposomes were determined by a dynamic light
scattering method (Zetasizer, Malvern, UK).The release study was evaluated by dialysis method. MCF7 cells were used to investigate cytotoxicity and cellular uptake of the drug solution and pH-sensitive
liposome.The mitomycin C solution was used as control group to evaluate the effect of pH-sensitive
liposome.The physicochemical characteristics of pH-sensitive liposome: particle size 144.5±2.8 nm,
polydispersity index 0.343±0.047, zeta potential -66.7±0.3 mV and entrapment efficiency
66.5±0.1%. Drug release in vitro was modestly prolonged and had good pH sensitivity.In vitro
cytotoxicity assays demonstrated that the formulation was cytocompatible, and pH-sensitive liposome
showed similar cytotoxicity to mitomycin C solution and higher cellular uptake to formulation without a
folate ligand.The results indicated that the pH-sensitive liposomes were indeed effective in cytotoxicity
assays andthe further experiment will be evaluated.
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Abstract
Conventional chemotherapy poses various side effects resulted in low specificity of chemo-reagent
towards cancer cells. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) display great potential in medical therapeutic
applications. RRM2B, a small subunit of human ribonucleotide reductase, is suggested to play critical
roles in DNA repair, DNA replication, and protection against cellular stress. Compatibly, cancer cells
with depleted RRM2B level under stress resulted in higher death rate. Therefore, RRM2BshRNA was
proposed as a chemo-sensitizer in cancer treatment. First of all, the toxicity of the CNTs was
examined in cancer cells. The stress-sensitizing effect of RRM2BshRNA is tested in cells, too. Cell
proliferation/survival assays will be applied to examine the stress-sensitizing effects of RRM2BshRNA.
Then, we apply GFP plasmids to conjugate with CNTs to establish the delivery system before using
RRM2BshRNA plasmids.Different types of CNTs were examined in cancer cells, and no obvious toxicity
was observed. Stress-sensitizing effect of RRM2BshRNA was also established in cells. Finally, we
observed GFP expression in plasmids-conjugated CNTs treated cells, suggesting a successful delivery
system was conducted. The next steps will be to improve the system and then use RRM2BshRNA to
replace GFP plasmids in the system.
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Abstract
Current cyclodextrin formulation development strongly depends on trial-and-error in the laboratory.
The aim of this research was to compare three modeling approaches for cyclodextrin/drug
complexation.Docking, molecular dynamics (MD) and quantum mechanics (QM) were chosen as
research approaches, ibuprofen was used as a model drug. Binding free energy from three simulation
methods was calculated as an important parameter to compare with the experimental results.Docking
results from AutoDock Vina program showed that the scoring of complexation capability between
ibuprofen and cyclodextrins is alpha (), gamma (), beta (), HP-beta-cyclodextrins, which indicated
similar ranking with the results from phase solubility diagram experiments. MD simulation indicated
that ibuprofen could form the stable complexes with ,, HP--cyclodextrins, but not for cyclodextrin. Binding free energies from the MD simulation for ,, HP--cyclodextrins were -3.67, 0.67 and -3.87 kcal/mol, individually. The enthalpies of QM simulation for , , HP--cyclodextrins
were -17.22, -14.75 and -20.28 kcal/mol, respectively. Results from all three modeling approaches
showed similar ranking between ibuprofen and four cyclodextrin molecules as the experimental
data.The data from simulations and experiment suggest that MD simulation with entropy calculation
had the closest value to experimental data for  and HP--cyclodextrins. Thus, MD simulation with
MM-PBSA method may be fit to in silico screen for cyclodextrin formulations.
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Abstract
Ethylhexyl methoxycinnamate (EHMC) is known as an active ingredient in sunscreen cream that has a
problem in photostability. Antioxidants can be used to inhibit of photodegradation of EHMC.
Rambutan-rapiah (Nephelium lappaceum L.) fruit peel has high content of antioxidants.The aim of this
study was to evaluate photostability of various combination of EHMC and rambutan-rapiah fruit peel
extract in sunscreen cream.The three sunscreen formulations were prepared with various
combinations of EHMC and rambutan-rapiah fruit peel extract, namely F1 (7.5%:0), F2 (7.5%:
0.05%) and F3 (12.5%:0.05%). Thein vitro sun protection factors (SPFs) of these sunscreen cream
were determined after irradiated by 365nm ultraviolet (UV) for 28 days at room temperature
according to Mansur et al. The results showed that the SPF of F1, F2, F3 sunscreen creams after
irradiated for 28 days decreased by 14.7, 10.6 and 6.7%, respectively. The results indicate that the
addition of rambutan-rapiah fruit peel extractcan inhibit photodegration of EHMC in sunscreen cream.
Key Words: ethylhexyl methoxycinnamate, rambutan-rapiah (Nephelium lappaceum L.) fruit peel, sun
protection factor, photostability.
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Abstract
Capping is a common problem encountered during tablet manufacturing. Capping is the separation of
the top or bottom face of a tablet body. Understanding what influences tablet capping in terms of
process variables and stress distribution in tablets are of practical interest to the pharmaceutical
industry. Capping can be mitigated via modifications to tableting tooling design. However, the effect of
tableting tooling design on tablet capping tendency has not been thoroughly studied. In this study, the
influence of Flat-face punch geometry on tablet capping was investigated using experimental and
computational methods. Tablets were prepared from paracetamol-starch (77.9:22.1) granules in a
rotary tablet press using three different types of Flat-face punches - Flat-face Plain (FFP), Flat-face
Bevel edge (FFBE) and Flat-face Radius edge (FFRE) punches. The compression pressure employed for
tablet production ranged from 76.4 to 114.6 MPa. The tensile strength, elastic recovery and capping
tendency of the tablets were assessed. A 3D numerical method involving Discrete Element Modeling
(DEM) was utilized to simulate powder compaction using appropriate physical and numerical
parameters. Simulation results were compared to experimental results for model validation. Stress
contour plots, constructed from simulation data, were used to analyze stress distribution in the tablets
at target compression pressure.Results showed that tablets produced with FFP punch consistently had
higher tensile strength (0.173-0.306 N/mm2) and reduced capping tendency (Capping Index 5-18)
than tablets produced with FFRE and FFBE punches. FFRE punch was observed to be advantageous for
lessening tablet capping until an optimum compression pressure. Findings from the DEM simulation
when compared to experimental results suggested that important tablet compaction dynamics could
be captured reliably well by the simulation model. Stress contour plots obtained from simulations
showed the formation of highly non-homogeneous stress distribution for FFRE and FFBE tablets. When
compared to FFRE punch, FFBE punch promoted the development of high amount of stored stress
localized at the tablet central region with reduced powder bed consolidation. Combination of high
stored elastic energy and poor bonding quality increased the chances of mechanical failure in FFBE
tablets. In comparison to FFBE punch, use of FFP and FFRE punches allowed for a more uniform
distribution of force, thereby reducing elastic recovery and capping tendency in the resultant tablets.
However, FFP punch is more prone to physical damage during tablet production. FFRE punch would
be a practical alternative processing option for manufacturers to mitigate capping in tablet
formulations that are prone to capping.
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Abstract
Fluconazole (FLU) is a triazole antifungal agent, used in the treatment of candidiasis and
dermatophyte fungal infections. It is slightly soluble in water. The purpose of this study was to
prepare and characterize of co-crystal between FLU and oxalic acid (OXA) and to evaluate the
solubility and dissolution rate of this co-crystal. FLU-OXA co-crystal was prepared by solvent-drop
grinding method using an equimolar of FLU-OXA mixture and the addition of a few drops of methanol
as solvent. FLU-OXA co-crystal formation was characterized by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD),
differential scanning calorimetry, Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, and polarized
microscopy methods. The solubility tests were performed in water at 25°C, whilst in vitro dissolution
tests were performed at pH 1.2, 4.5, and 6.8 buffer solutions. The PXRD patterns of FLU-OXA mixture
after solvent-drop grinding showed some characteristic peaks of FLU and OXA disappeared, while
some new peaks appeared. The DSC thermogram of solvent-drop grinding result showed a single
endothermic peak. The polarized photomicroscope and FTIR spectra of solvent-drop grinding result
were also different from its pure components. The solubility of FLU-OXA co-crystal in water was 3.7
times higher than pure FLU. The in vitro dissolution tests showed a significant increase in the
dissolution rate of FLU-OXA co-crystal at the entire pH as compared with pure FLU. According to the
results obtained, it is concluded FLU and OXA can formco-crystal that canincrease the
solubilityanddissolution rate offluconazole.
Key Words: fluconazole, oxalic acid, co-crystal, solvent-drop grinding, solubility.
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Abstract
Tablet disintegration has received considerable attention as an essential step in obtaining faster drug
release. The emphasis on the availability of the drug highlights the importance of the relatively rapid
disintegration of a tablet as a criterion for ensuring uninhibited drug dissolution behavior. The
development of fast disintegrating tablets provides an opportunity to take into account the role of
chemically modified disintegrants termed as superdisintegrants to improve the disintegration
processes. Selection of appropriate formulation excipients and manufacturing technology can obtain
the design feature of fast disintegrating tablet. Effective superdisintegrants provide improved
compressibility, flow properties, good hydration capacity and have no negative impact on the
mechanical strength of formulations. In the present study, Fast Disintegrating Tablets (FDT’s) of
Salbutamol sulphate were prepared using different natural and synthetic superdisintegrants. The
natural superdisintegrants used were various types of banana starch (Nendra banana, Robusta
banana, Kannan banana) and Sodium Starch Glycolate was used as synthetic superdisintegrant. Direct
compression technique was used to prepare fast disintegrating tablet. The Pre-compression
parameters of blend like angle of repose, bulk density, tapped density, Carr’s index and Hausner’s
ratio and Post compression parameters parameters such as weight variation, hardness, thickness,
friability, wetting time, in-vitro disintegration time, drug content and in-vitro dissolution study were
evaluated after conducting Preformulation Studies. Fast Disintegrating Tablets were prepared by direct
compression method. FTIR studies revealed that there were no interactions of polymer and drug. The
Pre-compression and post-compression parameters were within the Pharmacopoeial limits. Among all
the formulations, 1.25% of Nendra banana starch (F2) and 1.25% sodium starch glycolate (F11)
showed disintegration time of 10 sec and 17 sec respectively. The formulation with Nendra banana
showed more than 88% of drug release within 30 minutes. The less disintegration time and in vitro
dissolution studies showed that the drug release was fast in formulation with Nendra banana when
compared to all other formulations.
Key Words: Superdisintegrants, Fast Disintegrating Tablets, banana starch, disintegration time
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Abstract
The combination of betamethasone-17-valerate (B17V) with nasal irrigation solutions (NIS) has been
reported to improve therapeutic outcomes in chronic rhino-sinusitis. As such preparations are not
commercially available, patients in a local hospital have been advised to add a specific amount of a
commercial B17V lotion to their prescribed NIS, which may be normal saline, sodium bicarbonate or a
pre-mixed product (FLO). However, the stability of B17V in the extemporaneous preparations has not
been thoroughly investigated despite literature reports showing that B17V degrades to the much less
active B21V at neutral or alkaline pH. Moreover, some patients and caregivers may use tap water
instead of the recommended cooled boiled tap water to prepare FLO solution, which may affect the pH
of the preparation. Others may make the preparations in advance. Such practices employed out of
convenience may further jeopardise the therapeutic outcomes. Hence, this study aimed to investigate
the influence of NIS, pH, storage duration and temperature on the stability of B17V. An HPLC method
was developed and validated for the assay of B17V and B21V. Simulating actual clinical practice, the
extemporaneous preparations for stability study were prepared by adding a pre-determined volume of
B17V lotion to these respective NIS: commercial normal saline (NS), sodium bicarbonate solution
prepared with tap water (SBS-T) and FLO solution prepared with cooled boiled tap water (FS-B) or tap
water (FS-T). These preparations were stored in airtight glass containers, protected from light, at an
ambient temperature of 30 °C or in a refrigerator at 4 °C. At specific time intervals over 24 hours,
aliquot samples were withdrawn for assay of B17V and B21V. The pH values of the various NIS were
determined. Based on the stability results, the most suitable NIS was selected and its pH varied to
investigate the degradation of B17V added. B21V was the major degradation product of B17V. A
significant amount of B17V degraded upon its addition to the various NIS. The content of B17V
decreased while that of B21V increased during storage. The preparations stored at 30 oC had generally
lower contents of B17V compared to similar preparations stored at 4 oC. The difference in storage
temperature had a more significant effect on the extent of B17V degradation in SBS-T (p=0.003) and
FS-T (p=0.045) than in NS (p=0.930). The pH of the various NIS increased in the following order:
NS(7.60)<FS-T(7.71)<FS-B(8.14)<SBS-T(8.37). Expectedly, pH of NIS was inversely related to the
stability of B17V, indicating the detrimental effect of increasing pH. B17V was most stable in NS,
where its degradation rate remained relatively unchanged despite lowering its pH to below 7.6.The
stability of B17V was significantly affected by the pH of the NIS. NS was the most suitable, followed by
FS-T but SBS-T should be avoided. Lowering the pH of NS was unwarranted as the B17V degradation
significantly increased only at pH above 7.6. B17V degradation was also significantly affected by
temperature. If the extemporaneous preparation is not used immediately, it should be stored in the
refrigerator (4 oC).
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Abstract
Medical devices that cover external wounds are called dressings. The water retention and water vapor
transmission properties of wound dressings are important for controlling the moisture balance in the
wound. An ideal wound dressing should provide a moderately moist atmosphere by transpiring excess
exudate promptly and retaining adequate moisture to promote tissue regeneration. Furthermore,
apart from better flexibility on the applied site, adequate hardness is needed for dressings applied to
diarthrodial parts and the sacral region of the body. Among the synthesized cellulose derivatives, lowsubstituted hydroxypropylcellulose (L-HPC) is widely used as an excipient for solid pharmaceuticals
because of its good binding and disintegrating properties. We newly prepared an L-HPC hydrogel sheet
(L-HPC HGS) and glycerol-impregnated L-HPC hydrogel sheet (L-HPC G-HGS). The aim of this study
was to determine the usefulness of L-HPC HGSs as a new-type wound dressing possessing excellent
water vapor transmission characteristics as well as a low adhesive strength.The viscous alkaline L-HPC
solution was extended to 1-mm thick. The L-HPC layer was neutralized by soaking it into HCl solution,
and the HGS deposited was desalted by soaking in distilled water. The L-HPC G-HGS was prepared by
replacing the liquid content of the L-HPC HGS from water to a glycerol-containing solution. The
mechanical properties including adhesive strength of L-HPC HGS were characterized using a tensile
test machine. The water retention properties of the L-HPC HGSs were evaluated by the heating
method using a moisture analyzer at 37 ˚C. The water vapor transmission rate (WVTR) was
determined by Vapo Meter (Delfin Technologies Co., Ltd., Kuopio, Finland). L-HPC HGSs possessing
high water retention and water vapor transmission properties were prepared by neutralizing the highly
viscous alkaline liquid of 7-10% L-HPC. The mechanical strengths of L-HPC HGSs were enhanced with
increases in the L-HPC content. The impregnation of glycerol in L-HPC HGSs yielded a significantly
elasticated sheet. The adhesive strengths of L-HPC HGSs were significantly lower than those of
commercial medical dressings. Water retention in L-HPC HGSs after being stored for 2h at 37 ˚C was
approximately 50%. The WVTR of 7% L-HPC HGS was approximately 40 g/m2/h, which was markedly
higher than that of silicone gel type medical dressings. L-HPC HGSs are promising dressings that
maintain an adequate moisture balance by transferring excessive wound exudates with less damage to
the healing wound.
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Abstract
Hydroxypropylmethyl cellulose (HPMC) and polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) are capable of interacting via
hydrogen bonding and thus, PVP added at an appropriate proportion could reduce the viscosity of an
aqueous HPMC solution. Addition of PVP to a HPMC matrix was found to be capable of modulating
release kinetics of a water-soluble drug from a typical first-order to the more desirable zero-order
release for sustained release formulations. This was attributed to HPMC-PVP interaction which lowered
HPMC viscosity and subsequently altered the HPMC swelling-erosion processes. Due to the complexity
of polymeric systems, the viscosity-lowering effect of PVP on drug release has not been fully
investigated and understood. Hence, the objective of this study was to investigate the effect of HPMC
and PVP on the initial dissolution rate (IDR) of a drug by the use of real-time ultraviolet (UV) area
imaging.The effect of HPMC and PVP on IDR was studied using an array imaging technique. A watersoluble compound, chlorpheniramine maleate, was used as the model drug. Two formulation variables,
drug/polymer ratio and polymer viscosity, were investigated.Matrix viscosity only affected the IDR
when a high proportion of HPMC was present, as the formation of a consistent gel layer over the drug
surface was necessary to retard drug release. As the PVP proportion in the drug compact increased,
IDR increased and this could be attributed to improved wetting and solubility of the drug. The viscosity
grade of PVP impacted drug release only at low proportion of PVP, where a higher viscosity PVP caused
the retardation of drug release perhaps via the formation of a more viscous diffusion layer. When
HPMC and PVP were formulated with a drug and compacted, drug release was prolonged as the
polymers had impeded matrix disintegration by forming a gel layer. IDR was the slowest at the ratio of
HPMC:PVP = 1:1. These trends were not replicated when either HPMC or PVP was introduced in the
dissolution medium, suggesting that hydration of dry polymers was crucial to influencing drug
release.With an increasing proportion of PVP in the drug compact, drug release was enhanced by
improved wetting. However, the combination of HPMC and PVP prolonged drug release, revealing
HPMC-PVP interaction which strengthened the outer HPMC gel layer over the drug compact. UV
imaging is a promising approach for studying the impact of compact constituents on the IDR. With this
understanding, formulations containing HPMC and PVP can be optimised in an appropriate ratio to
achieve the desired drug release profile.
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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to investigate whether drug-polymer compatibility, as predicted by Hansen
solubility parameters (HSPs), can be used as a tool for drug-polymer pairs screening and guide the
design of grafted polymeric micelles.The compatibility of drug and polymers was evaluated by HSPs
with the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter (χFH) and polarity difference (△Xp) being the evaluation
criteria. Construction experiments of grafted polymeric micelles were carried out to check the validity
of the theoretical prediction. Chitosan (CS)-grafted-glyceryl monooleate (GMO), hyaluronic acid (HA)grafted-glyceryl monooleate and dextran (Dex)-grafted-Vitamin E succinate (Ve) were selected as the
copolymers. Drug-loaded polymeric micelles were prepared by a probe-type ultrasonic method. For
five selected model drugs, the order of drug encapsulation efficiency in polymeric micelles is highly
consistent with the rank order of drug-GMO compatibility list, which implies that drug compatibility
with the hydrophobic part might be a key criterion for drug loading. However, it was noted that
although curcumin hasthe best compatibility with GMO, the drug encapsulation in the micelles can be
ignored, which can probably be attributed to its poor compatibility with CS. Thus, not just drughydrophobic part compatibility, but also drug-hydrophilic part compatibility is essential to obtain
grafted polymeric micelles with high drug encapsulation. To further verify the accuracy of this
theoretical model, osthole, CS-g-GMO, HA-g-GMO and Dex-g-Ves were chosen as models. Firstly, drug
compatibility with the hydrophilic and hydrophobic parts of the copolymers was calculated individually.
The compatibility of osthole with CS, HA and Dex is poor. In contrast, osthole has good compatibility
with the hydrophobic part GMO and Ve, and osthole-Ve compatibility is better. The accuracy of this
predication is well demonstrated by experimental data. When the same hydrophobic part GMO was
used, drug encapsulation in the CS-g-GMO and HA-g-GMO micelles was comparable. In contrast, using
Ve as the hydrophobic part, drug loading in the Dex-g-Ves micelles improved significantly compared
with that of CS-g-GMO based system. Thus, it is reasonable to conclude that the feasibility of
polymeric micelles preparation can be predicted by the theoretical model mentioned above. The
evaluation of drug-polymer compatibility based on HSPs is a suitable tool to guide the design of
grafted polymeric micelles.
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Abstract
Biologics inhibit the inflammation induced by TNF-α (Tumor necrosis factor) T lymphocytes, B
lymphocytes,IL-6, thereby rapidly and significantly improving clinical symptoms and preventing
progressive joint damage. Taiwan has thus far introduced six biologics, including adalimumab,
etanercept, rituximab, golimumab, abatacept, tocilizumab. The side effects of biologics, in particular
tuberculosis, malignant tumors and autoimmune diseases, have received a lot of attention in clinical
practice. This study used the 2001-2010 National Health Insurance Research Database to analyze the
incidence of tuberculosis caused by biologics used to treat rheumatoid arthritis and understand the
use of biologics in the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis patients in Taiwan. Data showed that 3806
(92.8%) patients solely used DMARDs and 294 (7.2%) patients used biologics. Fifty-two patients were
diagnosed with tuberculosis, and out of those, 43 (82.7%) solely used DMARDs and 9 (17.3%) used
biologics. Prior to adjustment, the groups using different medications exhibited significantly different
risks. The risk of tuberculosis for the biologics group was 2.729 times (OR=2.729; 95% CI=1.284–
5.798) greater than that for the traditional medication group. However, after adding the accumulated
DDDs of traditional medication along with basic information, medical history (presented using CCI),
social status, and hospital characteristics into the model, the risk for the biologics group was no longer
significant. This shows that before adjusting traditional medication for the biologics group, the
increased risk could be caused by a high dosage of traditional medication rather than by biologics.
More definitive reasons must be further verified in future studies.
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Abstract
Asthma is one of the most serious health concerns worldwide, affecting approximately 300 million
populations. Thus, a successful asthma management is crucial for not only public health improvement
but also medical cost reduction. This study aimed to evaluate prescription patterns of asthma
treatment among outpatients and analyze physician’s adherence to guideline. The outpatient visits in
2000-2010 were extracted and analyzed from the Taiwan Longitudinal Health Insurance Database
2000. Anti-asthmatic medications were identified for prescription trend analysis. A total of 4,495
outpatients with newly diagnosed asthma in 2000 were extracted. During the study period, the use of
fixed-dose combination of inhaled corticosteroids and long-acting beta-2 agonists increased (3.6% in
2002 to 28.8% in 2010) while the use of inhaled corticosteroids decreased (14.5% in 2001 to 7.3 in
2010). Among oral anti-asthmatic agents, xanthine was still the most frequently used medications
(60.2% in 2001 and 45.2% in 2010). Leucotriene receptor antagonists use was also increased (2.6%
in 2001 to 6.0% in 2010). Regarding the guideline adherence, physicians in medical centers and
regional hospitals, and asthma specialists prefer to use the fixed-dose combination of inhaled
corticosteroids and long-acting beta-2 agonists and leucotriene receptor antagonists. On the other
hand, physicians in community clinics prefer to prescribe xanthine, oral corticosteroids and oral beta-2
agonists. Greater increase of prescription rates of the fixed-dose combination of inhaled
corticosteroids and long-acting beta-2 agonists and leucotriene receptor antagonists in hospitals than
in clinics reflects the diverse extents of guideline adherence in different medical institutions and
physician specialties.
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Abstract
The prevalence rate of asthmatic children in Taiwan is unabated in recent years, and the analgesics
including NSAIDs are the drugs most frequently prescribed in pediatrics. The aim of the study is to
realize the relationship between the NSAIDs and the asthma exacerbation in asthmatics children in
Taiwan. We use the database of randomized one million people from 1997 to 2102 which released
from National Health Insurance Research Database (NHIRD) in Taiwan. We select the patients who
have been diagnosed as asthma (ICD-9:493) by physicians more than three times, and collecting the
age under 18 years old children as our study population. All these patients have taken anti-asthmatics
drugs and are divided into concurrent using NSAIDs groups and without concurrent using NSAIDs
groups, then we follow the period of the time until these patients first admission due to asthma
exacerbation, or the last OPD or admission records before December 31, 2012. Among of all the
29,484 patients, there are 19,622 (66.6%) patients using anti-asthmatic agents only and
9,862(33.4%) patients concurrent using anti-asthmatic agents and NSAIDs. The variable of gender,
age, and living area, asthma classification, comorbidities and using anti-asthmatic agents pattern of
these two groups are considered, and the result indicates that comparing with using anti-asthmatics
agents only group, the concurrent using anti-asthmatic agents with NSAIDs group has more asthma
exacerbation rate in emergency visits (RR:1.14, 95% CI:1.10-1.18) and hospitalization (RR:1.35,
95%CI:1.30-1.41). Among all the asthmatic children, boys are more common than girls in asthma
prevalence. Age is a predominant factor in our study population, and there is almost 80.6% of children
had diagnosis of asthma before the age of 5. The most common comorbidities in asthmatic children
including allergic rhinitis, atopic dermatitis and urticaria, and the controllers are more often prescribed
in all asthmatic patients in comparison with relievers. After adjusting all above variables, we still find
that concurrent using NSAIDs with anti-asthmatic agents group have higher relative risk in asthma
exacerbation in emergency visit and hospitalization, which indicates that NSAIDs have relationship
with asthma exacerbation. We provide the data of concurrent using NSAIDs with anti-asthmatics rate
in clinical and the outcome of asthma exacerbation rate in emergency, hospitalization in Taiwan. It is
hope that our physicians and asthmatic patients can put more emphasis on prescribing or taking
analgesics in case of the severe drug adverse effect, and reduce the abuse of NSAIDs in the future.
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Abstract
Few data are available regarding the risk and benefit of combining trastuzumab either with standard
regimens or alternative regimens in Asian breast cancer patients. To estimate the risk and benefit in
combining trastuzumab with either standard regimens or alternative regimens in Asian breast cancer
patients. We identified breast cancer patients treated with trastuzumab from 50% random samples of
breast cancer cohort (ICD9-CM-code: 174) with the Registry for Catastrophic Illness Patient Database,
a subset of Insurance Research Database (NHIRD), between 2002 and 2009. Patients with congestive
heart failure, cancer history prior to breast cancer diagnosis were excluded. The overall survival and
incidences of treatment-related CHF/CM (ICD9-CM-code: 402.x1, 402.x3, 404.x1, 404.x3, 425, 428,
and 785.51) were estimated. Descriptive statistics and cause-specific proportional hazard model were
employed for data analysis. We identified trastuzumab users and grouped them into the standard
treatment group (patients who were treated with trastuzumab plus anthracyclines and
cyclophosphamides) and the alternative treatment group (patients who were treated with trastuzumab
plus chemotherapy regimens containing no anthracyclines), and then examined their overall survival
and cardiotoxicity risk profiles.s. We applied both propensity score (PS) inversed probability treatment
weighting (IPTW) and standardized mortality ratio weighting (SMRW) to adjust for the baseline
differences between patients receiving standard and alternative regimens. Confounding covariates in
PS model included age at diagnosis, National Cancer Institute (NCI) Index, cardiovascular specific
comorbidities and related medication, surgery history, types of diagnostic imaging, outpatient visit
counts 1 year prior breast cancer diagnosis, as well as hospital type and location. All statistical
analyses were performed using SAS software 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc. 2013, Cary, North Carolina,
USA). Among 20,807 breast cancer patients who were treated with chemotherapy, 569 patients
received trastuzumab as part of their initial treatment. Among the trastuzumab users, 369 patients
(64.85%) were treated with standard chemotherapy regimens while 200 patients (35.15%) were
treated with alternative chemotherapy regimens. The crude incidences of heart failure in standard and
alternative treatment groups were 4.88% and 3.00% (p=0.38), respectively. The crude mortality rate
in standard treatment group was 28.73% and 44% in alternative treatment group (p=0.0003). After
baseline adjustment with IPTW, the patients who received standard regimens achieved a better overall
survival (aHR=0.75; 95% CI, 0.56-0.99), compared with patients receiving alternative chemotherapy
regimens. We found that the patients with standard regimens had an increased risk for heart failure
(aHR=1.19; 95% CI, 0.92-1.54), though not significantly. A similar trend was observed for the overall
survival (standard vs. alternative treatment group, aHR=0.82; 95% CI, 0.57-1.16) and the risk of
heart failure (standard vs. alternative treatment group, aHR=1.23; 95% CI, 0.91-1.67) after baseline
adjustment with SMRW.
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Abstract
Cardiovascular disease (CVD), diabetes mellitus (DM) and chronic kidney disease (CKD) are the
common chronic diseases and listed as the top ten leading causes of death in Taiwan. While patients
are prescribed with either Western medications (WMs) and/or Chinese medications (CMs), it is
necessary to evaluate the medication use patterns regularly to proactively identify and avoid
medication-related questions. The study aimed to investigate the most commonly prescribed
medications among patients diagnosed with these chronic diseases in Taiwan. This retrospective
population-based cohort study was conducted using the two-million Longitudinal Health Insurance
Databases. Those patients with CVD, DM, and CKD were evaluated for their prescribed WMs and CMs,
respectively, in ambulatory settings in 2008. Those WMs were grouped based on the pharmacological
subgroup of Anatomical Therapeutic Chemicals (ATC) classifications (3 rd level) and sorted for the
prescribed frequency. The CMs were grouped upon their pharmacological classifications and sorted
with the number of people for single and formulas. Patients with these three diseases had similar top
20 classes of CMs and WMs but various rankings. The most frequent WMs for CVD patients were those
used to manage the CVD common symptoms (e.g., pain, abdominal upset, anxious), prevention of
exacerbations, and metabolic syndromes as follows: anti-inflammatory, antihistamine, analgesics
agents, and muscle relaxants, gastrointestinal agents, anxiolytics, respiratory symptom relievers, antithrombotic agents, anti-hypertensive drug, oral blood glucose lowering drugs and anti-vertigos. The
most frequent formula CMs were those mainly used to manage the primary symptoms/signs, including
those for blood circulation, heat-clearing, spleen-stomach-supplenmenting, spirit-quieting and
intestine-moistening. The most frequent single CMs were those used to manage the concomitant CVD
symptoms/signs, including analgesics, and for blood circulation, cough suppressants and expectorants,
heat-clearing, nourishment, intestine-moistening and spleen-stomach- supplenmenting. For DM
patients those oral blood glucose lowering drugs were most frequently prescribed, then those used to
manage the corresponding complications or concomitant diseases/symptoms, including antiinflammatory and analgesics agent, gastrointestinal agents, cough suppressants and expectorants,
anxiolytics, cholesterol and triglyceride reducers, antihypertensive drug, anti-infective and
antivertigos. The most frequent formulaCMs were those mainly to manage primary DM symptoms/sign
as follows: for blood circulation, intestine-moistening, spleen-stomach-supplenmenting, heat-clearing
dampness disinhibiting and spirit- quieting. The most frequent single CM were those used to manage
the concomitant symptoms/signs, including analgesics, and for blood circulation, cough suppressants
and
expectorants,
heat-clearing,
nourishment,
intestine-moistening
and
spleen-stomachsupplenmenting. Importantly, those CKD patients were frequently prescribed with WMs as those for
CVD patients, including those WMs should be precautious for use. In contrast, the most frequent
formula CMs were different from than for CVD patients and mainly used for the primary symptoms
related to impaired renal function as follows: for intestine-moistening, improve blood circulation, heatclearing dampness disinhibiting, panting-calming and spleen-stomach-supplenmenting.
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The most frequent single CMs were analgesics agent, improve blood circulation, dampness
disinhibiting, cough suppressants and expectorants, spleen-stomach-supplenmenting, intestinemoistening, heat-clearing. These patterns of commonly prescribed WMs and CMs for those patients
with CVD and CKD were similar but different from that for DM from the overall NHI population. Further
and regular assessments for such usage consequences are necessary.
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Abstract
Acute aortic dissection (AD) is a hypercritical condition associated with high rates of mortality. Medical
management is necessary for all AD patients in long-term control of systemic blood pressure.
However, there was little information on drug utilization of AD patients. The objective of this study
was to evaluate epidemiological profile and drug utilization pattern in aortic dissection in Taiwan
population. In this study, we identified cases of AD diagnosed during 2006-2008 in the complete
computerized Taiwan National Health Insurance Research Database. Patient exposed more than 28
cumulative defined daily doses (cDDD) was defined taking the medication.Risk factors, and prescribing
pattern before and after diagnosis of AD within 1-year comparison were investigated in this study.
During study period, a total of 3684 cases were identified with mean age of 64.6±15.0 years. Two
thousand six hundred and twenty-six (71.28%) were men and 1912 (51.9%) were older than 65
years old. The most common risk factors were known as hypertension (54.3%) followed by CAD
(20.79%), COPD (14.41%). After diagnosis of AD, these risk factors were significantly increased. From
2006 through 2008, the annual incidence of AD was in average 5.4 per 100,000 and the average
prevalence was 16.9 per 100,000 persons. The annual mortality rate of AD was in average 2 per
100,000 people in Taiwan. Calcium channel blockers were the most frequently prescribed
antihypertensive medication. Analysis of drug utilization after diagnosis of AD showed a significant
increase in beta-blocker, CCB, ACEI/ARB, diuretics, alpha-blocker, statin, aspirin, clopidogrel, and
warfarin. The increasing trend of incidence, prevalence and mortality were observed during study
period. Changes in the patterns of drug utilization in patients were observed after diagnosis of AD.
Changes include an increase the use of antihypertensive drugs, antiplatelet drugs, and statins. Our
finding provides local data for further analyses in AD population.
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Abstract
The incidence and prevalence of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) has undertaken a recent increase
within the Asian population. The medication used for IBD in Asia may differenentiate from western
countries. However, there is insufficient information about the use of medication in Taiwan. Thus, we
conducted a longitudinal study to analyze the medication prescribing pattern among IBD patients, with
the inclusion of ulcerative colitis (UC) and Crohn’s disease (CD) by using the National Health Insurance
Research Database (NHIRD). The study utilized the NHIRD, including the medical records from 1998
to 2010 and the information of catastrophic illness certification (CIC). The patients who applied the
CIC between 2000 and 2008 were included. The 3-month, 1-year, 5-year and 9-year cumulative
probabilities of IBD-related medication use and disease flare up events (including the use of high dose
steroid, hospitalization and operation) would be analyzed. Otherwise, the study would analyze the use
of oral medication and the disease status 2 years prior and after the CIC was applied for every 6month period. The total amount of patients numbered were 1562 and 342 in UC and CD. The average
age is 44.4 and 37.6 years in UC and CD, respectively. Both of UC and CD are male predominant
(60.6% and 68.42%). Oral 5-ASA was the earliest used medication and their 5-year cumulative
probabilities was 83.8% and 84.9% in UC and CD, respectively. We also found that the use of
systemic steroids was at an early stage, but the probabilities at 5 years was 51.3% in UC and 67.2%
in CD, lower than 5-ASA. Compared with other countries, prescribing rate of thiopurines was low in
Taiwan. Rectal medications were used early in UC patients but not in CD. However, rectal 5-ASA would
be used gradually in both, after the CIC was applied. The 5-year probabilities of the use of high dose
steroid, hospitalization and operations were 26.3%, 19.7% and 5.2% in UC and 50.0%, 34.2% and
16.4% in CD. The oral medication use was 20-30% in UC and 10-20% in CD six months earlier than
CIC being applied. However, it would increase to about 70% before CIC was applied and then
gradually decrease in the follow up period. The rates of disease flare up also had the similar pattern of
medication use. Three event rates were increase dramatically after CIC applied: hospitalization rate
from 5.6% to 48.0%, rate of used high dose steroid is from 2.3% to 20.5%, and operation rate is
from 1.2% to 27.8%. 5-ASA and systemic steroids were the major medications in IBD control in
Taiwan, but prescribing rate of thiopurines were lower, compared with western countries, especially in
CD. Furthermore, most of the patients would have applied CIC after the medication use and disease
flare up events.
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Abstract
Inhaled bronchodilators, including long-acting β2-adrenoceptor agonists (LABAs) and long-acting
antimuscarinic antagonists (LAMAs), have been associated with adverse effects of cardiovascular
diseases (CVDs) in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), despite limited and inconsistent
data. The association was, however, examined without consideration of recency of theapy, individual
LABAs, and dosage forms of LAMAs. A nested case-control study of 271,203 COPD patients aged ≥ 40
years was conducted with analysis of data retrieved from the Taiwan National Health Insurance
Research Database between 1 January, 2008 and 30 June, 2011. During follow-up of the COPD
patients, cases were those who had a primary CVD diagnosis in a hospital admission or emergency
visit, including coronary artery disease, heart failure, ischemic stroke, and cardiac arrhythmia. By
using the incidence density sampling approach, each case was matched with up to four randomlyselected controls on age, sex, cohort entry date, CVD history, number of COPD hospital or emergency
visits, any records of hypertension, diabetes, and asthma in the previous year. All prescriptions of
LABAs and LAMAs within the year before the index date were analyzed. Conditional logistic regression
models were performed to estimate odds ratios (ORs) for CVD risk from LABA and LAMA use, adjusted
for CVD determinants, comedications, and proxies of COPD severity. Among 271,203 COPD patients
with a mean age of 71.5 years and an average 2-year follow-up period, 31,942 CVD cases and
120,488 controls were selected. Any use of LABA (adjusted OR = 1.02; 95% CI, 0.96-1.08) or LAMA
(adjusted OR = 0.99; 95% CI, 0.92-1.08) did not seem to increase the CVD events compared with
nonuse of the two medications. Current use of LABAs was, however, associated with a 1.12-fold (95%
CI, 1.04-1.21) increased CVD risk, with a higher risk for initiation of the therapy (adjusted OR = 1.51;
95% CI, 1.37-1.67). The increased risk from current LABA use did not dramatically change across
concomitant use with other COPD medications, nor differed between salmeterol (adjusted OR = 1.53;
95% CI, 1.35-1.74) and formoteroal (adjusted OR = 1.53; 95% CI, 1.24-1.89). On the other hand,
current LAMA use overall did not confer an increased CVD risk, but initiation of LAMA use, the current
use in combination with ipratropium and short-acting β2-adrenoceptor agonists was associated with a
1.49-fold (95% CI, 1.28-1.74), 1.80-fold (95% CI, 1.56-2.93), and 1.68-fold (95% CI, 1.41-2.01)
increased risk, respectively. Use of LAMAs through a dry power inhaler (adjusted OR = 1.74; 95% CI,
1.44-2.11) seemed to have a higher CVD risk than a mist devise (adjusted OR = 1.11; 95% CI, 0.622.00). The COPD patients newly received LABAs or LAMAs were associated with an increased risk of
CVD. Health professionals should monitor carefully for new users of long-acting bronchodilators
regarding the CVD risk in COPD patients.
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Abstract
Glycogen synthase kinase-3 (GSK-3) was previously reported to have an important role in the
pathogenesis of several diseases including cancer. While lithium (Li) is one of the GSK-3 inhibitors,
clinical studies on the association between the GSK-3 inhibitor and cancer development were still
limited. The aim of this study is to evaluate the association of lithium usage on the occurrence of
cancer in bipolar disorder patients. We conducted a population-based retrospective cohort study using
the Taiwan Longitudinal Health Insurance Database (LHID) 2005 from the National Health Insurance
Research Database (NHIRD). The cohort consisted of newly-diagnosed bipolar disorder patients with
age ≥18 during 1998-2009. Patients with cancer diagnosis before index date were excluded.
Anticonvulsants (AC) were selected as control group. The study population was divided into 3 groups:
Li only, AC only, and ever exposure to Li and AC. Tertiles of cumulative define daily doses (cDDD)
were used for investigation of possible dose-response effects. The inverse probability of treatment
weighting (IPTW) was applied to balance the difference of baseline characteristic. The time-dependent
Cox regression was used to estimate hazard ratios (HRs) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) for the
occurrence of cancer. There were 4,729 study participants included in the study cohort, in which
majority of patients taking AC only (3523, 70.1%), 22.4% of patients taking Li and AC and only 379
patients (7.5%) taking Li only. Compared to users of AC only, the average age of starting Li was
younger. The mean Charlson comorbidity index was slightly lower in the AC only groups. After
adjusting for baseline characteristics, co-medications (metformin, sulfonylureas, statin and other
chemoprevention agents) and time-dependent covariate with IPTW, patients of Li only and with Li+AC
had a HR of 0.735 (95% CI=0.554-0.974, p=0.0324) when compared with patients with AC only.
Significantly reducing risk was observed with increasing cDDD of Li (P-trends=0.0130), however, only
the third tertiles showed significantly reduced risk. Our study results demonstrated a lower risk of
cancer for lithium users in patients with bipolar disorders. Further studies may focus on
chemoprevention effects for various types of tumors.
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Abstract
Lung cancer is a main cause of cancer related deaths in Taiwan. Most cases are diagnosed in advanced
stages, and the current standard of care for chemonaive patients with advanced non-small cell lung
cancer and a good performance status is 4–6 cycles of platinum-based induction therapy. We
performed a retrospective studyon locally advanced non-small-cell lungcancerat the E-Da Hospitall
from January 2011 to December 2012. Demographic characteristics, treatment patterns, safety and
pattern of chemotherapy were analyzed. The total medical utilization was evaluated using descriptive
statistics which incorporates sex, age and single agent therapy. Kaplan-Meier estimates were used to
construct survival curves, and Cox proportional hazard model was used to evaluate hazard ratios.
There were 181 newly diagnosed lung cancer patients during 2011-2012. Among them, 75(59.5%)
males and, 51(40.5%) females. Treatment patterns most are received chemotherapy based.
Treatment prescriptions were divided into three groups, 58 patients in chemotherapy, 37 patients in
target therapy, and 31 patients in best supportive care. Using chemotherapy has higher average of
survival time than other groups. Female patients had a longer survival time than male patients. The
study found that gender, age, treatment, and chemotherapy regimens are significant factors for the
survival of lung cancer patients. The information on quality of life and cost should enable Patients and
their clinicians to make more informed treatment choices.
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Abstract
Aortic aneurysm (AA) is one of leading causes of death in most countries. The prevalence of
abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) has been reported in Western countries is around 1.3-8%. However,
there are rare epidemiological reports among Asians. The aim of this study is to investigate the
epidemiology of AAA in Taiwan. We conducted a population-based study using information from the
NHIRD in Taiwan. We identified patients who have the first diagnosis of AAA between January 1, 2005
and December 31, 2006. Annual incidence was calculated as the number of incident cases divided by
the number of total Taiwanese population in each year. Clinical features and medication use of AAA
patients were also evaluated. Index date was set as the first diagnostic date. The incidences of AAA
were 2.83 and 2.98 per 100,000 people in 2005 and 2006, respectively. We included 1325 AAA
patients during 2005-2006, of these, 334 (25.21%) were ruptured AAA. Patients on average were
76.2 years of age and male (82%). 466 (35.17%) patients underwent AA surgery during follow-up
period. Prevalent comorbidities in baseline were hypertension (61.58%), coronary artery disease
(CAD) (30.64%), chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) (25.21%), and cardiovascular disease
(CVD) (22.64%). Almost 72% of patients were prescribed antihypertensive agents, and CCB (45.13%)
was the major medication among these. Antiplatelet agents were also prescribed for 41.89% of
patients, and aspirin (34.64%) was the most one. The prescribing rates of antihypertensive agents
(83%) and antiplatelet agents (46.73%) increased within 1 year after index date. The incidence of
AAA in Taiwan is lower than other Western countries, but seems to be in an increasing trend during
these years. Hypertension, CAD, COPD and CVD were prevalent comorbidities among our population.
More antihypertensive agents were prescribed after diagnosis of AAA for blood pressure controlling,
and CCB is the most prescribed one among these antihypertensive agents.
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Abstract
Traumatic brain injuries (TBI) are major causes of disability and death in accidents. Taiwan severe TBI
guideline was established in 2007, and provides recommendations to promote the quality of care.
Taiwan severe TBI guideline recommended that : 1) normal saline is better than lactated Ringer's
solution and solution contents glucose is avoided; 2) routine use of steroids is not recommended; 3)
phenytoin could prevent early posttraumatic seizures effectively and may be used in high-risk
patients. However, there are no population-based studies to evaluate the correlation between
guideline compliance of severe TBI and prognosis. We used Taiwan’s National Health Insurance
Database, as a retrospective cohort study, to investigate outcome in patients with severe TBI after
guideline implementation. We used NHIRD with 1,000,000 beneficiaries to extracted patients
hospitalization with severe TBI in Taiwan from 2000 to 2010, and analyzed trends in severe TBI
incidence and mortality rates. A before-and-after (2005-2006 and 2009-2010) study design was used
to evaluate changes in utilization rates of items of TBI guideline, including use of antiepilepsy drugs,
fluid therapy, sedatives, intracranial pressure monitor, management of intracranial hypertension and
second-tier therapy. Differences between the pre-intervention cohort and post-intervention cohort
were compared by chi-square tests. A total of 4,227 patients were included, which consisted of a preintervention cohort of 2,262 individuals (2005-2006) and a post-intervention cohort of 1,965
individuals (2009-2010). After guideline implementation, we found that : 1) utilization rate of normal
saline (n=1,635, 72.3% vs. n=1,546, 78.7%, p<0.001) was increased significantly and utilization rate
of dextrose water (n=276, 12.2% vs. n=191, 9.7%, p=0.01) was decreased significantly; 2)
utilization rate of steroid (n=431, 19.1% vs. n=320, 12.3%, p=0.02) was decreased significantly; 3)
utilization rate of phenytoin (n=569, 25.3% vs. n=419, 21.4%, p=0.004) was decreased significantly
but utilization rate of valproate and levetiracetam were increased significantly (n=80, 3.6% vs.
n=221, 11.3%, p<0.001 ; n=1, 0.04% vs. n=32, 1.6%, p<0.001). The difference of antiepileptics
used may be due to adverse drug reaction or payment by National Health Insurance; 4) 6-month
mortality (n=186, 8.2% vs. n=122, 6.2% p=0.01) was decreased significantly.Our study found that
mortality of patients with severe TBI decreased significantly after Taiwan severe TBI guideline
introduced. The guideline may affect drug choice and clinical procedures for improving prognosis of
TBI patients.
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Abstract
Some studies reveal that atypical antipsychotic drugs therapy such as clozapine-therapy gives rise to
1000-fold higher risk of getting fatal myocarditis and cardiomyopathy. However, myocarditis and
cardiomyopathy are hard to detect clinically until patients’ condition worsens. Owing to limited
documentation of such incidents, the association between antipsychotic drugs and cardiomyopathy
remains inconclusive. Thus, we are now to explore the association between antipsychotics usage and
cardiomyopathy. The aim of this study was to assess the risk of typical and atypical antipsychotics on
cardiomyopathy events among cardiovascular patients. This is a nationwide population-based
retrospective cohort study using administrative claims data National Health Insurance Research
Database in Taiwan. A total of 687,186 cardiovascular patients who have been discharged after their
first cardiovascular events between 2006 and 2010 were enrolled. Four groups were identified: (1)
Non antipsychotics user (n= 431,070), (2) Atypical antipsychotics user (n= 41,910), (3) Typical
antipsychotics user (n= 171,388), (4) Typical antipsychotics plus Atypical antipsychotics user (n=
42,818).Cox proportional hazards regressions were performed to estimate the risk for cardiomyopathy
associated with the use of antipsychotics during the follow-up period. During the six-year follow-up,
risk for cardiomyopathy were higher in atypical antipsychotics user (adjusted HR = 1.215; 95% CI
0.796- 1.855) when medication possession ratio (MPR) of atypical antipsychotics is higher than 60%
compared to typical antipsychotics user (adjusted HR = 1.221; 95% CI 1.034- 1.442) when MPR of
typical antipsychotics is higher than 4%. Using antipsychotics among cardiovascular patients was
associated with higher risk for cardiomyopathy. Caution should be taken when prescribing
antipsychotics to patients with high risk for cardiomyopathy.
Key words: Antipsychotics; Typical antipsychotics; Atypical antipsychotics; cardiomyopathy
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Abstract
The association between antipsychotic drugs and cardiovascular risk was well established. Users of
antipsychotic drugs are at greater risk of coronary heart disease (CHD) such as stroke and myocardial
infarction (MI) in comparison to a psychiatric nonuser cohort. Unfortunately, limited documentation
related to the association between antipsychotic drugs and heart failure has become a restriction to
further study, causing the association between antipsychotic drugs and heart failure remains
inconclusive. Previous study even shows that the risk of congestive heart failure was similar in typical
and atypical antipsychotics. Since antipsychotic drugs are still the first choice for treating
schizophrenia which threatens 51 million people worldwide, we are urged to explore the association
between typical/atypical antipsychotics usage and the risk of heart failure. The aim of this study was
to assess the risk of typical and atypical antipsychotics on recurrent heart failure events among heart
failure patients. This is a nationwide population-based retrospective cohort study using administrative
claims data National Health Insurance Research Database in Taiwan. A total of 138,537 heart failure
patients who have been discharged after their first stroke events between 2006 and 2010 were
enrolled. Four groups were identified: (1) Non antipsychotics user (n= 91,037), (2) Atypical
antipsychotics user (n= 8,125), (3) Typical antipsychotics user (n= 30,266), (4) Typical antipsychotics
plus Atypical antipsychotics user (n= 9,109).Cox proportional hazards regressions were performed to
estimate the risk of rehospitalization for heart failure associated with the use of antipsychotics during
the follow-up period. During the six-year follow-up, risk of rehospitalization for heart failure was
higher in atypical antipsychotics user (adjusted HR = 1.435; 95% CI 1.338- 1.540) when medication
possession ratio (MPR) of atypical antipsychotics is higher than 40% compared to typical
antipsychotics user (adjusted HR = 1.387; 95% CI 1.332- 1.444) when MPR of typical antipsychotics
is higher than 2%. Using antipsychotics among heart failure patients was associated with higher risk
of rehospitalization for heart failure. Caution should be taken when prescribing antipsychotics to
patients with high risk for heart failure.
KeyWords: Antipsychotics; Typical antipsychotics; Atypical antipsychotics; Heart failure
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Abstract
Many studies have found an increased risk of cardiovascular disease (CVD) in patients with
schizophrenia. Factors influencing the onset of CVD in general is unhealthy lifestyle. In addition to the
unhealthy lifestyle there are other risk factors that increases the risk on CVD and mortality, such as
comorbidities, lack of health care, the usage of antipsychotic medication and poor compliance. There is
not much known about the influence of antipsychotic use on the risk of cardiovascular outcomes, such
as ischemic heart disease (IHD) and ischemic stroke (IS), in patients with CVD and schizophrenia.
Since cardiovascular disease is still one of the leading causes for mortality worldwide, it is important to
know all risk factors that have influence on this matter. The objective of this research was to
investigate the influence of atypical and typical antipsychotic medication on the risk of cardiovascular
events (IHD/IS) in Taiwanese patients with cardiovascular disease and schizophrenia. Additionally the
difference regarding the safety in both groups of antipsychotics was investigated. This is a populationbased retrospective cohort study of CVD patients with schizophrenia in Taiwan, based on data
obtained from National Health Insurance Research Database (NHIRD), in the period of 2005 till 2011.
The SAS®-programme version 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA) was used for performing data
analysis. The strength of the association of the risk of cardiovascular outcomes and antipsychotic use
among CVD patients was estimated by using the COX proportional hazard model. A total of 5,360
patients was enrolled, including 467 non-users (8.7%), 1,736 typical antipsychotic users (32.4%) and
3,157 atypical antipsychotic users (58.9%). During the study period, 1,023 patients were
rehospitalised (76 non-users and 947 antipsychotic users). Antipsychotic users had the higher risk on
rehospitalisation of IHD/IS compared to non-users (adjusted HR = 1.26; 95% CI 0.99-1.60).
Adjusting for age and gender caused an increased HR, while adjusting for comorbidities and comedication the HR decreases. In patients older than 74 years old, antipsychotic users had a higher
risk of rehospitalisation compared to non-users (adjusted HR = 1.64; 95% CI 1.04-2.60).
Furthermore, female and elderly (>74 year) who used antipsychotics were also at a higher risk of
rehospitalisation. Antipsychotic usage was associated with higher risk of rehospitalisation caused by
IHD or IS among CVD patients with schizophrenia older than 74 years old. Typical antipsychotic users
have a slightly higher risk of rehospitalisation compared to atypical antipsychotic users. Risk factors
that increase the risk of IHD or IS are female gender and elderly (in particular those older than 74
years) and clinicians should take caution for these factors when prescribing antipsychotics.
Furthermore, CVD related comorbidities should also be treated well since it reduces the risk of
cardiovascular events.
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Abstract
Lithium has been used commonly against psychiatric diseases for decades. Considering its narrow
therapeutic window, quarterly monitoring of serum lithium, as well as biannual examination of renal
and thyroid function, are recommended to patients who are prescribed lithium. The potential lithiumrelated hypercalcemia and hyperparathyroidism further enforce the need of regular check-out of
serum calcium and parathyroid function. This study aimed to investigate the evaluationrate of serum
lithium, serum calcium, renal, thyroid and parathyroid functions among patients who initiated their
lithium.From Taiwan's National Health Insurance research database (NHIRD), we identified 6,378
patients who initiated lithium between 2001 and 2011. Evaluation of serum lithium, serum calcium,
renal, thyroid and parathyroid function as well as patients’ and their prescribing physicians’
characteristics were retrieved from the NHIRD. Descriptive statistics of monitoring rates of these
lithium initiators by sex, age, prescribing physician’s specialty, accreditation level of attending
hospitals and residing regions before and after lithium initiation were further examined.Most of our
study cohort were aged 30-64 (62.76%). Over 50% of them were female (56.49%). Mean age was at
39.27 years-old (standard deviation [SD]: 15.05). Among them, 5,601 (87.82%) patients received
their first lithium prescription from psychiatric physicians. Approximately 40% and 29% of these
lithium prescriptions were prescribed in metropolitan hospitals and medical centers. In comparison
with the monitoring rate in posterior 30 days, higher monitoring rate of renal and thyroid function
were found in prior 30 days. In posterior 30 days of lithium initiation, monitoring of serum lithium,
serum calcium, renal, thyroid and parathyroid function were conducted in 407 (10.91%), 110
(2.95%), 530 (14.21%), 821 (12.87%) and 1 (0.02%) patients, respectively. In posterior 90 days of
lithium initiation, renal function examination was conducted in less than one-fourth patients of each
subgroup, while serum lithium and thyroid function examination were conducted in under 20% and
10% patients.Adequate monitoring of serum lithium, serum calcium, renal, thyroid and parathyroid
function helps restrain related adverse events in time. This population-based study disclosed
insufficient safety management of lithium therapy in Taiwan.
Key Words: lithium, therapeutic drug monitoring (TDM), serum calcium, renal function test, thyroid
function test, parathyroid function test, National Health Insurance Research Database (NHIRD)
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Abstract
World Health Organization published PROMOTING SAFETY OF MEDICINES FOR CHILDREN in 2007, and
said that there are many factors to affect that safety of child medication use. No use formulation of
medicine for child is one of the factor, resulting dosage error or safety issue. The paper said that crush
the tablet which adult formulation for child could had at least 10 times dosage error. We backtracked
the hospitalized pediatric patients who use at least one of following medication: amoxicilin/clavulanic
acid, sulfamethoxazole/trimethoprim, cyproheptadine, domperidone, clarithromycin, acetaminophen,
pseudoephedrine/triprolidine and prednisolone, from January 1 2013 to December 31 2013. We also
backtracked adverse drug reaction report system to analysis the safety of medication use. Because of
any event like throw medication up can cause powder lose, we calculated the extra costs which doctor
do not used formulation of medicine for child. This study backstracked 14429 orders which used one
of following medicine: amoxicillin/clavulanic acid, sulfamethoxazole/trimethoprim, cyproheptadine,
domperidone, clarithromycin, acetaminophen, pseudoephedrine/triprolidine and prednisolone, and
5359 orders(37.14%) used good formulation for child. There was no adverse drug reaction report
from adverse drug reaction report system. The extra costs were total NT 1705.9 dollars.In view of all
prescription hospitalized pediatric patients, the use of safe formulation agent only 37.14% of children.
The highest is clarithromycin(80.72%), and the lowest is domperidone(3.08%).But clarithromycin is
more expansive than other medicines, and domperidone is not cheaper than others. For pediatric
patients, crush the tablet which adult formulation will produce sense of exclusion or spit drugs.In
addition togeneratingadditionalhealth care costs, the health care workerscaring for patientsalso
causecertainproblems. Compared with that, formulation of medication for pediatric can lead less case
of spit drugs. It also could give medicine immediately when patient spit it.For the aim of the study, we
suggest doctor prescribe safe formulation of medication for hospitalized pediatric patients. It will
reduce the extra cost for medical cost and medical error.
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Abstract
Over the last three decades, Chinese government has enacted several legislative reforms aiming at
cost containment and maintaining stability of the health care system. However, the success of any
drug policy in controlling drug price would need to be evaluated not only through the evidence of the
effects on drug price, but should include an assessment of the level of acceptance and concerns about
the policy raised by the public. A more holistic analysis of the policy would allow the decision makers
to fine-tune or adjust the policy to allow optimal benefits for the public. Therefore, knowing the public
opinion would provide a great deal of information and insight to the government in relevant decisionmaking processes. The paper is to obtain and analyze the hot issues about drug price in China through
Internet public opinion monitoring and provide references to Chinese government in relevant decisionmaking processes. Information monitoring was implemented through “Shunsu Internet Public Opinion
Monitoring Software”. The key search items included the following terms: drug, drug price and drug
pricing. With the monitoring work going, the words were expanded to pharmaceutical, maximum retail
price，zero mark-up, drug price reduction, price addition etc. according to the monitored issues that
aroused intense concern and interest by the public. The whole network was monitored every other day
with the key words mentioned above.Collected data were verified by two researchers to ensure
timeliness, accuracy and usefulness. First, information analysis was carried out to confirm accuracy of
release time and source. Outdated news and invalid information were weeded out. Generally, only the
most recent news or topics within three days from the search date was retained. All the new
itemswere thentraced to the initial website where the item was first published and repeated news on
other websites was excluded. Finally,information determined to satisfy the inclusion criteria was
generated to WORD documents. Internet public opinion monitoring commenced October 2012 and
finished in September 2013. A totalof 560 pieces of valid information were extracted focusing on
maximum retail price adjustment, zero markup, drug price regulation, essential drugs, different prices
for the same drug, traditional Chinese medicine, centralized tender for drug purchase and corruption
in pharmaceutical industry. Monitoring results showed that large differences existed between
provinces on the amount of information. The amount of public opinion about any issues was closely
linked with government policy of that time. In the field of health service research,“Internet Public
Opinion Monitoring” is an emerging concept, but it has been proved to be an effective tool for Chinese
government to know the public reflection to policy. Future work should focus on connection of
monitoring results and policy decision-making.
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Abstract
To discuss the current situation of Chinese pharmaceutical market and make a scientific prediction.
Firstly, data about production, circulation, utilization, importation and exportation of Chinese medicine
are collected in this paper by using document survey method and the internet. Secondly, SWOT
method is used to analyze Chinese pharmaceutical market from four aspects, including advantages,
disadvantages, opportunities and threats. Finally, comparative analysis method is used in the aspect
of R&D investment and market concentration. This paper presents deep analysis on the problems in
the Chinese pharmaceutical market, such as the shortage of professional compound talents, imperfect
drug supervision system and so on. Under the overall understanding of Chinese pharmaceutical
market, a scientific prediction is made according to international status, consumption structure,
enterprise situation and key developing fields. The Chinese pharmaceutical market clearly does have a
lot of problems, such as low R&D investment, low technology, low market centralization, chaotic drug
circulation, insufficient pharmaceutical senior personnel, high drug price and others. Chinese
pharmaceutical industry needs to improve itself in many aspects, such as scientific research,
marketing management and core competitiveness. With the strong support of Chinese government,
Chinese pharmaceutical market will become better and better.
Key Words: Chinese pharmaceutical market; current situation; development trend
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Abstract
Breast cancer is a worldwide cancer. Adjuvant endocrine therapy like tamoxifene or aromatase
inhibitors (AI) has some side effects such as hot flash. Antidepressants in some trials showed
improved the symptoms. The aim of study was to identify the relationship between hot flash and
antidepressant. This study was a systemic review and meta-analysis using terms: “Breast cancer, hot
flash and antidepressant” as searching strategies. Pubmed, Cochrane library and Clinicaltrial.gov were
used databases. All the publications before 2015/3/31 were included. English was the only used
language. All the references from included studies were reviewed. The inclusion criteria were:
randomized control study, placebo/active control, breast cancer patients with/without w adjuvant
endocrine therapy before and using hot flash frequency as outcome. In this study, thirty-four studies
after removing nine duplicates were identified. Twelve in thirty-four publications were excluded
because we could not get full of article. In the next fifteen excluded ones, one was a pilot study and
fourteen did not meet inclusion criteria. Finally, five studies were used to conduct meta-analysis. In
these five studies, the mean difference of remain six studies was -1.51 times/ day. (95%CI -1.82 ~ 1.20) The use of antidepressants would be beneficial to breast cancer women suffering from hot flash.
Some included studies showed adverse events. Nausea was common in patient using antidepressants.
Some studies talked more detail about drug-drug interaction in breast cancer women. One study said
that paroxetine combing with tamoxifene decreased the concentration of tamoxifene. It would have
the risk of breast cancer recurrence. The use of antidepressants in breast women reduces the
frequency of hot flash. Nausea was a common side effect. Patient used antidepressants combing with
tamoxifene must be alert. It might increase the risk of breast cancer recurrence.
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Abstract
Polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) is a common endocrine disorder affecting 6–10% of women at
reproductive ages. Its clinical manifestations include irregular menses, hirsutism, and acne. The longterm complications were metabolic syndrome, diabetes and infertility. Metformin is helpful in regulate
menstrual cycles, improves hyperandrogenemia and insulin resistance, and lowers diabetes risk, which
have been observed in clinical practice. However, the use of metformin in PCOS is still off-label in
Taiwan, in part due to lack of solid evidence about its impact on PCOS. Therefore, we aimed to assess
clinical effectiveness of metformin in PCOS and stratify the analyses by patients’ body mass index
(BMI), impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) and insulin resistance (IR) to identity what characteristics of
patients can receive most benefit from metformin. This was a retrospective study utilizing medical
records in 2004/10-2010 from the National Cheng Kung University Hospital Study cohort was aged
between 18-45 years and diagnosed with PCOS during 2005-2010. We excluded those: (1) diagnosed
with similar clinical presentations (e.g., hyperprolactinaemia), (2) diagnosed with diabetes or fasting
plasma glucose≧126 mg/dL before PCOS diagnosis, (3) taking any medications that may influence on
insulin level or contraceptive pills at 3 months prior to PCOS diagnosis. Mixed effect models were
applied to assess the effect of metformin (treatment duration and adherence) on repeated outcomes
measures (weight and BMI) on every three month in follow-up. The 2-hr glucose and 2-hr insulin
before and after metformin were evaluated by paired t-test. Difference in difference (DID) test was
applied to evaluate the effect of metformin on the outcome of interest between IGT and normal
glucose subgroups and between IR and normal insulin subgroups. The SAS version 9.4 was utilized for
aforementioned analyses. A total of 101 patients were included, with mean age of 26.8±4.8 years and
metformin treatment duration of 10.2±6.2 months. Patients’ body weight and BMI were significantly
improved with metformin treatment duration (p=0.004 and p=0.003 in weight and BMI outcomes,
respectively). The measure of BWI in obese PCOS women (BMI≧25 kg/m2) was significantly improved
with treatment duration (p=0.0006), while such a significant improvement was not observed in those
non-obese women. The 2-hr glucose level was slightly improved (baseline: 112.0±27 mg/dl, after
treatment: 113.0±32.2 mg/dl) but without statistically significant. After metformin treatment, the
improved 2 hr-glucose level in the IGT subgroup (n=10) was significantly greater than that in normal
glucose subgroup (n=71) (DID: -21.4±9.9 mg/dL, p=0.03). Moreover, the 2-hr insulin level was
significantly improved after metformin treatment (baseline: 80.7±63.9 versus after: 65.0±60.4
μU/mL, p=0.009). Also, improved 2-hr insulin levels after metformin treatment was significantly
greater in IR patients (n=65) than that in non-IR cases (n=17) (DID: -34.7±14.7μU/mL, p=0.02).
PCOS patients’ weights, especially for those obese, were significantly improved with metformin
treatment duration. In terms of 2 hr-glucose and 2-hr insulin outcomes, metformin is particularly
beneficial for the patients with IGT or IR. Future research should confirm our results in a large sample,
long follow-up and other healthcare settings.
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Abstract
Health-related quality of life could be impaired in patients with different diseases. To investigate and
evaluate the characteristics of HRQOL in Taiwan patients with and without disease and the impact of
treatment on HRQOL of patients with disease. The common structured instruments, including SF36、EQ-5D/VAS and chronic liver disease questionnaire (CLDQ) for data collection. Patients were
included age ≧ 18 year. The HRQOL instruments will be self-administered questionnaire by patients
during treatment period. Measure outcomes included HRQOL score differences in various aetioloogy of
diseases, response rate, validity, sensitivity, and patient’s baseline characteristics, including age,
gender, medication use, disease severity level and treatment duration. Previous reports on the norms
and internal consistency of the Taiwanese version of the SF-36 indicate that the reliability coefficient
of internal consistency for the total scale was 0.86. The CLDQ original questionnaire has good testretest reliability (r=0.90) and cross-sectional validity. therefore, compared with healthy controls,
increasing severity of diseases was associated with a decrease in most dimensions of HRQOL.
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Abstract
Hipertension is still a major public health problem in the worldwide. This study was intended to
investigate the impact of pharmacist counseling in lowering of blood pressure of ambulatory
hypertensive patients in the rural private hospital in Yogyakarta.Sixty patients were devided into 2
groups, 30 (50%) patients were received pharmacist counseling (intervention group) and 30 (50%)
patients were not received pharmacist counseling (control group). The ambulatory hypertension
patients data were collected prospectively during the period of January until April 2013. The
exclusion criteria were patients with pregnant, deaf, and illiterate. Blood pressure data were taken
from medical records.The results showed that pharmacist counseling could lowering both of the
systolic (17.27±14.60 mmHg; p=0.00) and diastolic (7.33±6.17 mmHg; p=0.00) blood pressure in
the intervention group. There was no decreasing of the systolic (1.27±19.89; p=0.73) and diastolic
(0.43±8.66; p=0.73) blood pressure in the control group. In conclusion, the pharmacist counseling
can decrease the blood pressure of hypertensive patients in the rural private hospital, in Bantul
Yogyakarta.
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Abstract
Pneumonia is a leading cause of death in intensive care unit (ICU) patients. Infections caused by drugresistant microorganisms significantly increase the inappropriateness of initial antimicrobial therapy,
which results in increased mortality rates. The objective of this study was to identify the risk factors
for multiple-drug resistant (MDR) infection in ICU patients with pneumonia. The authors conducted a
retrospective study on pneumonia patients admitted to the medical ICU in a medical center in
southern Taiwan from January 2012 to October 2013. Patients with pneumonia were identified by ICD9 codes and chest X-rays. The results of chest X-rays were reconfirmed by physicians specialized in
pulmonary medicine. Stepwise logistic regression was used to identify risk factors for pneumonia by
MDR pathogens. Three hundred and eleven episodes of pneumonia with positive cultures from blood
or respiratory secretions were included. Patients with MDR pneumonia were in average older than
patients with non-MDR (76.5±11.5 vs 71.9±15.0,p=0.003). Klebsiella pneumonia (19%),
Pseudomonas aeruginosa (15%), and Acinetobacter baumannii (10%) were the most frequently
isolated pathogens. Among these episodes, thirty-three percent of pathogens were MDR. Length of
hospital stays (LOS) in the preceding 90 days (OR=1.015,95%CI=1.000-1.031,p=0.047), patients
from long term care (LTC) centers (OR=3.479,95%CI=2.041-5.930,p<0.001) and patients with long
term ventilator use (OR=2.811,95%CI=1.252-6.312,p=0.012) were the independent risk factors
associated with MDR infection. LOS in the preceding 90 days, LTC center stay and long term ventilator
use were risk factors for MDR infection in MICU pneumonia patients. Physicians should carefully
choose appropriate antimicrobial therapy for these MICU patients at risk before available culture
results.
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Abstract
While the accessibility to anticoagulants is restricted by the regulations of the National Health
Insurance (NHI) in Taiwan, the aim of our study is to investigate the heterogeneity of characteristics
among patients with non-valvular atrial fibrillation (AF) using novel oral anticoagulants (NOACs) and
warfarin, after NOACs were available in National Cheng Kung University Hospital (NCKUH).In this
retrospective cohort study, we enrolled patients with non-valvular atrial fibrillation by using the
NCKUH declaration database. We identified patients who were freshly prescribed dabigatran,
rivaroxaban, or warfarin during the period from March 1, 2012 through May 31, 2015. The new user
was defined as patients who had not received anticoagulants previously according to chart records.
We classified patients into NOACs and warfarin users, on the basis of their first filled prescription. The
index date was defined as the first prescribing date. Then, the warfarin users was stratified to two
groups (pre-NO and post-NO) based on the index date before or after May 1, 2013, the date when
NOACs were available in NCKUH. Independent variables of interest including baseline demographics
(age, gender), comorbidities, and concurrent medications were collected. Then we performed a
multivariate logistic regression model to compare baseline characteristics between NOACs and pre-NO
warfarin, NOACs and post-NO warfarin groups, respectively.We identified 382 and 234 NOACs and
warfarin users, respectively. Of warfarin users, 273 (53.4%) were pre-NO group and 109 (46.6%)
were post-NO groups. Compared with NOACs group, patients with hyperlipidemia, prior
hospitalization, abnormal liver function, and concomitant use of aspirin were more common in both
pre-NO and post-NO warfarin groups. In addition, we found patients with younger age, less thrombotic
risk (lower CHADS2 score), and chronic kidney disease stage 4 had more tendency to initiate
warfarin (post-NO warfarin groups) after NOACs were available in NCKUH. We speculated the
distribution was affected by the regulations of NHI. After NOACs were available in NCKUH, the
characteristics between NOACs and warfarin users were significantly different. The further study on
effectiveness or safety of NOACs and warfarin should be careful adjust the heterogeneity
characteristics.
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Abstract
The use ofbenzodiazepine receptors agonists (BZRAs), including benzodiazepines (BZDs) and Z-drugs,
has been linked to pneumonia in limited data from general populations. This study aimed toevaluate
whether the use of BZRAsincurs an additional risk of pneumonia among patients with chronic kidney
disease (CKD), a population at high risk for infectious disease, particularly pneumonia. A populationbased nested case-control study of all newly diagnosed CKD patients aged ≧ 20 years was performed
by analyzing the Taiwan Longitudinal Health Insurance Database spanning from January 1, 2000 to
December 31, 2011. Among the cohort, cases were identified as any pneumonia diagnoses from
outpatient, emergency care, and inpatient settings, concurrently accompanied with records of chest xray and antibiotic or antiviral agent prescriptions. Each case was matched to four randomly-selected
controls by age, sex, cohort entry date, prevalent or incident BZRA use, and prior CKD hospitalization.
Use of BZRAs was measured in the year before an index date. Conditional logistic regression models
were employed to estimate crude and adjusted odds ratios (ORs) for risk of pneumonia associated
with BZDs and Z-drugs. A total of 4,126 cases and 14,612 controls were identified from 37,744 newly
diagnosed CKD patients. The main results indicated that neither any use of BZDs (adjusted OR = 1.04,
95% CI, 0.94-1.14) nor non-BZDs (adjusted OR = 0.93, 95% CI, 0.76-1.16) carried an increased risk
of pneumonia compared to nonuse. Nevertheless, current use of BZDs was associated with a 1.43-fold
(95% CI, 1.28-1.61) increased risk; however, this association was confined to short-term BZD use
(adjusted OR = 1.76, 95% CI, 1.53-2.03). Additionally, the pneumonia risk was markedly higher with
current receipt of parental BZDs alone (adjusted OR = 4.81, 95% CI, 2.74-8.44) than with oral
administration (adjusted OR = 1.33, 95% CI, 1.19-1.50). Furthermore, current new use of BZDs
tripled the risk (adjusted OR = 3.03, 95% CI, 2.42-3.80). On the other hand, various conditions of Zdrug use were not found to increase the pneumonia risk, except for new use of Z-drugs (adjusted OR
= 3.02, 95% CI, 1.58-5.78). Current use of BZRAs, particularly BZDs, is associated with an increased
risk of pneumonia in CKD patients. Healthcare professionals should be vigilant about pneumonia
development in CKD patients receiving BZDs, especially in those who just started the therapy,
received for short-term use or administered by parenteral route.
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Abstract
Tuberculosis (TB) is an infectious disease cause the second of greatest killer worldwide among single
infectious agent. WHO estimates this disease prevalence by 9 million, with a mortality rate of 1.5
million. The difficulty of TB disease control and high rates of treatment failure causes an increasing in
antituberculosis drugs resistance or MDR-TB (WHO, 2013). Indonesia is fifth ranked in a high TB
burden in the world with TB prevalence rate of all cases of 660,000 people with 10% mortality rate of
total patients /year. The increasing cases of MDR-TB, which is 2% of all new TB cases and 20% of
cases TB retreatment. Only 5 (five) from 33 provinces shows case detections rate (CDR) and cure
rate (CR) achievement are 85% to 70% respectively (Indonesia Ministry of Health, 2011). Those
achievements are still far from a global target of 90%. The emergence of MDR-TB cases and TB-HIV /
AIDS increase by year becomes the other obstacle that must be found the right overcoming
strategies. The situation analysis (SA) of combating TB attemp consisted of a combination of
quantitative and qualitative data collection methods. Key informant interviews were conducted with
the management of health facilities; district data managers, health care providers, and other
stakeholders. Key informants selected for the SA were based on convenience sampling and limited to
the one districts study. Tegal is a district in Central Java with all TB cases on 2011-2013 are 1353,
1398, and 1478 patients, respectively. TB incidence rates of children on 2011-2013 are 62, 53 and 92
children, respectively. Tegal Regency also recorded a high morbidity of 29.9% from total population.
In total TB cases and death rates continue to increase during the period 2011-2013. Recording datas
Note on 2011-2013 show the unsignificant changes of CDR of 75.9% and 75.6%, but it relative
increased if compared with the previous 3-year period (2008-2010) with rate value of 68.6%, 61.1%
and 59.9 %. The CR for that period ware relatively constant (85.9%, 85.5% and 85.8%). The success
rate (SR) also relatively constant were 89.9%, 89.8% and 89, 8%. However it decreased if compared
with the previous 3-years period (88.2% for CR and 92.9% in SR, in average). The key findings and
recommendations from this SA in Tegal District are 1) setting up a team of TB disease prevention
involving representation from the government, Parliament, primary health care provider, community
organizations, and related elements in TB control, 2) Requiring MoU with health profesional
organisasion to agree and set TB patients at primary health facilities, 3) improving TB data base, 4)
improving and ensuring the routine TB screening for all TB patients, and 5) recruiting of MDR TB cases
immediately by involving all relevant elements 6) Improving the size and scope of TB traning for
health care provider, 7) Engaging educational institutions to assist in controlling TB disease through
integrated activities eg society services programs and externship of health professions students
(doctors, pharmacists, and nurses).
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Abstract
HLA-B*58:01 is the genetic marker for allopurinol-relatedsevere cutaneous adverse drug reactions
(SCARs), which is a rare but life-threatening adverse drug reaction. The genetic test is available since
2011 but the utility of genetic test in these patients is unknown. This study aims to assess the effects
of HLA-B*58:01 screening on utilization of urate-lowering therapy (ULT) and SCARs rate among
allopurinol new users in daily care. A cross-sectional study design was conducted using electronic
healthcare data from a large medical institute in Taiwan from 2010 to 2014. Only allopurinol newly
treated patients were analyzed, which was defined based on allopurinol prescribing records and
without any prescription one year before the earliest date of allopurinol prescription. Patients were
limited to those who ever admitted to the study setting more than once within one year prior to
allopurinol initiation to avoid those who had ever received a genetic test outside of the study setting.
Descriptive analysis was performed to present the longitudinal changes in proportion of allopurinol
new users in each year having HLA-B*58:01 screening and SCAR rate. Patterns of ULT switching
(febuxostat, benzbromarone, sulfinpyrazone) were described and factors associated with pattern
selection were analyzed. A total of 17,532 allopurinol new users were included and proportion of
allopurinol new users declined from 23.87% in 2010 (pre-HLA-B*58:01 screening period) to 14.28%
in 2014. HLA-B*58:01 screening rate increased from 8.27% in 2011 to 32.95% in 2014. Of allopurinol
switchers (n=2,518), rate of switching sharply increased after 2013. Compared to patients remaining
on allopurinol therapy, switchers were more likely to have diagnosis of gout and chronic kidney
disease (CKD). In addition, patients with diagnosis of CKD at baseline preferred switching to
febuxostat than other UTL. The incidence of allopurinol-related SCARs showed 0.21% in 2010 and no
case in 2014. Despite the implementation of HLA-B*58:01 screening, the genetic screening was not
reimbursed by the National Health Insurance Program until now. According to a patient’s clinical
condition, physicians may prefer other regiments that do not require genetic test but is more costly
than allopurinol, such as febuxostat (cost 25-fold of allopurinol). HLA-B*58:01 screening can prevent
allopurinol-related SCARs, however, number of allopurinol user decline. The study results highlights
further cost-effectiveness of HLA-B*58:01 screening relative to initiate non-allopurinol alternatives for
patients who are at high risk of allopurinol-induced SCARs is imperative to guide appropriate health
care resource allocation.
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Abstract
Gastric cancer is one of the top ten leading causes of cancer-related death in Taiwan. While some
previous evidences suggest that nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) are associated with
reduced risk of gastrointestinal (GI) cancers, there are also reports of absence for chemoprevention
benefits. The Taiwan National Health Insurance Research Database (NHIRD) enables the possibility for
population based pharmaco-epidemological studies. Therefore, the aim of this study was to investigate
the possible dose-response chemoprevention effects of COX-2 selective inhibitor and traditional
NSAIDs used for gastric cancer. The study design is a population-based retrospective case-control
study by using the Taiwan NHIRD. The cases consisted of patients aged between 18 and 100 years
with the newly diagnosis of gastric cancer from 2003 to 2012. The controls were from the Longitudinal
Health Insurance Database 2005 (LHID2005). All of the 1,000,000 randomly sampled beneficiaries in
2005 were first randomly allocated to each case based on the same gender and year of birth. After
excluding controls with prior cancer history, the propensity scores (PS) were then computed based on
comorbidities, year of diagnosis, age, gender, living area and income levels as well as interactions.
The Inverse Probability weighting (IPW) was applied to all the statistical analysis. The conditional
logistic regression was conducted to estimate the odd ratios (ORs) and 95% confidence intervals (CI)
over different prior durations. We totally identified 22,148 cases and 509,690 controls in this study.
The ORs in for estimated 5-year, 3-year and 1-year usage of selective COX-2 inhibitors were from
0.69 (95% CI=0.61~0.78, p<.001), 0.70 (95% CI=0.64~0.77, p<.001) to 0.74 (95% CI=0.70~0.79,
p<.001). For the traditional NSAIDs, they were from 0.11 (95% CI=0.10~0.12, p<.001), 0.24 (95%
CI=0.22~0.26, p<.001) to 0.56 (95% CI=0.52~0.59, p<.001). Both selective COX-2 inhibitors and
traditional NSAIDs were associated with protection effects as well as were dose-responsive. By virtue
of NHIRD, our study demonstrated that selective COX-2 inhibitors and traditional NSAIDs may have
the chemoprevention effect on reducing the development of gastric cancer from a population based
study.
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Abstract
The decision from National Development and Reform Commission，National Health and family
planning Commission of the People’s Republic of China, Ministry of Human Resources and Social
Security of the People’s Republic of China，since June 1,2015, in addition to narcotic drugs and the
psychotropic drugs Ⅰ, the government abolished the vast majority of drug government pricing。Drug
price has just returned to the market，the price of Digoxin tablets rose 10 times, from 6.7 yuan
/bottle to 68 yuan/bottle. It’s a urgent problem needed to resolve that to have further study on
influencing factors of drug price, formulate drug pricing indexes, to help enterprise reasonable pricing
after the government pricing be abolished. In this paper, the author have collected references as
comprehensive as possible, founded that the research on influencing factors of drug prices is a bit
scattered. So the paper based on the study of drug pricing process and influencing factors of drug
prices in Germany, France, Canada, Japan, drug price factors and drug characteristics, combined with
the actual situation in China, the paper suggests to set drug pricing index from five dimensions,
including drug cost, drug quality, drug clinical value and drug market value, policy reflected. Moreover
this paper will divide the drug into four types, there are new drugs that has no substitute, new drugs
that has substitute, generic drug and the drug that’s already on the market.There are four different
types drug price indexes be studied respectively for 4 different types. Through the research, the paper
suggests that for a new drug that has no substitute, there are 5 first grade indexes,16 second grade
indexes and 19 third grade indexes; for a new drug that has substitute, there 5 first grade indexes, 20
second grade indexes and 21 third grade indexes. In this part, enterprises should focus on the market
demand of similar drugs, so there is great impact on a new drug that has substitute from the similar
drug market share and price; For a generic drug that has no substitute, there are 5 first grade
indexes, 20 second grade indexes. Compared with new drugs, the pricing indexes of generic drugs has
a little different. Generic drug prices are greatly influenced by the original drug, its cost accounting
should take the original drug manufacturing costs and prices as the important considerations. For a
drug that’s already on the market, there’re 2 first grade indexes,11 second grade indexes. For the
drug that’s already on the market that need to adjust the price, enterprises should mainly consider
two aspects, the changes in cost of production and the government regulation. Through the research,
this article provide the basis for enterprises to establish reasonable drug pricing indexes for different
types of drugs, avoiding bidding up the drug prices. It should be noted, now the market adjustment
effect is not obvious, the information is asymmetrypatients are more affected by the doctor and
pharmacy pharmacist instead of choosing the right drug by themselves. So it’s necessary to establish
regulatory policies to guide reasonable drug pricing that people can afford to use drugs.
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Abstract
The Indian pharmaceutical market is hub for choice of drugs to select with maximum price to
minimum price under different brands and Generic Drugs .there is much variation in cost of drugs in
india.there are Limited studies showing price variation in Oral Anti Diabetic Drugs. To analyze the cost
variation of oral anti-diabetics of different generic drugs sold at Jan Avushadhi and jeevanadhara and
Retail pharmacy available brand names of single compound and combination compounds to evaluate
the difference in cost, percentage variation of cost. Cost of single compound drugs and combination
compound drugs manufactured by different companies, in the same strength, number and dosage
form was
obtained from Current Index of Medical Specialties” October 2014 and jan
avushdhi,jeevandharaa drugs were compared upto February -2015. The difference in the maximum
and minimum price of the same drug manufactured by different pharmaceutical companies and the
percentage variation of cost was calculated. In Single compound drug usage, among sulfonylurea
group of drugs, glibenclamide(2 mg) shows maximum price variation of 1980%, while Glipizide
(10mg) shows variation of 55.61%. In Biguanides & Thizolidinediones groups Of drugs Metformin
(1000 mg) show Maximum price variation is 125.37%, Metformin (500 mg) leat variation is 30 %
and Piglitazone (30mg) show Maxmum variation 3060.97% and least variation Pioglitazoe (15 mg)
is 3275 respectively. . In α-glucosidases inhibitor group of drugs,Miglitol shows maximum price
variation of 135.50 % and Minimum variation is 41.93 %. Meglitinides group of drugs. In this group,
Rapaglinide (0.5 mg) shows Maximum price variation of 79.25 % and Minimum variation is 60 %
respectively.Dipeptidyl peptidase IV inhibitors (e.g., Sitagliptin), group Sitagliptin (100 mg) shows
Maximum price variation of 902.3 %. In combination therapies Glibenclamide + Metformin (5 mg+
500 mg) combination shows the maximum variation up to 2400 % and Glipizide + Metformin (2.5mg
+ 250mg) showed minimum price variation of 28.60% respectively. This study has concluded that the
cost variation increases when competition between the manufacturing companies. Government has to
notice to all prescribers not write brand name , only chemical name, list essential drug list should
mention all retails shops so that consumer can understand variation of cost between the
manufacturing companies.. Essential drug list with cost which company providing less cost and
whether these drugs are available janavushadhi or jeevandhara or generic pharmacy shops. So that
we can minimize the cost burden on consumers. Wherever possible a cheaper brand should be
prescribed because the superiority of any particular brand over the others has never been proved
scientifically. Currently, very few medicines are under drug prices control order. Hence it is desired
that the Government should bring all lifesaving and essential medicines under price control of
NPPA.The average percentage price variation of different brands of the same drug is very wide and
hence the physician must keep this in mind while prescribing, considering the financial background of
the patient. This is necessary since the drug treatment may extend for a long time; usually lifelong.
Key Words: Price variation, Antidiabetic drugs, Branded generics, Jan avushadhi, Jeevandhara.
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Abstract
Difficulty in falling asleep is one kind of sleep disorders which may result in insomnia and affect quality
of daytime performance. Previous studies revealed that poor sleep quality, especially in difficulty
falling asleep and nonrestorative sleep was associated with a higher risk of not only mental conditions
such as depression and committing suicide but also physical conditions such as stroke and weakened
immune function. Although difficulty in falling asleep increased a risk of clinical conditions,
characteristics associated with difficulty in falling asleep remains unclear. Therefore, the purpose of
this study was to describe characteristics associated with difficulty in falling asleep and further to
examine the inequality in the presence of difficulty falling asleep by certain characteristics in a national
sample from the U.S. adult population.Data of 34,557 adult respondents aged ≥ 18 years from the
2013 National Health Interview Survey were used for this analysis. Difficulty in falling asleep was
measured as answering one time or more to the question “In the past week, how many times did you
have trouble falling asleep?” The percentages of adults who had trouble falling asleep in the past week
were estimated, by selected characteristics. All estimates were weighted to represent the U.S. adult
population in 2013. Furthermore, multivariable logistic regression models were used to evaluate the
association between characteristics and difficulty in falling asleep. Of the 237,394,354 study
population, more than 33% of the U.S. adults (N=80,494,892) reported having trouble falling asleep
in the past week. Among the U.S. adult population, about 39.8% females reported having difficulty in
falling asleep, while 29.9% males were shown. Moreover, the percentages of difficulty in falling asleep
were relatively higher in adults who were aged 45-54 years in males or aged 55-64 years in females.
Results from multivariable logistic regression demonstrated that difficulty in falling asleep was
associated with being non-Hispanic white (OR: 1.45; 95% CI: 1.29-1.62), college educated (OR: 1.23;
95% CI: 1.13-1.34), low poverty status (OR: 1.23; 95% CI: 1.12-1.34), looking for work (OR: 1.38;
95% CI: 1.23-1.54), divorced or separated (OR: 1.31; 95% CI: 1.22-1.41), current smokers (OR:
1.27; 95% CI: 1.18-1.36), and former (OR: 1.35; 95% CI: 1.23-1.48) or current (OR: 1.50; 95% CI:
1.39-1.61)drinking alcohol. This study provides an overview of the disparity of sleep health in the U.S.
adults. The health risk of difficulty in falling asleep is complicated and merits further
investigation.Certain characteristics including education level, working status, smoking and alcohol
drinking conditions were associated with the difficulty in falling asleep. We provided the most updated
data of patient characteristics regarding difficulty in falling asleep. Future studies need to focus on
high risk populations to explore the mechanisms that links these factors to sleep problems.
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Abstract
Medication Use Evaluation (MUE) is a quality assurance and formulary management method to focus
on optimal medication use. The formal organisational recognition and multidisciplinary approach are
essential to successful MUE. St Marianna School of Medicines Hospital has established MUE to ensure
safe use of new and high risk drugs. However, physicians’ opinions to MUE have not been evaluated.
This study we explore Japanese physicians’ views on MUE and how the results to be disseminated to
act on their prescribing practice. Objectives of this study are; 1) To identify prescribers’ opinions about
role of formulary and MUE in the context of new and high cost drugs and, 2) To identify prescribers’
teriparatide prescribing experiences and their perceptions to MUE services. Semi-structured interviews
were analysed using the thematic framework. Seven orthopaedic surgeons at the hospital, prescribed
teriparatide injections were recruited for the study. Participants appreciated MUE programmes despite
most of them lack the recognition of this programme. They would reflect the results of MUE to their
practice if they received effective feedback of results. They prefer to receive face to face
communication rather than the current methods of disseminations e.g. news letters and emails. New
and high cost drugs has been increasingly prescribed and managed at outpatient settings in Japan. To
ensure their optimal use of these medicines, Pharmacist-led MUE has a role to monitor and improve
quality of medicine use.
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Abstract
Pharmacy students and faculty have participated in medical missions as part of experiential rotations
or extra-curricular activities over the years. However, there are limited guidance and systematic
processes for the development and implementation of medical missions. A 12-step process was
developed for the planning and implementation of a medical mission based on an academiccommunity partnership to Haiti. To expand global initiatives, the University of Maryland Eastern Shore
School of Pharmacy and Health Professions partnered with St. Francis of Assisi Church and Health and
Education for Haiti, Inc. to plan for and implement a medical mission. A core team was formed to
complete a needs assessment and planning. The core team also ensured compliance with legal and
liability guidelines as well as convened a student planning team to assist with the dissemination of
information. Members of the mission collaborated with various organizations for donations and to
promote mission activities. Preparation for the mission included a Haitian Creole language course, a
review the clinic medical procedures guidelines, and physical assessment training. An interdisciplinary
team includes pharmacy and physician assistant students, faculty and staff, and community members
embarked on the 7-day medical mission to Haiti in May 2014. During the clinics, the mission team was
split up into three groups: triage, assessment, and medication dispensing. The triage station
interviewed patients with minor ailments and took vital signs. The assessment group interviewed
patients with more severe diagnoses. Those in the dispensary filled prescriptions and offered
counseling in Haitian Creole. Approximately 120 patients were seen in the mission and 200
prescriptions were dispensed. Participants were asked to complete the Wesleyan Intercultural
Competence Scale (WICS) to measure cultural competency skills. After the experience, 66.6% of the
members reported being in the “acceptance phase” and 33.3% moved to the “adaption” phase for
cultural sensitivity. Other activities included presenting health-related topics to the community,
touring medical facilities to understand the Haitian healthcare system, and meeting stakeholders to
build future partnerships for mission sustainability. Organizing a medical mission to Haiti was a
valuable opportunity to advance global public health among the school, community members, and
citizens of Haiti. This 12-step process can help in the planning and sustaining of future missions based
on academic-community partnerships.
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Abstract
The population of the aged in the Taiwan is growing each year. National Health Insurance to provide
appropriate pharmacotherapy let many older people to live longer and maintain healthy lives. In
central Taiwan, many older people like use the over-the-counter drugs (OTC) to treat slightly
uncomfortable symptoms, such as colds. However, inappropriate utilization of OTC can be harmful to
older people. The influence of elderly people self-medication behavior for treat common cold was
mostly investigated by questionnaires.This study collects materials through structured questionnaire
that included personal basic data and self-medication percentage, most commonly used OTC, use
dosage, their view point on drug safety, and so on. All 75 older people (more than 55 yrs, 52%
female) who lived in central Taiwan (Taichung, Changhua, Chia-yi, and Yunlin) were included.More
than 60% people exhibit to treat the common cold symptom(s) by use the OTC. We statistic their
most commonly used OTC with usually use dosage and find that about 61% people use dosage more
than 3 times of the recommended dosage. In their view point on drug safety, unfortunately, 56%
people thought that he/she understand the drug side effects clearly. In the elderly population, selfmedication plays a key role to cause the adverse drug reactions. The government should provide more
drug safety education, to change the elderly people self-medication behavior for treat common cold by
uses the OTC in central Taiwan.
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Abstract
The population of Japan has the longest life expectancy in the world. In 2015, 1 in 4 Japanese people
have been found to be over the age of 65 years. There is an increasing need to train pharmacy
students in the field of geriatric care. Elderly people have decreased eyesight, hearing ability, sense of
touch, dexterity, deglutition, metabolism, liver function, renal function, vascular function and
immunity. The purpose of this pre-practical training was to simulate age-related changes of the body
and suggested competencies promoting a multidisciplinary team-based pharmaceutical care approach
for geriatric patients. 241 fourth year pharmacy students were divided into group of 8～9. Each
member investigated one issue stated above, and then conducted small group discussion for 1.5
hours. Each group was tasked to research on the issues related to age and present to the rest of the
group. At first, the students experienced having cataracts by looking through folded clear plastic bag.
Second, they experienced conductive healing loss by inserting cotton to the external acoustic meatus
and providing an auditory sense simulation. Third, they experienced dexterity issues using chopsticks
and rubber bands on their fingers to instill eye drops. To sense the loss of touch the students used a
one yen Japanese coin on the bottom of their foot. Fourth, they experienced repetitive saliva
swallowing test. Lastly, they learned how to check the blood pressure of the legs by checking the
ankle brachial index (ABI). At the end of their training, there was an oral examination, and a 4-item
questionnaire of the understanding and performance using a 5-point evaluation. The average of
satisfaction with the small group discussion was 4.2 of 5 points. The average of the understanding of
age related issues was 4.4 of 5 points. The average of the attitude of participation on oral examination
was 3.9 of 5 points. The average of the students’ ability to recognize these issues was 4.3 of 5 points.
In regard to free comment, most of the students indicated that they have a good idea how to
recognize the signs related to age related issues in geriatric patients. In this study, the students in
each group expressed overall positive attitudes towards the age related physical assessment. With the
expansion of team-based care, there has been a call for multidisciplinary team that include
pharmacists to care for geriatric patients. With the population increasing in the age category of over
65 of age, it creates a challenge and responsibility towards pharmacy students. Therefore it is
important for pharmacy students to know the many age-related issues. We are confident that this prepractical enhances geriatric training within curriculum and will improve pharmacy students’ attitudes.
Moreover, it will be in line towards the improvement of QOL for the elderly patients.
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Abstract
The importance and benefits of racial and ethnical diversity in academia have been documented well in
previous literatures. However, pharmacy education was experiencing the paucity of underrepresented
minorities (URMs). Chinese, as one part among URM faculty members, can serve as a role model to
the minorities who intend to pursue in pharmacy academic careers. The aim of this study was to
investigate current status of Chinese origin pharmacy faculty members in western countries, and also
identify influencing factors contributing to their professional developments in academic careers. An
online questionnaire was sent to the ethnic Chinese or Chinese descent academic staffs at schools of
pharmacy in US, UK, Canada, Australia and New Zealand, summarizing and analyzing demographic
data and attitudes towards faculty members’ academic promotions. The vast majority of Chineseorigin pharmacy faculty members were in US. The number of male faculty was twice than females.
Over 75% of them involved within scientific disciplines (e.g. pharmaceutics, pharmacology and
medicinal chemistry), while less than 20% of Chinese faculty positions worked in clinical pharmacy.
The possible reason was the different training systems of pharmacy education between western
countries and China. Chinese pharmacy education put more emphasis on science-based education
rather than clinical pharmacy and practice. In addition, it took nearly 6 years for Chinese-origin faculty
members on their academic promotions from assistant professor in American system (or lecturer in
British system) to associate professor (or senior lecturer). The determinants of academic promotion
were high quality publications, external fund and participation in school affairs and leadership. Our
research provided a perspective of Chinese-origin pharmacy faculty to academic advancements in
western countries. It will also offer an insight into professional developments of pharmacy faculty
members for other minorities.
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Abstract
Before pharmacy internship, the 2-credit hour, “Dispensing Pharmacy laboratory” course was offered
to all 4th-year pharmacy students in School of Pharmacy, China Medical University since spring
semester 2014. This course was mainly organized by a clinical faculty and collaborated with few
clinical faculty, or practicing pharmacists, who are also adjunctfaculties, in the University affiliated
hospital.The aim of this course was to help the senior pharmacystudents to prepare their future
practicing competency and ability of pharmacy practice. The objective of this presentation was to
describe the design and implementation of this laboratory core course, as well as the learning
outcomes for the participants. Three sections, practicing shadowing, experience sharing on clinical
pharmacy and community pharmacies, and hand-on practices, were arranged in advance. All learning
content was built up on YouTube and shared with closed links on the online blackboard for flipped
classroom teaching material. The practice of shadowing was arranged as the team-based learning to
explore the actual dispending practices ondifferent divisions of hospital pharmacy (e.g., outpatient,
inpatient, clinical and Traditional Chinese medicine). Students were grouped as a team to work
together for hands-on practice with the inhalers, peak flow meter, and blood drawing for point-of-care
of blood sugar, cholesterol, and international normalized ratio (INR) for coagulation evaluation. Four
assessment approaches included online one-minute report for what was learned, what was not
learned, what challenged them, their comments) for each class to practice;Direct Observation of
Procedural Skills (DOPs) to evaluate the hand-on practice of dispensing and delivery the prescribed
Western medicine and Chinese medicine, Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE) for patient
education and counseling on the practice of blood drawing for blood sugar and inhaler use (passing or
not), multiple-choice examination for the content of practicing shadowing. Those master students,
who are learning clinical pharmacy, clinical faculty, and faculty in School of Pharmacy, were involved
as the facilitators, tutors and/or evaluators in this course. The final online survey assessment for
satisfaction, comments and self-evaluation was conducted at the end of semester. A total of 215
students enrolled in this laboratory course in 2014, 1.9~5.8% unsatisfied with some classes. More
than 80% agreed that the laboratory course, in terms of implementation of flipped classrooms or
mixed approaches of laboratory implementation, were very helpful for their future pharmacy
professionalism, self-learning to obtain basic pharmacy practice knowledge, initiation of their interests
to self-learning pharmacy professional practice and understanding of delivered messages. The opened
ended questions for the one-minute reports and the final online survey exhibited the
successfulimplementation of this course. This course was performing well thus far on course
arrangement, content, teaching material and instructors/tutors and students satisfaction. Although
some students were still unsatisfied with some course content, continuingimprovement is necessary.
The more for students to practice, the more abilities and readiness they will have for future pharmacy
internship and professional practice.
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Abstract
In 2003, the College of Pharmacy at the Western University of Health Sciences in Pomona, California,
USA established the International Post-Baccalaureate PharmD (IPBP) program. This highly successful
program has currently graduated over 200 international pharmacists with the Doctor of Pharmacy
(PharmD) degree. The objective of this work was to assess and compare the performance outcomes of
the IPBP program to that of the traditional PharmD program in terms of didactic coursework and board
exam results. Using academic records (n = 548) from the WesternU College of Pharmacy Classes of
2010, 2011, 2012, and 2013 academic performance was compared between the IPBP (n = 76) and
traditional PharmD (n = 472) cohorts in terms of (1) the average percent of block grades, and (2)
cumulative GPA at the end of year 2 (P2) and year 3 (P3). Board licensing exam (NAPLEX)
performance for pass rates, total and area scores were also compared for the Classes of 2010 – 2013
for both tracks. The results demonstrated that IPBP students performed significantly better than
traditional students academically in both average percent of block grades, 88.0% vs. 86.8% (p =
0.02), and cumulative GPA of 3.37 vs. 3.27 (p = 0.05), at the end of their P2 years, respectively.
However, we observed no better in academic performance for the IPBP cohorts at the end of their P3
years. For the board exams, while there was no statistical difference in the NAPLEX passing rates for
both programs, it is noteworthy that IPBP cohorts have consistently achieved a 100% passing rate in
this exam. The IPBP cohorts outperformed their traditional counterparts in average total scaled score,
115.1 vs. 107.6 (p < 0.001), as well as in Areas-1 score, 13.6 vs. 13.1 (p = 0.013), and Area-2
scores, 13.5 vs. 12.5 (p < 0.001), respectively. No statistically significant difference was noted in
Area-3 score despite exhibiting higher scores. Established in 2003, the fully accredited international
post-baccalaureate PharmD (IPBP) program has attracted internationally trained pharmacists from
approximately 25 countries and 6 continents, mostly residents of the US, to attain the Doctor of
Pharmacy (PharmD) degree at WesternU. After an intensive admissions process, 20 students are
directly matriculated into the second year of the program (P2) and thereafter complete the curriculum
alongside students from the traditional 4-year program. Now in its 11th year, the WesternU College of
Pharmacy has successfully established a unique program for internationally trained pharmacists who
largely reside in this country yet have been unable to practice the profession. The College has directly
benefited from these students who have consistently demonstrated excellence in the pharmacy
curriculum and board exams and are establishing themselves as competent practitioners around the
nation and the world. While the long-term future of the program is unknown, the current status of the
program and its graduates provides ample evidence of its value and ensures its continued success
going forward.
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Abstract
There is an increasing desire for advancing pharmacy education worldwide to better prepare practiceready graduates who can meet societal needs by providing patient-centered pharmacy care.
Recognizing this vision, the University of Colorado Skaggs School of Pharmacy is engaging with
individual pharmacists, clinical centers and pharmacy schools worldwide to provide more clinically
oriented education and training to help advance pharmacy practice in all patient care settings from
community-based care to specialty care. Our educational approach is three-fold: 1) we offer the
internationally-trained PharmD (ITPD) degree program, an innovative, hybrid, ACPE accredited
PharmD degree curriculum for international practicing pharmacists; 2) we provide individualized and
group train-the-trainer programs to enhance the clinical expertise of those that will serve as clinical
trainers; and 3) we partner with pharmacy institutions to develop state of the art pharmacy degree or
training programs to provide the next generation of pharmacists with the knowledge and skills to
prepare them to be patient-centered pharmacists. The ITPD program enrolled its inaugural class in
July 2014 with three practicing pharmacist students who have successfully completed the first year of
the ITPD program. They were found to have performed better than entry-level students by earning an
average 3.8 vs. 3.5 GPA in the first semester. This program is currently on track to enroll eight
students for the July 2015 admission cycle. Our train-the-trainer programs have had the broadest
reach as we have hosted clinical trainers from Nigeria, Ghana, France, Singapore, United Kingdom,
Turkey, and Egypt that has resulted in advances in educational and clinical practices. The University
of Colorado has current memoranda of understanding (MOUs) with institutions in Egypt, Turkey, India,
the Netherlands, and MOUs pending with Peru, Guatemala, Ireland and Australia. These long-term
collaborations have led to shared faculty positions (four) and research productivity with eight jointly
submitted abstracts in the year 2015. Considerable progress has been made with these partnerships,
but there remain many unmet needs worldwide. We continue to reach out to our global partners and
have planned an “International Pharmacy Innovators Symposium” in Denver, Colorado USA in 2016.
This symposium will provide an educational and training platform that also will provide networking
opportunities so that future partnerships can be formed. The global pharmacy community’s desire to
advance pharmacy practice through enhanced clinical education and training is a valuable and
achievable goal. Each of our three education and training programs has been successful to assisting
our international partners make progress towards meeting this goal.
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Abstract
There have been remarkable changes in the social environment surrounding pharmacists in Japan. In
such a context, in terms of pharmaceutical education, intellectual as well as technical skill/behavioral
education is evolving because the field of medicine is becoming increasingly advanced. Currently, it is
obligatory for 12,000 pharmacy students and pharmacists to attain education on the latest technical
skills. Particularly, although pharmacists in pharmacies account for approximately 70% of all
pharmacists, the continuing education system for them consists of attending intellectual education
workshops, and evaluations through reports. However, no method has been established to cater to
pharmacist’s technical skills. Hospital pharmacists have their performance, such as research and
published papers, evaluated through applications and certification renewals under the system of board
certified pharmacy specialists pharmacists.In such a context, the present study examined the
construction and efficacy of a self-study type, e-learning “Highly-Advanced Medical Pharmacist
Education” system which introduces a “PIP-Maker” for the technical skill/behavioral education of
pharmacy students and pharmacists in pharmacies. It also enables them to learn the technical skills in
workshops and repeat the lessons through self-study. Content creation for technical skill education
utilizing the e-learning “PIP-Maker” For pharmacy students’ technical skill education: Aseptic
manipulation, inspection of anti-cancer agent injection, powdered medicine prescriptions, pharmacist
education regarding prescription drug inspection criteria For pharmacists’ technical skill education:
Simulation education (respiratory/cardiovascular), creation of injection prescriptionsState and
evaluation of e-learning utilization Utilizing the power point presentations used in lessons and
workshops, and photographs for technical skills training, video content was created by means of
avatars and voice synthesis. Many students expressed that, in addition to the prior 90-minute learning
segment, they were able to repeatedly view the lesson at home and review skills which could not be
thoroughly attained in practice. Many pharmacists expressed that they were able to confirm all of the
details they did not hear during the workshop, and refined the skills that they could not grasp from
just one training session. State of e-learning utilization It was found that 30% of the students utilized
the e-learning once and it more than once. Further, 70% of the pharmacists utilized the e-learning
once, while it more than once. Video content was created utilizing an e-learning “PIP-Maker,” to be
used as a new method for technical skill education. This method enabled the use of fundamental
lessons and power point presentations used in practice. It was time- and labor-efficient for the
creator. Moreover, by introducing photographs of technical skills, improvements were found in the
educational effects on the users. The video content was effective in that it could be freely and
repeatedly viewed by the students and pharmacists. Hereafter, we plan to further increase the scope
of creation and to validate the level of learning based on the viewing ratio.
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Abstract
Educational institutions set high standards of learning to equip students with the proper knowledge
and skills they need in pursuit of their respective careers. The study hopes to assist faculty members
in adopting the best method of teaching to achieve maximum learning after assessing the needs of the
students. The researchers used the descriptive method of study using a questionnaire, validated
and administered on first year Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy students. The data was tallied and
recorded in a table to determine and assess the needs of the students. Of the 120 students, 60 were
randomly selected to answer the questionnaire. Results were tallied and the weighted mean and
percentage were computed. Results showed that in terms of instructional materials, handouts ranked
1 with the mean of 4.2. Second in rank were Books and Journals with a mean of 4.1. The least ranked
are Magazines with 3.82 mean, interpreted as moderately agreed. Academic needs in terms of lecture
discussions was given a value of 4.47 and ranked number 1. The analysis type of lecture is ranked
second with a mean of 4.23. The third choice was the teacher factor. Even with computers and
modern software, students still need the guidance of their mentors. Effective Learning Environment
means well-ventilated classroom, comfortable chairs and aesthetic appearance. Air-conditioned rooms
had a mean of 3.6. The use of English as a medium of instruction had a mean of 3.93. Social Life had
a mean of 4.2 and ranked 1, while group activities was ranked 2. The overall mean average for this
category is 4.11.Campus life includes student activities, counselling, and peer group activities with a
mean of 4.08. Their need for a counselling period had a mean of 4.0. Peer group activities got the
lowest mean scores of three point ninety three (3.93). The mean value is 4.0.It is interpreted
as strongly agreed by the respondents which mean students need an active campus life as part of
their learning. Classroom activities were rated 4.28 and ranked 1 among their educational needs.
Based on the results, the general needs of the respondents in pursuit of education are : Classroom
activities, Social life , Instructional materials, Campus life , English as medium of instruction,
Academic concerns, and Learning instruction. This indicate that the respondents moderately agreed
that they have educational needs that should be addressed properly.
Key Words: Assessment, Instructional Materials, Pharmacy Education.
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Abstract
While the practical trainings in hospital pharmacies were arranged in the last fall in the 5-year
pharmacy education in School of Pharmacy, China Medical University (CMU), a 1-credit hour, elective
“applied hospital pharmacy” course was offered in the following semester for those 5 th-year pharmacy
students, who would take the pharmacy licensure exam in the coming July. The aim of this course was
to facilitate pharmacy students’ continuous enhancement on pharmaceutical care ability and
application of knowledge and skills on hospital patients’ medication use after finishing hospital
internships. The objective of this presentation was to describe the implementation, outcomes of this
capstone course, and the factors associated with the course outcomes. This elective capstone course
was mainly organized by a clinical faculty and collaborated with the practicing senior clinical
pharmacist, who is also adjunct faculty in the university affiliated hospital. Four sections were
arranged as follows: briefly review clinical pharmacy knowledge and skills on case discussions,
experience sharing on clinical pharmacy practice, clinical practice shadowing (including attending
interdisciplinary case conferences for integrated care outpatients, and observation of pharmaceutical
care for intensive care unit (ICU) patients), and hand-on practice to evaluate medication-related
problems and its appropriate solutions/plans on real cases. The last two sections were arranged as the
team-based learning. Two course assessments were conducted through: online survey questions to
evaluate hospital pharmacy rotation experience, comprehension levels, pre-post multiple-choice
knowledge question [MCK], demographic, personality traits, and Likert-type scales for course
satisfaction, self-evaluation and pre-post self-efficacy of patient counseling on medication use (SEPC);
evaluation of clinical case presentation ability and skills. The reliability (i.e., Cronbach’s ) and face
validity were performed for all measures. The correlations between participant students’ traits and
their differences of total scores on MCK and SEPC, as well as other rating scale measures were
evaluated using bivariate analyses (e.g., chi-square, spearman rs) for all and those students who
either got their hospital internships in a medical center (MC group) or not (Non-MC group). A total of
20 pharmacy students with 80% female and 22.70.6 year-old, on average, have enrolled in this 2015
capstone course. The assessment measures were almost all reliable and valid (all s>0.75, except the
original 50-item MCK measure [=0.287]). The revised reliable MCK measure was 28 items
(=0.761). While 65% of participant students were in MC group, their total scores on the original 50item and final 28-item MCK measures were not statistically significant different from that of non-MC
group, whereas the average difference score of non-MC group was higher. The comprehension levels
on hospital pharmacy practices and satisfaction of hospital internship were statistically higher in MC
group than non-MC group, but lower on the difference scores of SEPC. The difference scores of
reliable 28-item MCK were negatively associated with SEPC difference and course satisfaction
(rs>0.3). This capstone course was performing well and participant students were satisfied with it.
Further assessment on the impact of this capstone course for the pharmacy licensure passing rate is
necessary.
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Abstract
The use of social networking sites (SNSs), online learning tools (OLTs) and learning management
systems (LMSs) such as the University Virtual Learning Environment (UVLe) has been established in a
number of universities in order to improve communication between students and faculty members
without the confines of the traditional classroom. As there are no existing studies so far, this study
was intended to identify the websites used by UP College of Pharmacy (UPCP) students for their
personal use and their frequency of use, the sites used for their respective courses, the perceptions of
students on the use of SNSs, OLTs and UVLe to facilitate learning and to describe the challenges
encountered on the use of SNSs as means of file sharing and information dissemination by educators.
A descriptive study was conducted using survey as the data collection method. A 3-page structured
questionnaire was used to collect data from respondents. A total of 215 students and 24 faculty
members of the UPCP participated in the study.Results showed that the most commonly used SNS and
OLT were Facebook and Dropbox. Five percent of the faculty members required the use of UVLe in
their academic courses. Decreased attention span and issues on privacy were the most widely
encountered challenges by students and faculty members, respectively. Students and faculty perceive
SNSs and OLTs as useful, easy to use, and are willing to adopt the two services as learning platforms.
UVLe has mixed responses on its usefulness, ease of use, and its adoption as a learning platform.
While UVLe is least commonly used by faculty and students, it overcomes the challenges encountered
in SNSs and OLTs and may be recommended for use as the primary online learning management
system in the College. Adequate training however must be provided to equip faculty and students on
the functionality of this system.
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Abstract
Tokyo University of Pharmacy and Life Sciences was founded in 1880 as the Tokyo Pharmaceutists
School, Japan's first private educational institution to train pharmacists. In over 130 years, the school
has produced countless graduates who have helped advance pharmaceutical science, the
pharmaceutical industry, and education in Japan. The educational philosophy of the School of
Pharmacy is to provide knowledge and teach the skills needed to be a pharmacist working in the
medical profession. We aim to foster broad-minded, compassionate individuals who are able to
contribute to the welfare of humanity. Naturally, a pharmacist needs the correct pharmaceutical
knowledge and appropriate skills. But to fulfill his or her responsibility as a medical professional the
pharmacist must protect the health and life of the patient based on this foundation by providing the
patient with respectful medical care. The School of Pharmacy offers practical training through a sixyear curriculum that integrates courses in both Basic Pharmacy and Clinical Pharmacy. The university
began offering a major in Clinical Pharmacy Studies in 1976, and set up the Master's Program in
Clinical Pharmacy Studies in 1981, leading Japan as the first university in the country to offer clinical
pharmacy studies at the graduate level. The School of Pharmacy has been providing high-level
education for over 30 years, focusing on training clinical pharmacists. As part of this training, in the
fourth year of the program, students participate in pre-clinical pharmacy practice and in the fifth year
engage in clinical pharmacy practice. This program provides the opportunity for experiential learning
prior to engaging in real-world clinical practice. The pre-clinical pharmacy practice facilities completed
in September 2008 have a floor dedicated to practical training where students spend approximately
one month training, engaging directly with patients, filling prescriptions, and learning aseptic
dispensing methods. The facilities contain a model pharmacy, aseptic dispensary, mock hospital ward,
and so on. These pre-clinical pharmacy practice facilities are exceptional in both quality and range. In
addition, the graduate school Master's Program and equivalent level graduation thesis research help
students to develop problem-solving skills and expertise as medical professionals.
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Abstract
An academic pharmacist is a licensed pharmacist who works in the academe as a teacher. Zembylas
and colleagues emphasized that in the developed world, teacher job satisfaction had been an issue of
concern for many years. Faculty turnover in the field of teaching is very fast. While there have been a
dearth of faculty members in most college departments, faculty retention is viewed with increasing
urgency with the pressing concerns in the academe such as unfilled vacancies, projected rise in the
enrolment and consequently increase faculty demand. Since faculty retention must escalate,
satisfactory factors were presented to the faculty to improve faculty retention.Job satisfaction had
been defined as a pleasurable emotional state resulting from the appraisal of one's job; and an
attitude towards one's job. According to Weis, academic pharmacists form attitudes towards their jobs
by taking into account their feelings, beliefs, and behaviours. This study was needed to stage the
satisfactory factors in its highest rate at diverse academia as this will be important in the creation of
new policies for academic pharmacists in Cebu. The study aimed to determine the job satisfiers of
academic pharmacists of the five schools of pharmacy within Cebu specifically, on the satisfactory
factors perceived by academic pharmacists in terms of job retention, job aspiration, and perceived
quality of teaching and find out the relationship of job satisfiers with the overall job satisfaction. A
descriptive, correlational research design using structured self - survey questionnaires was utilized for
data collection among faculty members employed in the five Cebu pharmacy schools. A total of 48
respondents, with a 90% response rate, participated in this study. In terms of the factor that
influenced their job retention, more than 80 percent of the respondents pointed to teaching hours
(88.4%) as the major factor for job retention. In terms of job aspiration, more than 80 percent of the
respondents pointed out that security (86.0%) is the major factor to job aspiration. In terms of
perceived quality of teaching, it has to do with communicating effectively with students (76.7%),
demonstrating effective planning skills (74.4%), and providing opportunities for individual differences
(72.1%). Moreover, results showed that colleagues (r = .773), advancement of the profession (r =
.776), supervision (r = .650), and the work itself (r = .619) are strongly and positively correlated with
job satisfaction. This suggests that a good working relationship with colleagues, an increasing
opportunity for professional advancement, a good supervision from the administration, and the love
for the teaching job itself increase the academic pharmacist’s overall job satisfaction. More than half of
the academic pharmacists were satisfied with their jobs. Pharmacist’s satisfaction with the
independence on how they dealt with their work, their job satisfaction on their relationship with the
people in the academe, and their satisfaction on their roles as preceptors were the main aspects of
their jobs associated with the overall job satisfaction.
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Common coldhasa highmorbidity. More than 90% of inflammation in theupper and lowerrespiratory
tract is caused by typical viruses;rhinovirus, coronavirus, adenovirus,influenza and respiratory
syncytial virus.Itisoftenprolongedthe inflammation of respiratory tractby infectingofthese viruses due
to collapse ofthe airwaymucosaldefense mechanism. Themucolytic agentsusedfor the relief of nasal or
bronchial congestion have been reported some unique property such as repairing of airway epithelial
injury, suppressionof tissue inflammation, improvementofmucussecretion and prevention of some viral
or bacterial infection.OTC drugs including the Ambroxol which have one of unique property antiinfluenza effect usually used at the initial symptoms of common cold in Japan. Especially, influenza
influence social and community health of Okinawa Island all year round. Therefore we focus on antiinfluenza effect of the Ambroxol. The purpose of this study is to find the clinical advantage of using
the Ambroxol for the initial symptoms of the common cold in influenza season at community
pharmacy.While there are some of major basic and clinical research on anti-influenza effect of
Ambroxol, we reviewed whether it has a virus infection inhibitory effect.Some articles reported the
inhibiting effects of Ambroxol on virus proliferation. On the other hand, there were no articles which
mention about the inhibiting effects of Ambroxol on prevention of virus infection.From the viewpoint in
prevention ofsecondary infection, it is important to reduce the damage of the airwayby the viruses in
early stage of the infection before the immune systemworks. Generally, OTC drugs can buy at
community pharmacy by ourselves when we have cold symptoms. If the Ambroxol works directly on
the process of influenza virus replication, it could play an important role of reduce the damage ofthe
airwaymucosaldefense and degree of secondary infectionin common cold.Thus, at the community
pharmacy, it is worthwhile to verify the validity of using the OTC drugs including the Ambroxol in flu
season at community pharmacy.
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Abstract
In Taiwan, community pharmacy practicum will become a required course for all undergraduate
pharmacy students starting from the Class of 2018. As a result, there is increased interest in
improving the quantity and quality of community pharmacy practicum. Past research has focused on
establishing guidelines and regulations for community pharmacy practicum based on scholar and
expert opinions. However, less research has focused on evaluating students’ experience and reflection.
Therefore, the objective of this study was to understand the content and depth of reflection by
analyzing reflective diaries of undergraduate pharmacy students enrolled in a 1-month elective
community pharmacy practicum. The data source of this study was reflective diaries of all students
enrolled in the community pharmacy practicum (160 hours) in 2014. Qualitative content analysis was
used to examine the diaries in details. Based on the categorization scheme of Briceland and Hamilton
(2010), contents of the diaries were classified into four types of outcomes (provision of
pharmaceutical care, drug information/literature evaluation skills, managing medication use system,
and self-learning abilities: self-assessment). In addition, the depth of student reflections were
analyzed based on four levels as described by Hatton and Smith (1995): descriptive writing,
descriptive reflection, dialogic reflection, and critical reflection. Two blinded reviewers examined the
diaries independently and met to resolve the coding discrepancies, following which representative
quotes were selected. The diaries of all 45 students enrolled in the practicum were analyzed. Student
reflections revealed their learning progress in drug information/literature evaluation skills, managing
medication use system, and self-learning abilities: self-assessment, with less emphasis on the
provision of pharmaceutical care. In addition, because of the introductory nature of the practicum,
many students used the diaries as a notebook for documenting knowledge-based materials, rather
than collecting evidence of outcomes demonstrated. In terms of the depth of reflections, most
students focused on descriptive writing and descriptive reflection; very few student diaries entered the
stage of dialogic reflection or critical reflection. The analysis of student reflective diaries revealed that
aspects of learning during community pharmacy practicum included the diverse learning experiences
among enrolled students, the tendency to document knowledge-based materials, and the limited
depth of reflections. Preceptors may find students’ reflective diaries useful in adjusting content of
learning activities. The instructional design of diaries to guide practice activities for ability-based
outcomes is under development. Class interactions maybe needed to improve levels of reflection.
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Abstract
China Medical University (CMU) College of Pharmacy has participated in the Student Exchange
Program (SEP)of the International Pharmacy Student Federation (IPSF) since 2000 by sending
pharmacy students abroad as well as accepting foreign pharmacy students. The SEP program at CMU
is a diversified shadowing experience lasting up to one month. Participants have the opportunity to
witness many different areas of pharmacy practice in Taiwan including, but not limited to, community
and inpatient pharmacy, clinical pharmacy in intensive care units, and traditional Chinese medicine
(TCM). Since 2011, The SEP program at CMU has hosted 27 students from nine countries, including
Singapore, the Czech Republic, the U.S.A., Malaysia, Poland, Germany, and France. The objective of
presentation was to explore the value and identify areas for improvement in this CMU SEP program for
the past four years. The clinical faculty and one of past participant of the SEP at CMU College of
Pharmacy conducted a survey in 2015 of the program alumni since 2011. The survey was circulated
through available alumni emails. The survey instrument was structured to examine demographic
characteristics, reasons for participating, satisfaction, and the impact on the participants’ cultural and
personal growth, and on their professional careers. A descriptive analysis was performed for all
nominal and rating scale questions. Contact information could be found for 20 of the 27 program
alumni since 2011. The survey response rate was 50%and the respondents came from eight
countries. The average age at the time of participation was 22.91.04. 40% of respondents had 4
years or less of college education. Only one participant was fluent in Mandarin while 50% had no prior
experience with the language. Participants ranked “explore cultural differences in the healthcare
setting” and “opportunity to travel Taiwan” as the two most important factors in the decision to
participate. To “practice or learn Mandarin” was the least important. 100% and 90% of participants
had the opportunity to experience community pharmacy and Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM),
respectively, while only 30% of students were able to shadow patient medication
counseling.Allrespondents agreed that they had “many opportunities to learn about pharmacy practice
in Taiwan” and would “recommend the CMU exchange program.” When asked about limitations of the
program, participants ranked “My Mandarin ability limited the experience” as the highest, with 4 rating
it neutral and one agreeing with the statement. The SEP program at CMU has provided a unique
opportunity to experience various pharmacy practices in Taiwan for pharmacy students from several
countries. While all respondents appreciated and would recommend this program, language ability was
identified as weakness. Enhancement of hosts’ English ability might reduce the restriction of Mandarin
language ability for future participants.
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Abstract
Polypharmacy is a main reason to decrease medication adherence and increases the risk of drugrelated problems1-5. This study evaluated a medication therapy management service (MTMS) with
Pharma Cloud system in a medical center in Taiwan. The study included patients with polypharmacy
(≥ 5 drugs) at an Endocrinology Clinic. A structured questionnaire was designed to collect patients’
baseline data and record patients’ knowledge, attitudes and behavior scores; the Chinese version of
Morisky 4-item scale was used to assess patients’ medication adherence before and after intervention.
The study followed up patients’ behavior and adherence scores by phone call after three months (90
days). A total of 205 patients were screened, 152 of whom completed the MTMS courses and 123
patients were available for follow-up finally. The Morisky scale showed that "forgot taking medication"
is the main reason for poor medication adherence. Multiple regression analysis results indicated that
age, number of medication, medication adherence, knowledge scores, work status, education level
and household income affected the behavior scores. After three months, the MTMS outcomes revealed
that behavior scores and medication adherence scores significantly increased (7.0 ± 3.1, p <.001; 0.9
± 0.8, p <.001). After performing medication review with Pharma Cloud system, the study also found
that 4.6% of the patients had duplicated medication ever. These events of duplicated medication have
been terminated by intervention. Development of MTMS with Pharma Cloud system improved patients’
knowledge, attitudes and behavior about drug safety. In addition to detection of drug-related
problems, pharmacists can also directly solve patients’ problems the new service. Further studies are
warranted to evaluate the human resource, executing cost, and cost-benefit ratio of this MTMS with
Pharma Cloud system.
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Abstract
A district hospital with 343 beds, including an ICU of 10 beds. Broad-spectrum antibiotics (BSA)
prescription was essentially based on antibiotic susceptibility reports without ID consultation. An ASP
was implemented to reduce heavy use of BSA in which, among others, pharmacists gave prompt
feedback within 24 hours and monthly reports of inappropriate BSA use. To analysis the outcomes
after implementation of Antibiotics Stewardship Program (ASP). Inappropriate BAS prescriptions
evaluated by pharmacists, and change of BSA prescription according to pharmacist feedback were
analyzed at the end of study period. BSAs in this study included carbapenems, glycopeptides,
fluoroquinolones and 3rd cephalosporins, which were compared on DIDs (total acute inpatient
antibiotic consumption in Defined Daily Doses per 1,000 Bed-Days ) between two study periods of 12
months before and after the implementation of the ASP. In this study, BSA DIDs were reduced by
34.3% after ASP took effect. 67.5% (253/375) BSA were evaluated within 24 hours by pharmacists.
6.7% (17/253) inappropriate BSA prescription, among which 47.1% (8/17) were changed in
prescription according to pharmacist recommendation. ASP with pharmacists’ timely intervention and
feedback on BSA use effectively reduced inappropriate prescription of BSA, especially for hospitals
without ID consultation service.
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Abstract
Smoking is the major problem of public health around the world since it is one of the risk factors
causing of many diseases especially cardiovascular disease and cancer. Recently, the evidence showed
that varenicline is most effective for smoking cessation. However, some evidences suggested to
combine with nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) to increase efficiency and reduce side effects.To
accumulate and evaluate the efficacy of combination of varenicline and NRT compare with varenicline
alone in terms of smoking cessation using systematic review and meta-analysis. Electronic databases
(i.e.Pubmed, Embase, and Cochrane central) were systematically searched. The following keywords
including; ‘Varenicline’, ‘Nicotine’, ‘abstinence rates’, ‘withdrawal symptoms’ and ‘adverse events’ were
used. The primary outcome was abstinence rate in short-term (< 24 weeks) smoking cessation.
Secondary outcomes were adverse events. Meta-analysis was performed using both fixed- and
random-effects model. A systematic search found 858 studies. After screening of relevant papers, 3
randomized control trials were included. Pooled analysis found that varenicline combined with NRT was
superior to varenicline alone at week12 and 24 of abstinence rate risk ratio (RR) 1.305 (95% Cl;
1.113 - 1.531, P=0.001) and RR 1.358 (95% Cl; 1.062 - 1.737, P=0.015), respectively. Adverse
event including nausea, insomnia and disturbed sleep, abnormal dream headache and constipation are
similar among 2 groups. The combination of varenicline with NRT demonstrated significantly greater
abstinence rates compare with varenicline alone at 12 and 24 weeks. In addition, adverse events are
similar among 2 groups. However, the evidence of efficacy and safety from long term experiment
study are needed. The economic evidence of this therapy is warranted before implementation in
clinical practice.
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Abstract
Evidence-based medicine (EBM) has long been used in medical education and clinical problem-solving.
It is a useful tool in developing the abilities to ask a question, to hypothesize, to investigate, and to
practice via the logical process. The goals of this study are to apply the EBM to the training of
pharmacist prescription interpretation and to access its effectiveness. The prescription interpretation
conference was arranged monthly since August, 2014 to May, 2015. It was proceeded with EBM mode
and panel discussion. The participants were junior pharmacists, senior pharmacists, and EBM seed
teachers. The presentation was performed by the junior pharmacists under the supervision of EBM
seed teachers. Effectiveness was measured with Likert scale by all of the participants. There were 80
participants (20 junior pharmacists, 52 senior pharmacists, and 8 EBM seed teachers) in our study.
The junior pharmacists were trained with evidence-based prescription interpretation during August,
2014 to May, 2015. The items of the rating sheet were divided into 1) Lecture content (4.690.09), 2)
Slide design (4.650.09), 3) Presentation performance (4.580.17), 4) Career benefit (4.670.11),
and 5) Overall satisfaction (4.690.08). The evidence-based pharmacist prescription interpretation is
feasible and effective in training of junior members. According to our experience, it is also helpful to
the senior pharmacists.
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Abstract
Lithium carbonate has a narrow therapeutic index. Therapeutic drug monitoring (TDM) is essential for
safe and effective lithium therapy. The dose of lithium carbonate administered and renal function were
previously suggested to be important variables that affect serum lithium concentrations. Information
regarding the co-administration of drugs that may affect serum lithium concentrations is limited.
Therefore, the aim of the present study was to examine the effects of co-administration of
antipsychotic drugs on serum lithium concentrations. A retrospective analysis was performed on 124
Japanese patients prescribed lithium carbonate at the Department of Psychiatry, Shiga University of
Medical Science Hospital between January 2013 and March 2014. The clinical data such as serum
lithium concentration, renal function, dosage of lithium carbonate, and co-administration of
antipsychotic drugs of these patients were collected by medical record. The influence of coadministration of antipsychotic drugs on serum lithium concentration was analyzed by unpaired t-test
and multiple linear regression analysis (P<0.05). Serum lithium concentrations were measured by
using ion-selective electrode method (Roche 9180, Japan).Serum lithium concentrations were
significantly higher in patients co-administered antipsychotic drugs than in those not receiving
antipsychotic drugs: 0.95±0.41 mEq/L and 0.79±0.27 mEq/L, respectively (P < 0.05). A multiple
linear regression analysis was used to produce the following prediction equation for serum lithium
concentrations: serum lithium concentration=0.001×lithium carbonate dose (mg)−0.004×Creatinine
clearance (Ccr) (mL/min)+0.123×drug+0.652 (with the co-administration of antipsychotic
drugs:drug=1, without the co-administration of antipsychotic drugs:drug=0). R2 was 0.296. Although
there are many other factors influenced on serum lithium concentration, these results showed that
antipsychotic drugs also elevated the serum lithium concentrations as well as the dose of lithium
carbonate administered and renal function. Because of the limited sample size, the influence of each
antipsychotic drugs were difficult to analyzed in the present study. These results suggested that the
co-administration of antipsychotic drugs was a risk factor for elevated serum lithium concentrations in
addition to the dose of lithium carbonate administered and renal function.
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Abstract
Insulin resistance plays an important role in type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) and prediabetes. It is
also associated with enhancing triglyceride synthesis which results in hypertriglyceridaemia. Hence, an
alternative that improves insulin resistance or decreases triglyceride (TG) level may have benefits in
T2DM and prediabetes. In animal studies,Aloe vera reduced lipotoxicity which is associated not only
with the improvement of insulin resistance but also the reduction in TG level. Several clinical trials
reported the effect ofAloe vera on insulin resistance or TG level in T2DM and prediabetes. To explore
these effects, the systematic review was undertaken. Literature search was performed through
MEDLINE, Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL), Cumulative Index to Nursing and
Allied Health Literature (CINAHL), Scopus, http://clinicaltrials.gov register, Proquest, Web of Science,
Latin American and Caribbean Health Sciences Literature (LILACS), HerbMed,China National
Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI) and Natural Products Alert Database (NAPRALERT) databases up to
February 2015 without language restriction. Hand search of citation lists of retrieved articles and
relevant articles was also undertaken. Randomized controlled trials that compared the effect of Aloe
vera versus placebo or no treatment in T2DM or prediabetes and reported homeostasis model
assessment-insulin resistance (HOMA-IR) or fasting insulin or TG level as the outcomes were included
in this systematic review. From a literature search, five randomized controlled trials (344 patients)
met the inclusion criteria and were included. Four trials with two months duration evaluated the effect
of Aloe vera versus placebo. The other trial was of three months duration and assessed Aloe vera
against no treatment. Participants were T2DM in three studies. One study included prediabetes and
early T2DM. The other enrolled prediabetes only. Aloe vera dosage form varied from freshly extract
Aloe vera juice to Aloe vera gel powder. Dosage varied namely 150 ml per day of Aloe vera juice and
600 mg per day of Aloe vera gel powder. Two out of five studies reported HOMA-IR and fasting insulin
level. Of these two studies, one study had two arms of Aloe vera treatment(UP780; Aloe vera inner
leaf gel powder standardized with 2% aloesin and AC952; Aloe vera inner leaf gel powder).HOMA-IR
and fasting insulin level significantly reduced in UP780 group and tended to decrease in AC952 group.
These parameters were not decreased in the other study. Four studies reported TG level with only one
study demonstrating a significant effect of Aloe vera on TG level. Although positive results were
described of Aloe vera and insulin resistance in prediabetes, the available evidence is limited. The
effect on triglyceride appeared inconclusive. Further well designed and well controlled studies are
necessary.HOMA-IR and fasting insulin should be consistently reported.
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Abstract
Compounding practice is still frequent in the Indonesian context, especially for pediatric prescriptions.
A number of studies show potential medication errors related to compounding practice of
extemporaneous prescriptions. Many efforts have been done to prevent such errors. However, there is
very limited information on the perspectives of pharmacists regarding extemporaneous prescription
and compounding practice. The aim of this study was to explore pharmacists’ perspectives about
extemporaneous prescription and compounding practice.
A qualitative method was used. The
participants were 15 pharmacists who work at hospital or community pharmacy and were selected
purposively. Structured interviews were conducted to explore their perspectives regarding
extemporaneous prescription and compounding practice. Interviews were audiotaped subject to their
approvals. Qualitative data were transcribed verbatim and analyzed using thematic analysis. Research
permit and ethical clearance have been obtained. The almost identical views emerged among all the
participants. Participants agreed that extemporaneous prescription is important in particular to fulfill
the need of appropriate dosage form for pediatric patients. They claimed that compounding practice in
pharmacy has been done following the guidance of good compounding practice guideline. They also
stated that it is important to provide information to patients regarding the extemporaneous medicine.
They believed that a specific formula, such as sustained-release tablet, should not be crushed in order
to maintenance its intended purpose. However, they revealed their concerns about potential polypharmacy in extemporaneous prescription. The results indicate that pharmacists in hospital and
community pharmacy tend to support the important role of extemporaneous prescription and
compounding practice. Therefore, efforts to improve compounding practice based on the current good
compounding practice guideline are urgently required.
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Abstract
Retrospective review of medication orders by pharmacist and pharmacist participation in medical
rounds are shown to prevent medication errors, to reduce preventable adverse drug events, and to
save cost in many studies. In Taiwan, clinical pharmacists usually join medical rounds in intensive care
unit rather than general wards. We set a clinical pharmacist in a nephrology ward since January 2013
to help physician to prescribe orders and enhance adequate medication use. The purpose of this study
is to evaluate the difference of pharmacist interventions and cost saving after clinical pharmacist
participating in a nephrology ward. This is a retrospective study which compared the pharmacist
interventions before and after a clinical pharmacist participation in a nephrology ward with 37 beds.
During January 1 through December 31, 2012, pharmacist only stayed in central pharmacy and
reviewed medication orders by computer. Besides, pharmacist advises physicians to correct orders by
telephone. Since January 1, 2013, a clinical pharmacist has attended medical rounds from Monday to
Friday to revise medication orders and accept consultations by other professions. All the reactive and
active interventions made by pharmacist were documented by computer. The numbers and types of
pharmacist interventions as well as the acceptance of physicians in 2012 were compared to those in
2013. The estimated cost saving are calculated by the price of intervened medication if the
interventions belong to discontinuation of unnecessary medications, switching medications from
intravenous form to oral form, or correcting dosage or frequency. Cost avoidance was calculated
based on the probability that an ADE would have occurred in the absence of the proposed pharmacist
intervention. The cost of a preventable ADE is NTD$5000. The total numbers of medication order in
this ward were 39,256 and 40,580 in 2012 and 2013 respectively. The number of pharmacist
intervention in the medication orders is 824 (93.57% accepted) in 2012. The most common types of
interventions are wrong dosage or frequency (37.01%), inappropriate drug combination (7.04%), and
duplication in prescription (6.31%). After a clinical pharmacist participation, the number of pharmacist
intervention is 1977 (96.11% accepted) in 2013. The most common types of intervention are wrong
dosage or frequency (33.03%), inappropriate treatment duration (17.05%), recommendation of more
appropriate treatment (8.24%), and inappropriate drug combination (5.61%). The sum of cost saving
and avoidance is estimated to be NTD$1,743,922 and NTD$3,815,238 in 2012 and 2013 respectively.
Besides the reactive intervention of the medication orders, pharmacists also give active
recommendations including suggestion of medication use, therapeutic drug monitoring, and
medication reconciliation. The numbers of active recommendations before and after attending medical
rounds are 37 in 2012 and 253 in 2013 respectively. The additional recommendations were mainly
medication use and reconciliation. The pharmacist interventions increase dramatically after clinical
pharmacists participate in the ward. Clinical pharmacists reduce potential adverse drug events and
save cost significantly.
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Abstract
Previous studies had demonstrated poor adherence to tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) was associated
with worsen clinical outcome and wasted of health care resource in chronic myeloid leukemia (CML).
The majority of purpose in this study was to investigate patient-reported factors related with
adherence behavior in CML population. This Study was conducted in a medical center in Southern of
Taiwan. Patients diagnose with CML chronic phase and treated with TKIs longer than three months
were invited to participate this study. Medication adherence was measured in a standardized way
using the Mandarin version of eight-items Morisky Medication Adherence Scale (MMAS-8). The sociodemographic information was collected from patient demographic profile. Clinical related factors
including: current TKI therapy, numbers of concomitant drugs, other comorbidities, experience of
drug-related side effect, etc., were investigated by a structured questionnaire. A total of 83 patients
were recruited in this study, and 60 were completed the questionnaire. Approximately one-third
patients were considered with poor adherence, and only 30% of participants were completely
adherent. Results of logistic regression analysis indicated variables as influencing factors of optimal
adherence behavior: older age, odd ratio (OR)=1.07 (95% confidence interval (CI), 1.02-1.12;
P=0.004), concomitant drug burden (ref. no), OR=1.79 (95% CI=1.02-3.16, P=0.044), marital status
(ref. married), OR=0.61(95% CI=0.01-0.59, p=0.011), and duration of CML diagnosis,
OR=0.81(95%CI=0.68-0.98, p=0.029). Different generation of TKI and the frequency of drug-related
adverse effect had no significantly influence to adherence behavior. Compare to another adherence
study conducted in Taiwan and measured with MPR, the percentage of CML patients classified as nonadherent was 27%, it seems consistent with the result presented in this study. Self-report scales
provide another method that easily performed to evaluate the medication adherence, and also have
potential advantage to identify the specific reasons of non-adherence. This study suggests that older
ages, married status, concomitant drug burden and shorter duration of diagnosis are influencing
factors associated with better adherence to long-term TKIs therapy. To improve adherence of CML
patients, healthcare providers should assess patient adherence behavior in routine practice, and tailed
the education plan to those potentially non-adherent patients.
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Abstract
Diluted norepinephrine is commonly used by anesthesia care providers in perioperative setting to
maintain or restore blood pressure. According to USP 797, low risk sterile preparations in the absence
of passing a sterility test, the storage period cannot exceed 14 days at cold temperature. However,
the stability of 10 mcg/mL norepinephrine in dextrose 5% (D5W) kept in polypropylene (PP) syringes
under different temperatures and different light exposure has not been defined yet. The beyond-usedate of 10 mcg/mL norepinephrine in clinical setting was evaluated in this study. 51 samples of 10
mcg/mL norepinephrine in D5W in PP syringe were prepared in an ISO class 5 laminar flow cabinet
inside an ISO class 8 clean room. Samples then were divided to 4 storage groups: (A) under ambient
light, at 2～8°C, (B) protect from light, at 2～8°C, (C) under ambient light , at 2～8°C but exposed to
room temperatures (20～25 °C) for 8 hours each day, (D) protect from light, at 2～8°C but exposed to
room temperatures for 8 hours each day. Samples were assayed by stability-indicating highperformance liquid chromatography to determine concentrations on day 0, 7, 14, 21 and 28. The pH
value, color, clarity, and signs of formation of particulate of each sample were also assessed at each
time point. Retention of at least 90% of the initial drug concentration was considered as stable during
defined time frame. All samples of diluted norepinephrine with different storage conditions retain more
than 90% of the initial concentration over 21 days. The completed refrigerated samples or completed
light-protecting samples exhibited a loss less than 5 % over 21 days. Samples stored under ambient
light , at 2～8°C but exposed to room temperatures (20～25 °C) for 8 hours each day remained 94.18
± 0.41% and 91.52 ± 0.93% of initial concentration on day 14 and 21 respectively, but 88.36± 1.60
% on day 28.All samples were clear and colorless on visual inspection for the duration of the study.
Sterility after 21 days was retained. Norepinephrine 10 mcg/mL in D5W remained stable over 21 days
in PP syringes.
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Abstract
Chronic diseases such as congestive heart failure (CHF) and chronic kidney disease (CKD) are related
with multiple drug prescription which can lead to various kinds of drug related problems, one of which
is drug interaction. The high incidence of complementary and alternative medicines (CAM) usage in
Indonesians can lead to drug interaction between prescribed drugs with various herbs or supplement.
Pharmacist as one of the healthcare team should imply medication reconciliation in order to prevent
drug interaction and improve the quality of life in patients with chronic diseases. The objective of this
study is to describe CAMs use and identify potential drug interaction with CAM in CHF and CKD
outpatients through medication reconciliation process. The study is a non experimental designed
study. Data of prescribed drugs and CAM consumed by the patients was collected by using medication
reconciliation process. A number of 73 patients met the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Data of
routine CAMs and prescribed medicines were compared to analyze and identify potential drug
interaction which is then shown in percentage. Interaction identified was classified based on their
mechanism and significance. Based on the result from medication reconciliation process, a number of
73 patients which consisted of 29 CHF patients and 44 CKD patients showed that 6,90 % of CHF
patients and 25 % of CKD patients consumed CAMs. CKD patients were more familiar with consuming
CAMs probably because of various complications in CKD patients that lead to consumption of various
CAMs as well. It is shown that potential drug interaction between the CAMs and the prescribed drugs
was identified in 13,33% of patients consuming CAMs. Based on the mechanism, interaction was
dominated by pharmacodynamics interaction. There was 50% interaction with level 2 significance
while the rest was included in the level 5 significance. Medication reconciliation can be used to identify
potential drug interaction with CAMs consumed by patients in order to prevent adverse drug events
due to harmful interactions.
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Abstract
Chronic renal failure patients are at high risk of developing side effects, drug –drug interactions,
toxicity and therapeutic failure due to complexity of treatment regimen, high number of morbidities,
medications and renal function impairment so need optimal adjustment of drugs doses. To evaluate
the prevalence of correct anti-biotics dosing in renal failure depending on renal function estimation in
terms of patient’s general characteristics available lab data, number of medications and co-morbidities
Observational cross sectional study was followed to collect data from patients, patients’ files and
healthcare provider team. Dosage adjustment is based on the remaining kidney function, most often
estimated on the basis of the patient's glomerular filtration rate (GFR) estimated by the Cockroft –
Gault formula (creatinine clearance calculation) and using computerized system to determine the
adjusted renal dose. From total 273 prescribed medicines, 39 (14.3%) medicine need dose
adjustment and 238 (85.7%) medicines not need adjustment in chronic renal failure. From 39
medicine need dose adjustment 19 (48.7%) medicines were adjusted and 20 (51.3%) medicines were
not adjusted. The anti-biotics need adjustments in our study are Ampicillin, Cefepime, Cefixime,
Ceftazidime, Ceftriaxone, Gentamycin, Levofloxacin, Meropenem, Metronidazole, Tazocin, Tienam and
Vancomycin. Dose adjustment in chronic kidney disease is an important issue in drug therapy. Many
anti-biotics need to be adjusted depending on the person’s kidney function. It the pharmacist duty by
co-operation with medical team to ensure a patient is taking the optimal dose. Pharmacists must has
the opportunity to access the patient’s lab value and patient’s demographic data allowing them to
estimate the kidney function which is required for dosage adjustment and critical for optimal
pharmacotherapy.
Key words: Chronic kidney disease, chronic renal failure, creatinine clearance, dose adjustment,
Aseer hospital, Anti-biotics.
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Abstract

In the past, warfarin was the drug of choice for pharmacological stroke prevention in atrial fibrillation
(AF), especially for those at higher risk for stroke. Previous literatures showed underuse of warfarin.
Non-vitamin K antagonist oral anticoagulants (NOACs), which have been approved as alternatives to
warfarin in non-valvular AF, are available in Taiwan since 2012. So far, there is limited real-world data
on how NOACs are currently being used in Taiwan. We aim to provide patterns of first anticoagulants
use in newly diagnosedTaiwanese AF patients. We used National Taiwan University Hospital (a 2500bed tertiary medical center) electronic database to include non-valvular AF patients from 1 January
2007 to 31 December 2013. Of 3662 patients identified in our study, the average age was 69 years,
45.5% were female. Among study population, hypertension was the most common comorbidity
(52.1%), 27.4% had ischemic heart disease, 20.8% had diabetes and 19.2% had dyslipidemia. Of
1215 anticoagulant users, 23.6% and 76.4% were on NOACs and warfarin, respectively. Nearly 32.5%
patients with CHA2DS2-VASc score≥ 2 wereon anticoagulant according to current treatment guideline.
Among these users, 71.3% and 28.9% were on warfarin and NOACs, respectively. Similar trends were
found in patients with CHA2DS2-VASc score≥ 1. Our study provides current patterns of anticoagulant
utilization in National Taiwan University Hospital. Among patients initiated anticoagulant treatment,
23.6% used NOACs instead of warfarin. During study period, the prescription rate of NOACs increased
and in warfarin user we found the opposite trend. Nearly 32.5% patients received anticoagulant
prescription according to current treatment guideline.
Key words: Atrial fibrillation；Non-Vitamin K antagonist oral anticoagulants；NOACs
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Abstract
In recent years, health and societal problems caused by the misuse or abuse of prescriptions has
become a serious public health and public safety issue worldwide. In Taiwan, while controlled drugs
are already regulated with licensure and tracking requirements, there is no real-time monitoring
program of prescribing and dispensing behaviors for controlled drugs. Therefore, it is difficult to assess
and prevent the misuse and abuse of controlled drugs. As the United States has successfully
developed Prescription Drug Monitoring Programs (PDMP) to reduce drug diversion and abuse of
controlled prescription drugs, this study aimed to systematically review the US experience of using
PDMPs, specifically the implementation modes and the effectiveness of PDMPs. Studies were identified
by searching PubMed and Google Scholar up to December 2014. The search terms included
prescription drug misuse, prescription drug abuse, prescription monitoring programs, prescription drug
monitoring program, prescription shopping program, controlled substances, and controlled drugs.
Additional articles were obtained by scanning the bibliographies identified in the database searches
and the websites of individual PDMP programs. The results were reviewed by three researchers,
synthesized qualitatively, and cross-checked by different researchers. Currently, 49 states had
enacted legislations and have an operating PDMP that requirespharmacies to transmit information of
dispensed prescriptions for controlled substances. In Oklahoma, the PDMP is a real time system and
usage data of substance II–V are required to be transmitted within 5 minutes. In Kentucky and New
York, data of substance II–V has to be transmitted within one day. PDMP data are provided upon
clinician request in Oklahoma and Kentucky. Provider guidelines and educational programs that help
utilize the PDMP data in practice were provided in Kentucky. In terms of effectiveness, the studies
showed that the use of PDMP data can assist clinically appropriate prescribing, reduce doctor shopping
and diversion. The use of PDMPs was associated with the reduction of opioid analgesics and BZD.
However, adverse effects such as substitutions also occurredin states with PDMPs, where patients
were more likely to use controlled substances not regulated by PDMPs. Prescription drug monitoring
programs were effective in reducing diversion of controlled substances, and providing prompt
information to detect potential prescription drug abuse. Future local studies should evaluate the
feasibility of implementing similar systems in Taiwan.
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Abstract
The pharmaceutical companies in China are encouraged to research and develop new drugs and
generic drugs with clinical value.The special evaluation & approval systems were implemented for such
drugs in order to improve the efficiency of drug evaluation and approval. Literature review was
adopted to organize and summarize the regulations of China drug special evaluation & approval. The
official documents and data from China Food and Drug Administration (CFDA) and CDE of CFDA were
also quoted for this research. At the same time,four typical cases were used to further illustrate the
special evaluation & approval systems in China. Thedrug special evaluation& approval systems in
China can be summarized as below: The accelerated approval system of new drugs,the priority review
system of generic drugs ; the priority review system of pediatric drugs, the special fast track approval
system for drugs needed in Public health emergencies.In recent years,a number of drugs were
approved for sale through the special evaluation & approval systems by CFDA.It is obvious that these
systems have played a positive role in meeting the needs of domestic clinical drug and ensuring the
safe and effective use of drugs for the public.
Keywords: drug, the special evaluation & approval systems, China.
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Abstract
Vigilance of drug-induced liver injury (DILI) is especially important in hepatitis-prevalent areas such as
Taiwan. The special pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic characteristics of amiodarone make it
among the top ten culprit drugs for mortality due to DILI. The study aims to: (1) describe reporting
tendency and pattern; and (2) delineate possible risk factors related to amiodarone-associated liver
injury by using data from the Adverse Drug Reaction Reporting System in Taiwan. Cases of
amiodarone-associated liver injury (categorized by MedDRA) reported during 2000~2014 were
included. Data on baseline characteristics, latency, adverse drug reaction outcomes, biochemistries
[such as alanine aminotransferase (ALT)], underlying diseases, and concomitant drugs were all
collected and evaluated by descriptive analysis and multiple logistic regression using statistical
software. Adverse drug reaction (ADR) reports related to liver injury were 3887 in total; 55 cases
(1.4%) were associated with amiodarone. The latter cohort had a mean age of 73.8 years old; male to
female ratio was 3:2; latency of 35 cases (63.6%) were less than 7 days; average daily dose was
582.3 mg; hepatocellular type was the most encountered type. There was no statistically significant
difference between "severe" (e.g. death, prolonged hospitalization, disability) and "non-severe" groups
by univariate analysis; however, the medians of direct bilirubin (p = 0.040), total bilirubin (p =
0.048), and average daily dose (p < 0.001) were higher in the "acute group" (latency ≤ 90 days).
Further multivariate regression analysis revealed interesting signals for outcome prediction, including
cumulative dose/body surface area (OR = 1.00001; p = 0.413), peak ALT level (OR = 1.0006; p =
0.168), preexisting liver disease (OR = 3.41; p = 0.290), and co-medication with drugs of DILI
potential (OR = 1.70; p = 0.403), even though statistically significance were not reached. Case
numbers in the study might be too small to draw conclusive remarks, especially by using the often
under-reported and sometimes incomplete nature of the data source. Certain predictors, such as dose
and bilirubin, identified in the study deserve to be explored further. Discussion for ways of enhancing
quality and quantity of ADR reporting will also be provided.
Key words: adverse drug reactions, hepatotoxicity, pharmacovigilance.
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Abstract
The Council on Pharmaceutical Education (CPE) of Japan carried out a project about the 6-year
pharmaceutical education system commissioned by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science
and Technology in 2013 and 2014. The purpose of this project is to verify the achievement level of the
initial objective of the 6-year education system and to collect opinions for improvement of problems of
the system including hospital and pharmacy practical training. In order to verify the current practical
training programs, CPE conducted in 2013 three types of questionnaire surveys targeting the graduate
pharmacists of the 6-year system, the directors of medical facilities, and the pharmacists certified as
teaching instructors about the practical training. CPE also carried out two types of questionnaire
surveys targeting the deans (or chairpersons of education committees) of pharmaceutical colleges and
clinical/professional facilities. CPE conducted in 2014 other questionnaire surveys with a focus on the
preparation status of the revised practical training programs scheduled to stars in 2019, and also
organized an advanced workshop so as to discuss the problems towards the revised programs.In this
presentation, the drawbacks of the current programs will be clarified based on the results of these
questionnaire surveys. Furthermore, problem-solving approaches for the current programs and
possible roadmaps aiming the smooth start of the revised programs will be proposed based on the
products of the advanced workshop.
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Abstract
Co-trimoxazole (sulfamethoxazole-trimethoprim, SMX-TMP), a broad-spectrum antibiotic combination,
is used as the first line treatment for Pneumocystis jirovecii pneumonia (PJP) and several infections.
Limited studies suggested measuring plasma peak concentrations (Cpeak) when targeting the
optimized therapeutic range of 100~200 µg/mL for SMX and 3~8 µg/mL for TMP. We aimed to
describe the distribution of Cpeak and plasma trough concentrations (Ctrough), and to investigate the
association between adverse events and plasma SMX-TMP concentrations. This prospective study was
conducted at the National Taiwan University Hospital (NTUH) from January 19, 2014 to June 18, 2015.
Adult inpatients who received therapeutic doses (≥ 5 mg/kg/day, based on TMP component) of cotrimoxazole and signed informed consent were enrolled. Patients without plasma concentrations of
TMX-TMP were excluded. Blood samples of Cpeak were drawn 3 hours after oral administration or 1
hour after completion of intravenous infusion, while Ctrough were collected just before the next dose.
The specimens were assayed by high performance liquid chromatography. Patients’ characteristics, lab
data, dosing regimen, and the duration of treatment were recorded. Naranjo scale was applied to
evaluate the causality of the ADRs. Chi-square test and Mann-Whitney U test were used to compare
the differences between two groups. Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to compare the differences
among three groups. Simple linear regression and multiple linear regression analysis were used to
determine the factors contributing to plasma concentration. In all of the statistical analyses, a p-value
of <0.05 was considered statistically significant.During the study period, a total of 87 patients were
enrolled, but only 82 patients with plasma concentrations were included in the analysis. Most of them
had hemato-oncological disease (64.6%) or acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (43.9%). Cotrimoxazole was mainly (74 patients, 90.2%) used for the treatment of PJP. The median Cpeak of SMX
and TMP were 117.8 µg/mL (range: 40.2-27) and 4.6 µg/mL (range: 1.1-10.0), respectively. Although
the dose administered in this study (10~15 mg/kg/day) were lower than the recommended dosing in
the manufacturer’s prescribing information (15~20 mg/kg/day), 64.9% of the peak SMX levels and
70.2% of the peak TMP levels were within the therapeutic ranges for treating PJP. We also found a
good correlation between the peak and trough concentrations for both SMX and TMP in hospitalized
adult patients (r>0.9). Higher peak and trough TMP concentrations were measured in patients who
developed hyperkalemia. SMX and TMP plasma concentrations, however, were not associated with
other adverse events including hyponatremia, skin rash, hepatotoxicity, nausea/vomiting, and
psychosis. Although lower dosing regimen (10~15 mg/kg/day) was administered, plasma
concentrations of co-trimoxazole were within the optimal therapeutic range in most of the patients.
Hyperkalemia was associated with higher plasma concentration of TMP.
Key words:Co-trimoxazole, plasma concentration, adverse event.
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